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'02 C240W Sedan $29,900 
Silver with Charcoal Leather, 5 Speed Automatic Transmission, 
Power Sunroof. Rear Sunshade, Alloy Wheels, and Rain Sensor. 
'02 E320 Sedan $42,900 
#I OOA Quart7. Silver/ Ash Leather, I 5, I 85 Miles, Heated Front Seats, 
E-Clas.< Special Edition Package, Premium Sound System, Rain Sen-
sor, Glass Sunroof, Climate Control, 5-Spoke Special Edition Wheel 
Tele Aid and Star Mark 
'02 CLK 320 Convertible 
#144A 
Silver with Ash Leather, Fully Loaded, Power Heated Memory 
Sears, CD Changer, and Much More. Only 800 Miles! 
'01 ML 320 SUV $32,900 
#0148A 
Black/Charcoal Leather, Power Moonroof. Power H eated Seats, 
Luxury Package, Cargo Cover, Boase Sound System wirb C D 
Player. 35,800 Miles. 
'99 E320S4 Station Wagon $33,900 
#1409P Obsidian black/Java Leather, 52,300 Miles, Full Load 
Plus Glass Sun Roof, Rack, Hooted Front Seats, Bose'Premium 
Sound System & Much More, Source: One Owner, Phone, 
Wooden Wheel, StarMark Start 07/29/1999 
$23,900 
#139A (33,000 miles) 
Silver with Gray Leather 
Sun Roof, Split Rear Folding Seats. 
$47,900 
Black/Oyster Leather, Full Power, Navigator, 
I Owner Trade. 40,617 miles. 
SELECT 
'00 Lexu.s RX300 suv $26,900 
p RE 
#0162A Beige/Tan Leather. 39,200 miles Full Load Plus Heated 
Power Seats, Drivers Memory, Wood Trim and CD Changer. 
Source: Auction. Warranty: Balance Factory' Basic: 4yr/50,000mi-
Power Train: 6yr/70,000mi. V1N: JT6HF I OU7YO 146926 
'02 Mitsubisbi Eclipse GT $16,925 
#0 L66A Silver/Black Leather. 24,860 miles. Full Load Plus Sun 
Roof, ln Dash CD Player, Power Driver Seat, Rear Spoiler, V6 En-
gine and 5spd. Manual, Source: Auction. Warranty: Balance Fac-
. V1N: 4A3AC5492E001286 
'01 Firebird $22,900 
#Ol63B 
Blue/Charcoal Leather, T-tops, Traction Control, 
In-dash CO, Al loy, RAM Air. 
'01 Volvo S60 2.4T $22,900 
'02 C320S Wagon $35,900 
#140A Black/Ash Leather Inserts. 15,630 miles. Full Load Plus 
Sun Roof and Rain Sensor. Source: Auction. Warranty: Balance 
Factory Plus Starmark. V1N: WDBRH64J02Fl6531 I 
'00 CLK320C Coupe $32,900 
#131A Obsidian Black/Oyster Leather, Glass Sunroof, Rain 
Sensor, Heated Front Seats, Heated Headlarnp Washing System, 
Automatic Climate Control, Xenon Headlamps, Bose' Premium 
Sound Window 178 Miles 
$45,225 
#0155A Desert Silver/Java Leather. 28,600 miles. Full Load 
Plus Xenon Headlamps, Headlamp Washers, Sun Roof, Rain 
Sensor and Bose Sound System. Source: Auction. Warranty: Bal-
ance Factory Plus Starmark. Yin: WDBJF83}9 1X046505 
'03 ML320 SUV $38,900 
#0150A Silver/Charcoal Leather. 2,420 miles. Full Load Plus 
Heated Front Seats, Sun Roof. Cargo Cover, Bose Sound With CD 
Changer, Power Vent-windows. Source: Auction. Wartanty: Bal-
ance Facrory Plus Starmark. V1N:4JGAB54EX3A397020 
'02 C320S Wagon $35,500 
#140A 
Black with Gray Leather, Full Power Options, Memory Seats, Sun 
Roof, Premium Sound System. 15,600 Miles. 
'03 ML 500 SUV $44,900 
#136A 
Black with Gray Leather, Fully Loaded, Power Memory Heated 
Seats, Navigation, Premium Sound. Only 9,900 Miles! 
'01 E320W4 $38,900 
#0167A Full Load Plus Heated Front Scats, Sun Roof, Rain sen-
sor and Bose Sound System. Source: Portland Volvo. Warranty: 
Balance Factory Plus Starmark. Vin:WDBJF82J II X049075 
0 W NED 
'01 Nissan Maxima GLE $19,975 
#0 165A G rey/Charcoal Leather. 23,250 miles. Full 
Load Plus Heated, Power Seats, Traction Control, Sun Roof, CD 
Player and Bose Sound System. Source: Auction. Warranty: Bal-
ance Factory. V1N: JN!CA31A31T312710 
'00 Lexus LX470 SUV $38,350 
Leather. 29,760 miles. Full Load Plus Heated, Power Memory Sears, 
CD Player, Height Control, Sun Roof, Rear Vent W indows, Wood 
Wheel and Trim, 3RD Row Seat. Source: Auction. Warranty: BaJance 
Factory' Basic: 4yr/50,000mi- Power Train: 6yr/70,000mi 
'00 Lexus RX300 SUV $26,900 
#0 149A Silver/Grey Leather. 39,800 miles. Full Load Plus 
Heated Power Seats, Drivers Memory, Wood Trim and CD 
C hanger. Source: Auction. Warranty: Balance Factory' Basic: 
· PowerTrain: V1N: 136622 
'02 Honda Accord EX 
#145A 
$20,900 
Silver with Graphite Leather, Power O ptions, AM/FM Stero CO Black with Gray Leather, Full Power Options, Includes Sun Roof, 
Player and Alloy Wheels. Tract ion Control and CD Changer. O nly 22,000 Miles! 
'98 Ford Explorer $12,900 '01 BMW 330 XI AWD $33,900 
#l37B Eddie Bauer Edition, Steel Blue with Tan Leather, # 138A Metallic Blue with Tan Leather, Full Power Option , 
Power Roof, Fuel Power Options, Roof Rack, CD with Premium Heated Power Memory Sears, Premium Sound with CD , Sun 
Sound, Alloy Wheels. Roof. 5 Speed. Only 19,700 Miles! 
'99 Saab 95 SE $12,900 
#14l8PA , 
SilverGreen/ Tan Leather, SE Package, Full Lo'l!i, H eated Power 
Memory Seats, Automat ic Ttansmission, Burl Walnut Wood, CD 
Player, Moonroof. 4Cyl. Turbo, 78, 123 Miles. 
'00 BMW 323 $21,900 
#133B 
Slate Gray with Gray Leather, Full Power O ptions, Plus Winter 
Package with includes Power H eated Memory Sears & O SC , In 
D ash C D, Premium Sound & Sun Roof. 
and now our snazzy, 
new facility brings you: 
• A warm, relaxing atmosphere 
• More flexible scheduling 
• Refreshment station 
• Easy parking 
• More state-of-the-art 
equipment to serve you! 
COME. SEE. {BEUEVEfj Ji~~;::: 
We pamper you with soft-touch cleanings, dentistry while you slee 
. b . dril p, 
au a ras10~ · Hess dentistry, headphones, DVD players and 
warm neck pillows... all in a friendly and professional atmosphere. 
Robert V. Nelson, DDS 
Serving you with 
Always leading-edge technology, always comfortable. 20 years of dental exp17'ience 






Tickets start at $12! 
Tic~ets available at the box office, ticketmasterlocations 




(2 mi. South of Shaw's) 
Cross' Cape Town 
m!fring ~g into summer. Waterfront cafe. Paddle faas slowly turning over-
..i .,_··th· relaxingAfri • mdi~ the sweet aroma of a Cuban cigar. Last day of a two week tout 
"' ....,u ca s amond and platinum mines. 
Sbe ~ ~ the passing ship. I complimenled ber on ber · . Sbe seemed 
pleas~. ~xplained It was a family heirloom. had been ber grandma~· nd she 
loved It, it was simple .. . COQ!fonable. s, a 
~ ~ ber 1 was a jeweler from America. Asked if I could make a ring like it Sbe 
. s would be honored to have ber gi'IIIIdmotber•s ring in America This · the 
nng seen that gentle spring day in South Africa. · 18 
~ortable. Low ~file. Dcsi~ can be worn all the time •. . for a lifetime, then passed 
lbe next generation. Your diimond or OW'S.Stop in to see Ibis delightful · 
Call or write for our he Cape ThWD broch....,. nng. 
Cross Jewelers 
M!Jnu.facturlng Jewelers Since 1908 
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Features 
Portland jazz 
Our October 2nd issue features the musicians and the venues 
that make Portland a great place to hear live jazz. 
14 Undy Hop • just Friends • USM is a resource for jazz in 
Maine • Maine Handicapped Skiing and the Iris Network 
15 Maine jazz Alliance • Herbie Hancock Quartet and 
Preservation Hall jazz Band are coming to Portland 
16 PHOTO ESSAY Eastland 
18 Marc Chillemi • jazz: Alive and Well at the Portland 
Conservatory! 
19 State Street Traditional jazz Band • The Eastland Park 
Hotei·A Glorious Past 
The Way Life Community 
Should Be Close· up 
8 Health & Wellness 6 Community Notices 
Diabetes Expert Shares Tips to 
Reduce Risk of Type 2 Diabetes 10 Daily Grind 
9 Paw Print 
What Noah Should Have Done 
• Human Views of a Dog's Life 11 MacBerserker's 
• Adopt A Pet: Zoe 
Insecure Banking 
13 Greener Side 12 Talk 
Super Cool 
Conversation with Alison Jones 
24 Quality time 20 For The Record 
• Crossword • Funny Bone 
New Law Entitles Maine Consumers 
to Free Credit Report 
Cover Picture: Michael Eric Berube 
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Culture Shock 
21 Movies 
• Anthing Else 
• A Mighty Wind 





ers onal Report tor: ~@ 
NOAH AMADOUE 
2. Credit Summary 
The following information 
accounts in full detail, 
is incorrect, please see 
is a snapshot in time and 
rt. 
Etc 
5 Special Advertising 
Opportunities 
25 Weekly Contests 
Photo & essay winners 
28 Personals 
2 9 Horoscope 
30 Classifieds 
WMPG RECORD SALE 
COs, LPs, DVDs, and more! 
Saturday, October 11th 
10am-4pm 
usm sullivan gym, portland 
$1.00 admission 
CALL 780-4151 FOR MORE INFO 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • About This Issue • 
This issue was a lot of fun to put together. We were swamped 
with submissions leading me to believe that Jazz is one of the 
best-kept secrets in Maine! 
Portland has such a diversified group of music lovers. Jazz is 
huge in Maine and has a very loyal audience. The Eastland 
Park Hotel holds one of the most popular jazz clubs around. 
The Top Of The East is one of the focus features in this issue. 
Wow, what a following they have! 
USM submitted a story on their Jazz studies. There are stories 
from PCA Great Performances, Maniac Swing Dance Society 
and State Street Traditional Jazz Band. You will read about the 
Portland Conservatory and Just Friends Jazz. 
This is our 38th issue. We are so very thankful to all of our 
advertisers for their praise and support of the paper. The 
phone calls that I have been getting from you have been a 
great encouragement. I truly love the success stories. 
Once again, thank you. 
Roseann Mango-Morgenson 
Vice President 
Maine Publishing Corp. 
• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Time to Volunteer for Making 
Strides Against Breast Cancer 
Volunteers are needed once again lor the Mak-
ing Strides Against Breast Cancer walks taking 
place on Sunday, October 19, in Brunswick, 
Cape Elizabeth and Damariscotta. Every three 
minutes, a woman in the United States learns 
she has breast cancer. Yet thanks to advances 
in early detection and treatment-and in a 
large part, to those who participate in the 
American Cancer Society's Making Strides 
Against Breast Cancer walks-more women 
than ever will conquer the disease. 
"Nothing can describe the camaraderie of 
walking with scores of others who share your 
passion for raising much needed funds for 
curing breast cancer," says Donna Muto of 
the American Cancer Society. "Last year right 
here in Maine, volunteers ra ised approxi-
mately $240,000. Across the country, 400,000 
walkers in more than 90 events raised nearly 
$28 million." This year, instead of multiple 
smaller walks in Maine, there will be three 
major walks . Team coordinators are needed 
now; their job will be to plan the logistics for 
those getting to the walks from throughout 
the state. Also needed are local team cap-
tains, planning committee members, and oth-
ers who will register the walkers , maintain 
the water stops, direct parking or clean up af-
terwards . People of all ages can help before-
hand also by distributing brochures and re-
cruiting new volunteers. 
New this year is the web site www.can-
cer.orgjstridesonline, where those interested 
in Making Strides Against Breast Cancer may 
register, make a donation, and/or create their 
own personal donation page that can be sent 
to family and friends to ask for their support. 
To learn more or to volunteer, please call the 
American Cancer Society at 800-464-3102, 
then press 3, or 207-373-3703. 
Sponsors of this year's event include WCl2, 
Anthem and Discovery Health Channel. 
The American Cancer Society is the na-
tionwide, community-based voluntary health 
organization dedicated to eliminating cancer 
as a major health problem by preventing can-
cer, saving lives and diminishing suffering 
from cancer through research, education, ad-
vocacy and patient services. 
Fall for Someone this Fall 
Rottweiler Day 
North East Rottweiler Rescue & Referral, Inc. is 
inviting you and your family to a community 
event that showcases beautiful, loving dogs up 
for adoption. Find out why Rottweilers are the 
gentle giants of the K-9 family. Stop by the Ken-
nel Shop located in the Northgate Shopping 
Center in Portland this October 4, I lam to 
3pm. Find someone to fall for this fall season! 
NERR&R is a non-profit, volunteer organi-
zation whose main mission is to rescue aban-
doned, abused, and/or surrendered Rot-
tweilers and place them into responsible, lov-
ing homes. All dogs are temperament evalu-
ated , vaccinated, altered and given whatever 
veterinary care they need. Adoption appli-
cants are carefully evaluated and screened to 
ensure that our dogs do not just find any 
home, but the right home. 
For information on NERR or to read biog-
raphies and see pictures of all NERR dogs go 
6 Casco Boy Weekly 
to: www.rottrescue.org or email nerescue@ 
rottrescue.org. North East Rottweiler Rescue 
& Referral, Inc. is a tax-exempt, 501(3)(c) non-
profit corporation. 
Workshop Focuses On 
First-Time Buyers 
First-time home-buyers will be the focus of 
free monthly workshops beginning in Octo-
ber sponsored by Homeowners Assistance 
Corporation, South Portland, and Dowd Prop-
erties, Portland. 
The first session will be held Thursday 
evening, Oct. 7 at Dowd Properties, 17 West-
land Avenue, Portland. Additional workshops 
will be held the first Thursday of each month 
through May. 
Charlotte Leavitt, Homeowners Assistance 
loan officer and one of the workshop facilita-
tors , describes the sessions as "everything 
you need to know to get ready to buy your 
first home." 
"Buying a home can be an emotional process," 
she says. "By applying for your mortgage early, 
you can eliminate a lot of stress later on. Once 
you have the house under contract, you can fo-
cus on the home, not the mortgage." 
Among the topics of the workshop will be 
first time homebuyer programs of particular 
interest to young couples and individuals, ac-
cording to Leavitt, who says that two-thirds 
of first time buyers lack the funds for a 20 
percent down payment. 
All workshops will be facilitated by The 
Mortgage Team of Homeowners Assistance 
(Charlotte Leavitt, Anne Gennaro and Chris-
topher Smith), in cooperation with Deb Dowd 
of Dowd Properties. 
While attendance is free, attendees are 
asked to preregister by calling Eric Flynn at 
773-6250 or register online at www.dow-
drealestate.com. 
Rick Charette Performs Free Show 
for Spring Harbor Hospital 
Maine's own singer /songwriter, Rick Charette, 
performed a free show for the Child and Ado-
lescent units at Spring Harbor Hospital, South-
ern Maine's only hospital devoted exclusively 
to treating mental illness and dual disorders 
(mental and chemical), on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 9. With guitar in hand, Rick entertained 
our patients with songs such as Alligator in the 
Elevator and Bubble Gum. The performance 
was enjoyed by patients and staff alike. Fol-
lowing his performance, Rick signed auto-
graphs and talked with many of our patients. 
Rick's visit to Spring Harbor was made 
possible by the Volunteer Services Program. 
Volunteers help us to serve the community 
by enhancing patient experiences, reducing 
the stigma of mental illness, and increasing 
community awareness of mental health is-
sues. Approaching its one-year anniversary, 
the Volunteer Services Program at Spring Har-
bor offers various opportunities in both pa-
tient<ontact areas and administrative depart-
ments. Volunteer positions include friendly vis-
itors for our patient units, clerical assistants 
for social work and administration, assistants 
at Maine Medical Center's Mc-Geachey Hall , 
dance instructors, classroom assistants, well-
ness instructors, artists, and many more. One-
time volunteers are also welcomed as guest 
musicians, "celebrity" guests , and to conduct 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your community notices. 
Please keep your thoughts to less than 300 words 
(longer submissions may be edited lor space reasons), 
and include your address and daytime phone number. 
Send to: Notices, Casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 0410/ or e-mail: cbwdir@maine.rr. com 
special projects with our patients. 
For further information regarding Spring 
Harbor Hospital and the Volunteer Services 
Program, please contact Julie DeLaite at 761-
2200 or delaitej@springharbor.org. 
Bowdoin College's Fifth 
Annual Common Good Day 
On Saturday, October 4, hundreds of Bow-
doin College students, employees, alumni 
and friends will take to the greater Brunswick 
and Portland communities for an afternoon of 
service in celebration of Bowdoin's fifth an-
nual Common Good Day. 
Teams of Bowdoin volunteers will spend 
four hours working on various projects for lo-
cal non-profit and municipal organizations. The 
projects include gardening at Curtis Memorial 
Library and Bayview Heights, an affordable 
senior housing facility; apple picking with in-
dividuals served by the Learning Center, a proj-
ect of Independence Association; visiting with 
residents at Amenity Manor; setting up an out-
door tent at Maine Fiberarts; and cleaning, 
painting, wallpapering and doing yard work for 
such organizations as the Ronald McDonald 
House, Sweetser, the Tedford Shelter, Harbor 
Children's Center, and Dionne Commons. 
"Common Good Day introduces students, 
faculty, staff, alumni and friends to lots of dif-
ferent local volunteer opportunities and the 
many community partnerships that may not 
otherwise be familiar to them," says Caitlin 
MacDonald, a 2001 Bowdoin graduate who 
now works as an Americorps*VISTA at the 
College's Community Service Resource Cen-
ter. "By holding the event early in the school 
year, we hope to instill in students a commit-
ment to public service throughout their time 
at Bowdoin and beyond." Volunteerism oc-
cupies an important place in the lives of 
many Bowdoin students right alongside at-
tending classes and participating in athletics 
and other extracurricular activities. Seventy 
percent of all students participate in com-
munity service at some point during their 
Bowdoin careers. 
Common Good Day has been a popular event 
for many Bowdoin students throughout the 
years. "I've been participating in Common Good 
Day since my first year at Bowdoin," said Kate 
Leach, '04, the Community Service Resource 
Center intern who has planned much of this 
year's event. "It's definitely a great way to meet 
new people and learn about service opportuni-
ties in the community." Launched in 1999, Bow-
doin College's Common Good Day takes its 
name from one of the College's guiding prin-
ciples, as stated by Joseph McKeen, Bow-
doin's first president, in his 1802 inaugural 
address: "It ought always to be remembered 
that literary institutions are founded and en-
dowed for the Common Good, and not for the 
private advantage of those who resort to 
them for education." 
For more information about Common Good 
Day, contact Kate Leach kleach@bowdoin. 
edu at 798-4156 or Caitlin MacDonald cmac-
dona@bowdoin.edu at 798-4133. 
Flatbread Company Hosts 
Benefit for Bayside Neighbor-
hood Association 
Flatbread Company has announced Tuesday, 
October 7th as the Bayside Neighborhood Pizza 
casco bay weekly 
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Chief Financial Officer 
OlW Issues are purchased by our adverlisen and distributed 
free 1o the public '"' their behalf. Please show your apprecia-
tion by giving them support whenever possible. 
SUBMISSIONS 
CBWis octNely seeking submissions of all kinds from our com· 
munity of reoden. Phoiogroplly, comics, or1ides, proposals and 
lettoo shoukl be moiled to : Casco Boy Weeidy, 11 Forest Ave., 
Porliond, ME 041 01 or e-moiled to cbwdir@maine.rr.com 
WHO WE ARE AND WHERE TO FIND US 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of CBW ore distributed free 
throughout Greater Portland, at ouHets from Brunswick to 
Windham to Biddeford and at selected York County loco· 
tions. Casco Boy Weekly is also on the Web at www.cas· 
coboyweekly.com 
For information about display advertising, call 207·775-
6601 or e-mail cbw@moine.rr.com. 
Cosec Boy Week~ is published by Maine Publishing Corp., 1 t 
Forest Ave., Portland, ME 041 Ol. Subscriptions available for 
$79 per year. For more information, call 207·775·6601 or 
email cbwcirc@maine.rr.com. Send address change to 11 For· 
est Ave., Portland, ME 04101 . 
Entire contents © Maine 
Party Benefit Night. For each pizza sold be-
tween 5 and 9pm, eat-in or take-out, Flat bread 
will donate $3.50 to the Bayside Neighbor-
hood Association to support the BNA's work 
in the community. 
The Bayside Neighborhood Association 
works to increase affordable housing, create 
sustainable economic development, pre-
serve cultural diversity, and empower low-in-
come residents in the Bayside neighborhood. 
Bayside, located in the heart of the Portland 
peninsula, is one of the most diverse and 
densely populated communities in the state. 
The BNA's work includes a free summer 
lunch program and after-school art classes 
for children, the annual Summer Block Party 
and Fall Harvest Feast, an active community 
garden, and advocacy at the local and county 
levels around public transportation, housing, 
and public safety. 
Please join Friends of the Bayside Neigh-
borhood on Tuesday, October 7 at Flatbread 
Company, 72 Commercial Street, for an 
evening of pizza, raffle prizes, and more! For 
more information, please contact Carrie Kil-
man at 415-0769. 
School Improvement Project 
Needs 400 Volunteers 
Four hundred volunteers from all parts of the 
Portland community are needed to partici-
pate in a major initiative this fall aimed at 
finding long-term solutions to challenges fac-
ing the Portland Public Schools. 
The project, called Schools for Portland's Fu-
ture, will create study circles where small 
groups brainstorm ideas to help in creating our 
schools for tomorrow. A kickoff media event 
will take place on Thursday, October 2, at Port-
land High School, at 1 Oam. The study circles 
will meet two hours per week between October 
20 and November 10. They will culminate in a 
citywide action forum on November 20. 
·All of us are smarter than any one of us," 
says Portland Superintendent Mary Jo O'Con-
nor. "We are committed to sifting through the 
ideas from the study circles and incorporat-
ing as many as possible in the future plan-
ning of the school system." 
Schools for Portland's Future hopes to in-
clude a broad range of the community in the 
study circles, including students, parents, busi-
ness leaders, senior citizens and new Mainers. 
Trained facilitators will help each study circle 
to examine issues related to the future of the 
schools and to seek common ground. 
Among the areas to be addressed are stu-
dents leaving school unprepared for life in a 
technology-based society, students held back 
by less successful classmates, inadequate 
school resources and the connection be-
tween student achievement and Portland's 
jobs, taxes, crime, and housing. 
Schools for Portland's Future is being spon-
sored by the Portland Public Schools in con-
junction with the city of Portland, the Port-
land Chamber of Commerce, the Portland 
Partnership, the Institute for Civic Leader-
ship, the NAACP, United Way, LULAC, the 
Maine Great Schools Project, the University 
of Southern Maine, the Study Circles Re-
source Center and Friends of Many Rivers. 
To find out more information and to sign 
up for the study circles, call the Portland 
Partnership at 874-8236, or go online at www. 
portlandschools.org. 
USM Theatre Students and 
Faculty in major movie! 
Several University of Southern Maine Depart-
ment of Theatre Students and Faculty are 
working on the film, Empire Falls, starring He-
len Hunt, Ed Harris, Paul Newman, and Joanne 
Woodward currently being filmed in Maine. 
USM Theatre Minor Kira Turnage will be 
working fulJ..time as the stand-in for the char-
acter of Tick, the daughter of Helen Hunt in 
the film, while USM Theatre major Sean De-
mers and Theatre faculty member Wil Kilroy 
will appear in selected scenes. 
Further information will be released as de-
tails develop. Call Mary Snell at 78(]..5256. 
Search for 2003 Miss Maine 
USA/Teen USA Underway 
Applicants are now being accepted for the Miss 
Maine USA/Teen USA Pageant, which is the Of-
ficial Preliminary to the nationally televised 
Miss USA(feen USA Pageant on NBC television. 
The 2004 State pageant will be held at the 
Sheraton Hotel in South Portland, on Novem-
ber 29 & 30, 2003. The State Winners will re-
ceive over $5,000 worth of prizes and awards, 
Including wardrobe, jewelry, travel, a model-
ing scholarship, cash awards, as well as her 
expense paid trip to compete for the National 
Title on NBC television for cash prizes val-
ued at over $150,000. 
There is no performing "Talent" require-
ment. All judging is based on poise, personal-
ity and beauty of face and figure. Teens be-
tween 15 and 19 years of age as of July 1, 2004, 
and young ladies between 19 and 27 years of 
age as of February 1, 2004. Anyone who 
wishes further information to participate 
must write to State Pageant Headquarters , 
P.O. Box 7262, Scarborough, ME 04070 or call 
207-874-2872, e-mail AMBMISSMEUSA@AOL. 
New Law to Snuff Youth 
Access to Smokes 
Maine's new law restricting Internet tobacco 
sales became effective September 13, 2003. 
This new law requires any retailer, whether lo-
cated In Maine or anywhere else, to be li-
censed by the state in order to have tobacco 
delivered to Maine consumers. It also pro-
hibits delivery services from shipping tobacco 
products to Maine consumers if shipped from 
unlicensed sellers. 
Key requirements of the law are tight age 
verification procedures that assure underage 
buyers cannot order and obtain tobacco 
from websites selling cigarettes and report-
ing requirements to assure Maine taxes are 
collected. 
Attorney General Steven Rowe said, "The 
importance of this new law is highlighted by 
a study published September lOth in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association. 
The study found that minors were able to 
purchase cigarettes over the Internet 94 per-
cent of the time using prepaid credit cards 
and 89 percent o the time using money or-
ders. This resulted in 1,650 packs of ciga-
rettes delivered to underage buyers. The 
Maine Legislature is well justified in adopting 
the new law." 
State Representative Glenn Cummings (D-
Portland), the lead sponsor of the new law, 
said, "The law is good for Maine kids who 
won't pick up smoking, good for Maine busi-
nesses who won't face unfair competition 
from tax scofflaw websites, and good for tax-
funded education and services." Read the 
new law online at: http://janus.state.me.us 
jlegis/rosjlomjloml2lst/9pub401 %2D450/pu 
b401 %2D450%2D58.htm. 
Portland Pipeline Corporation 
Seeks Corps permit to dredge 
Casco Bay to improve access 
to Pier 
Portland Pipeline Corporation is seeking a US 
Army Corp of Engineers permit to dredge by 
mechanical means approximately 300,000 cu-
bic yards of sand, silt and clay and 1,500 cu-
bic yards of rock to 50 feet mean low water 
within 75-acre in Casco Bay, approaching 
Portland Harbor in South Portland, Maine. 
The proposed work is designed to improve 
access to the applicant's existing oil terminal 
pier, allowing the same quantity of oil now 
being unloaded each year to be handled by 
fewer vessel movements. 
The dredged material will be disposed of 
at the Portland Disposal Site. It is the Corps' 
preliminary determination that the material 
is acceptable for disposal at the disposal site. 
The rock will be redeposited below the high 
tide line, adjacent to the approach channel. 
The Portland Disposal site is periodically 
used for the disposal of suitable bottom sed-
iments dredged principally from the Portland 
Harbor/Fore River area (suitability deter-
mined through case by case analyses). The 
quantity of sediments deposited at the site 
varies considerably each year and peaks 
when the Federal Channel in Portland Harbor 
is maintained (about every 10 years). Since 
1982, an annual average of 160,000 cubic 
yards of sediments have been deposited. The 
site has been monitored through the Corps' 
Disposal Area Monitoring System (DAMOS). 
DAM OS studies show that the site is a low 
energy environment, such that sediment de-
posited at this location will remain within the 
site's boundaries. The Portland Disposal Site 
has been designated by the EPA for the dis-
posal of dredged material only. 
The dredging portion of this proposed 
project will impact about 75 acres of Essential 
Fish Habitat for various species and life 
stages. Habitat at the dredging site can be de-
scribed as silt, sand and ledge; and at the dis-
posal site it is composed of silt, sand and clay. 
Impacts to the listed species are expected to 
include turbidity and benthic disturbance; 
however, these impacts are expected to be 
minimal and of short duration. The Corps has 
made a preliminary determination that the 
site-specific adverse effect on the Essential 
Fish Habitat conservation recommendations 
is being conducted and will be concluded 
prior to a final permit decision. 
The application for the federal permit was 
filed with the Corps of Engineers under Sec-
tion 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, which 
provides for federal regulation of any work in, 
or effecting navigable waters of the United 
States, and Section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act, which regulates the discharge of dredged 
or fill material in the U.S waters, and Section 
103 of the Marine Protection, Research and 
Sanctuaries Act. 
To assist in properly evaluating this pro-
posal, the Corps is seeking public comments. 
Written statements referencing this permit 
request (file II 200300787) should be for-
warded to the Corps office no later than Oc-
tober 20, 2003. Additional information is 
available from Jay Clement at the US Army 
Corps of Engineers, New England District, 
Maine Project Office, 675 Western Ave., 113, 
Manchester, ME 04351. 
Readers 
feedback 
Keep Tax Money Here 
I think that Senator Kennedy got it right when 
he said our troops are in a shooting gallery 
over there! And now the president wants an-
other -:.87 billion of our tax money to keep 
the circus going! It seems that the Iraqis pre-
fer living the life of stone-age savagery that 
they have enjoyed for 30 years. I believe we 
should use that $87 billion for some useful 
programs here at home! 
SyPowell 
Scarboro 
We Are All From Away 
We are all from away. When the Pilgrims 
landed, much to their great shock, an Indian 
greeted them in their own language as they 
got off at the (famous) rock. Squanto had 
been to England and was visiting his cousins 
from the Cape-while he was-get this-from 
Maine! In the year 1624, the people from Ply-
mouth were trading for fur at Augusta! Ever 
since and always at the Summer, each and 
every year after this, all the English, all the 
Irish, all the Scots poured over the New Eng-
land landscape-but come Summer, the sail 
was all Down East . With this said, it is silly to 
be glad when the tourists leave, for ever since 
the Plymouth Pilgrims needed the Indians to 
show them how to plant and raise corn, and 
ever since the fisherman of Monhegan gave 
them fish to prevent the virtual starvation of 
their first year, we know we all need each 
other for our various contribution and skill. 
We depend on being together when often we 
might wish to be apart. As Thanksgiving ap-
proaches once more, and in the wake of Sep-
tember 11 , we know the struggle in the Mid 
East is now our dilemma and that victory is 
illusion. What is not illusion is the reality to 
try to understand those from away every day. 
The great victory is when yellow marries 
green, when purple marries red, when white 
marries black, and the great kaleidoscope of 
color pours over all the pain to cover those 
who are arrogant and withdrawn, and those 
who build fences. I wish for my grandchildren 
that they learn to speak Arabic. 





Please send your submissions (no more 
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Diabetes Expert Shares Tips to 
Reduce Risk of Type 2 Diabetes 
by Pork Information Bureau 
A nne Daly, MS, RD, BC-ADM, CDE and co-author 101 Weight Loss Tips for Prevent-
ing and Controlling Diabetes is an expert 
when it comes to diabetes. According to Daly, 
"Lifestyle changes today can help prevent the 
devastating consequences of type 2 diabetes." 
A recent large-scale study, called the Dia-
betes Prevention Program, found that losing 
weight and increasing physical activity can 
help those prone to diabetes reduce the risk of 
developing the disease by 58 percent. Exer-
cise can help improve insulin sensitivity, de-
crease insulin resistance, lower blood glucose 
and potentially improve cardiovascular status. 
And eating healthy is essential in the preven-
tion and management of diabetes. 
Starting on the Road to Fitness 
Physical activity plays an important role in re-
ducing the risk of developing type 2 diabetes. 
Head toward a goal of 30 minutes of physical 
activity a day and you'll be on your way to a 
healthier you. Here are a few tips from Daly to 
help put you on the road to fitness: 
Make It Fun 
• Choose an activity you enjoy to increase the 
chances you'll stick with it. Walking is a good 
way to ease Into a physical fitness routine. 
Start gradually, walking just 10 minutes, five 
days a week and working your way up to 30 
minutes, five days a week. 
Fit Fitness In 
• Incorporate physical activity into your daily 
routine. Hand-wash your car in your driveway, 
pull weeds in the garden or rake leaves with 
the kids. You'll not only be taking care of your 
chores, but also yourself. 
Track Your Steps 
• Buy a pedometer you can hook onto your 
waistband so you can track your progress in 
becoming more active. Aim for an initial goal 
of 10,000 steps each day-which equals about 
five miles . It sounds like a lot of walking, but 
it's certainly achievable with regular activity. 
Track It 
• Keep a record of your physical activity 
(both total minutes and the type of activity) 
in an easily visible place to track your 
progress and remind yourself about the im-
portant of regular activity. 
Measure Change 
• Measure your hips, waist, biceps and thighs 
before you begin your new physical activity 
regimen. Since muscle weighs more than fat, 
initial changes in your body might not be re-
flected on the scale. Measuring will help you 
see the progress and keep you motivated. 
Motivation from Music and Friends 
• Try listening to music or books on tape 
while you exercise to help encourage you. Or 
go for a regular walk with your family or a 
friend after dinner. 
WarmUp 
• Make sure to warm up and stretch before ex-
ercise and to cool down and stretch after ex-
ercise. Warming up helps your body prepare 
for any workout and stretching helps prevent 
injury. The cooldown helps slow your heart 
rate down and lets your muscles and joints re-
turn to an inactive state while relaxing and 
flexing your muscles. 
Simple Tips for a Healthy 
Eating Plan 
Developing healthy eating habits is important 
in the prevention and management of dia-
betes. Following are some pointers Daly rec-
ommends for losing weight or maintaining a 
healthy weight. 
Start with Breakfast 
• Research shows that people who eat break-
fast tend to maintain a healthy weight. Fill up 
on a quick breakfast that includes both protein 
and carbohydrates. On-the-go meals include 
lean Canadian bacon between toasted English 
muffins or yogurt mixed with fresh fruit. 
Slim Servings 
• Health experts debate over the exact amount 
of fat to eat, but the fact is that most people 
who succeed at weight loss eat a low-fat diet. 
Look for lean sources of meat with the word 
"loin" in the name, such as pork tenderloin or 
loin chop. Keep lean meats healthy by broiling, 
grilling or sauteing in small amounts of fat. 
Write It Down 
• To lose weight, keep a daily log of what you 
eat. A food record will help you examine your 
eating habits, which will help you understand 
the key to your weight loss or weight gain. If you 
need assistance on how to change your eating 
regimen, contact a local registered dietitian. 
Think Ahead 
• Curb cravings for unhealthy food by plan-
ning ahead. Be prepared when hunger strikes 
with convenient snacks such as pre-washed 
baby carrots or an apple. Aside from incorpo-
rating more vegetables and fruits into your 
diet, you'll avoid the temptation of snacks that 
are high in fat and calories. -a 
Balanced Eating 
• Choose main course dishes that provide a 
balance of protein and carbohydrates. Stir-
fries are an excellent way to make sure you're 
including vegetables and Jean meat in a low-fat 
dish-just make sure to use a low-fat cooking 
spray and go easy on the oil to avoid adding 
unnecessary fat and calories. 
Fill Up on Fiber 
• Many Americans are eating low-fiber sources 
of breads, cereals and other starches, not the 
high-fiber, whole-grain foods that fill you up. 
Look for "whole-grain" on the label. Also 
choose fruits and vegetables high in fiber, such 
as berries, corn and fresh pears. 
Talk Positive 
• Be positive. Talking positively to yourself 
and about yourself will help keep you on track 
with a healthy eating plan. If you overindulge 
one day, use positive thinking to make a plan 
on how to get back on track. 
Ask for Help from Family and Friends 
• Family and friends who want you to be 
healthy can also be intimidated by your new, 
slimmer look. If your typical lunch with a friend 
meant fast-food super-sizing, talk your friend 
into a lunchtime walk instead. Spouses should 
also be assured that "forever after" will be even 
more achievable with lifelong healthy habits . 
For more tips and to view the Diabetes Food 
Guide Pyramid, visit www.otherwhitemeat.com 
where you also can search the recipe database 
complete witll more than I , 000 recipes. 
print 
Human Views of a Dog's Life 
Compiled by Nancy Freedman-Smith 
"Some days you're the dog; some days you're 
the hydrant." - Unknown 
"In dog years, I'm dead."- Unknown 
"Dogs feel very strongly that they should al· 
ways go with you in the car, in case the need 
should arise for them to bark violently at 
nothing right in your ear." - Dave Barry 
"In order to really enjoy a dog, one doesn't 
merely try to train him to be semi-human. 
The point of it is to open oneself to the pos-
sibility of becoming partly a dog." 
- Edward Hoagland 
"My goal in life is to become as wonderful as 
my dog thinks I am." - Toby & Eileen Green 
"The greatness of a nation and its moral 
progress can be judged by the way its animals 
are treated." - Gandhi 
"Rambunctious, rumbustious, delinquent dogs 
become angelic when sitting." - Dr. Jan Dunbar 
"A dog teaches a boy fidelity, perseverance, 
and to turn around three times before lying 
down." - Robert Benchley 
"Did you ever walk into a room and forget 
why you walked in? l think that's how dogs 
spend their lives."- Sue Murphy 
"Ever consider what they must think of us? I 
mean, here we come back from a grocery 
store with the most amazing haul- chicken, 
pork, half a cow. They must think we're the 
greatest hunters on earth!"- Anne Tyler 
•••••••••••••••••• 
"I wonder if other dogs think poodles are mem-
bers of a weird religious cult." - Rita Rudner 
"You enter into a certain amount of madness 
when you marry a person with pets." 
- Nora Ephron 
"Don't accept your dog's admiration as conchr 
sive evidence that you are wonderful." 
-Ann Landers 
"There is no psychiatrist in the world like a 
puppy licking your face."- Ben Williams 
"Cat's motto: No matter what you've done 
wrong, always try to make it look like the dog 
did it." - Unknown 
"Money will buy you a pretty good dog, but it 
won't buy the wag of his tail."- Unknown 
"The average dog is a nicer person than the 
average person." -Andrew A. Rooney 
"He is your friend , your partner, your de-
fender, your dog. You are his life, his love, his 
leader. He will be yours, faithful and true, to 
the last beat of his heart. You owe it to him to 
be worthy of such devotion." - Unknown 
''Things that upset a terrier may pass virtually 
unnoticed by a Great Dane." - Smiley Blanton 
"A house without either a cat or a dog is the 
house of a scoundrel."- Portuguese Proverb 
"Dogs are just a part of our lives, but we are the 
dog's whole life." - Gerald Freedman, my Dad 
Comments? Gooddogzl@aol.com 
•••••••••••••••••• • • • 
CONTEST! 
• Do you have a funny story about your dog/dogs behaving really, really badly? Send it 
• to us in 300 words or less. The top two stories will be published in the October 16th 
• Issue. Please include your dog's breed and age at the time of the incident. 
• 1st place: $25 gift certificate to www.PlanetDog.com 
• 2nd place: Free dog wash from Bark and Roll 
• Email preferred-Gooddogzl@aol.com.Please put Contest in the heading or snail mail 
• to: Bad Dog Contest Casco Bay Weekly, II Forest Ave. Portland Maine 0410 I • Do not send stories where people or animals were hurt. • Deadline for submission is October 7th. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Adopt a Pet: Zoe by tile Animal Refuge League 
Pretty little Zoe is a 3-year-old shorthaired calico adopted and returned 
when her owner developed allergies. Very loving and affectionate, Zoe 
counts lap-sitting as a favorite hobby. If scratching posts are provided 
Zoe chooses to do her manicures on these rather than furniture. Zoe 
does not care to share her life with other cats, but is said to be friendly 
towards all people who approach her slowly and give her plenty of time 
to adjust to new surroundings. Zoe likes to sleep on the bed every night. 
She adores looking out the window In the sun and curls up in a cat bed 
during the day. Zoe prefers to snack throughout the day rather than 
have all her food at one sitting. Passed by for young, fluffy kittens all 
spring and summer, Zoe is a bit depressed in the shelter and tends to spend her days in one 
spot looking soulfully at passersby hoping to make eye contact. Zoe's previous owner de-
scribes her as cuddly, calm, loving, active, vocal, shy at times, independent and friendly. Zoe 
has always lived her life as an indoor cat and seems to prefer it that way. 
Zoe is available for adoption from the Animal Refuge League, 
449 Stroudwater Street, Westbrook. (207) 854-9771 or www.arlgp.org. 
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What Noah Should Have Done 
by Martin James 
Between cats and man-at least the three cats in my house and this man-an uneasy peace exists. There is an un-
easy sense of confrontation between us ; a 
constant state of tension on the fine line be-
tween mirth and murder. 
For the very existence of these and all 
cats, f hold Noah responsible, as I will explain 
in a moment. 
The impetus for this diatribe is the awful 
thing the youngest of the furry trio did earlier 
this week. We have a small passageway in our 
kitchen door through which our feline house-
guests can pass into and out of my life. My 
wife calls it the "kitty door." I say it's a worm-
hole between Heaven and Hades. 
On the aforementioned morning, Hubert 
the Gray-of the three, my least favorite-
entered the kitchen through the wormhole, 
glared at me and threw up. He then smiled, 
turned and left the way he came, only much 
more content and pleased with himself. 
Hubert knows that I have an aversion to 
messy things. He also knew that the lady of the 
house was not around and that my choices 
would be leaving or cleaning up the mess my-
self. Either option would please Hubert. 
This is where Noah comes in. According to 
the old story, Noah was commanded by God 
to build an ark, gather all the animals-two of 
each, male and female-and bring them to 
the ark to ride out 40 days of rain and the re-
sulting flood. 
After a time, the rain stopped and Noah fig-
ured there must be dry land somewhere, so 
he decided to send out a scouting party of a 
sort. We all know what Noah did-this Is what 
he should have done: 
If Noah had been smarter, he would have 
sent the pair of cats out to search for dry land 
after the rain stopped instead of the doves. 
Sure, the international symbol of peace could 
have been a soggy cat with a fish in its mouth. 
Granted, the dove and olive branch are cuter, 
but the first cat would surely have drowned, 
followed quickly by the second one, and 
Noah could then have sent out a more suit-
able animal. 
I'll bet that Mrs. Noah stopped her hus-
band just as he was instructing the cats: 
"Now swim, brave kitties, and land so we can 
get off this floating litter box. Swim and find 
proof that the waters are receding ... " 
"What are you doing, old man," screamed 
Noah's dear wife. "Have you lost your mind? 
Cats hate water and they can't swim-and 
you know it." 
"I didn't know that," offered Noah without 
conviction. "The Lord didn't tell me that. He 
just said I should send out one of the animals 
to find land. The cat seemed like a wise 
choice, being so smart and ... " 
Mrs. Noah stopped her husband: "Really? 
That's what the Lord said? Should I ask him 
myself?" 
Defeated again, Noah said, "Never mind, 
dear. Perhaps the Almighty has another crea-
ture in mind. Maybe I'll try a dove." 
And Noah set the cats back on the deck, 
dejected that this great opportunity had been 
lost. And as they walked away, the cats 
smirked. Yes-smirked! For before the flood, 
cats used facial expressions, just like hu-
mans. But the events of that long-ago day 
convinced them to hide their emotions. For 
when Noah saw those malicious grins , he 
went berserk and leapt toward the fleeing fe-
lines with murder on his mind. 
Mrs. Noah came instantly to the defense of 
the apparently doomed animals , sweeping 
them into her arms and away from the grasp 
of her lunging husband. As she hurried away, 
she offered wise advice: "No more smirking, 
cats! l won't always be around to protect you. 
From now on, keep a straight face, no matter 
what happens." 
The cats didn't have to ponder this for long, 
for Noah's anger and intent were all too obvi-
ous. And, in truth, they knew the negative effect 
they often had on humans, especially males. 
Later, as Mrs. Noah rocked her furry little 
lriends in-her lap, she suggested that by play-
ing it straight all the time, they and their de-
scendants might enjoy long life. "Why, you'll 
get out of so many tight situations that peo-
ple will say: 'Those cats-they've got four or 
five lives, maybe even more."' 
Since this sounded so good to those two 
cats , they decided to pass the wisdom along 
to their children and grandchildren. And so, 
to this day, cats always keep a perfectly 
straight face through thick and thin, and peo-
ple say that cats have nine lives-much to 
the dismay of men like me. 
Martin James and his wife share a small home 
with three kitties who actually do smirk at him, 
but only when he and they are alone. When the 
lady of the house comes in the door, all three 
furry fiends wink and smile at the man of the 
house one last time, then greet the lady with 
purrs and open paws. 
Mac Berserker's 
Insecure Banking 
by Marc L. Rubinstein 
0 kay, I fully intended to stop Win-dows-bashing this week, but then .. . Wired Magazine Online had an ar-
ticle about a majority of ATM machines 
switching from IBM's OS/2 to a version of 
Windows by 2005. 
The banking industry's already shown no 
understanding of computer security, but 
this sounded too stupid even for IT's stan-
dardize-on-the-platform-that-keeps-us-em-
ployed mentalities. Experts admit Win-
dows's many security flaws . Mac mavens 
needn't even open our mouths. 
C/NET, an lntei/Microsoft funded com-
puter news site, reported after a six-month 
study the biggest security problem in the 
banking industry was the Microsoft/Unisys 
sponsored migration from Unix to Microsoft 
servers. The three-day report remained 
available only the three days it took to pres-
ent. 
Twenty of America's 60 biggest banks 
want Windows ATMs supposedly for ease of 
use and better integration with current sys-
tems . 
This statement bugs me. 
Ignoring ease-of-use and security con-
cerns, Macintosh, Linux and Unix pride 
themselves on how seamlessly they inte-
grate in a multi-platform environment. Win-
dows supporters cry "Standardize!" and 
seek homogeneous networks. Even plat-
form-agnostic Java written on a Windows 
computer gets broken so it doesn't work on 
non-Windows computers. Why, then, even 
bother utilizing a cross-platform language? 
The ATMs would use a stripped down 
version of Windows NT without web server 
software integrated. One major security out-
fit stated, given Microsoft's record, it was 
impossible to rule out a slammer-type worm 
infection causing ATMs to randomly spew 
out cash. Another claimed ATMs weren't on 
the internet and don't have removable 
drives so would not be susceptible. Consid-
ering lengths hackers go to in causing havoc 
or getting money, it wouldn't be all that dif-
ficult to get into networks banks use to ac-
cess and update information in these ATMs. 
A spokeswoman for Bank of America 
Scurrilous Computing 
IllUSTRATION MICHAEL POLIS KEY 
said, "The Windows platform allows us to 
put even better protections in place. How-
ever, we won't discuss the details of our se-
curity procedures." 
What is she talking about? Windows, in 
all of its iterations, is the least secure oper-
ating system in common use! Microsoft said 
many protections it knows it needs won't 
be implemented until the next Windows up-
grade comes out in 2005. One of the latest 
security breeches was through a hole in the 
system Microsoft was warned about in 1991! 
Twelve years and they never bothered to 
staunch that vulnerability. Yeah, that's an 
OS I want my bank to be on ... right? 
Banks want to make this change, not sur-
prisingly, to make money. They want to sell 
ad space on Windows ATMs and sell sport-
ing event or entertainment tickets. You think 
those ATM lines are long now on weekends 
at the Mall? Wait until people line up there 
to get their movie tickets too! They're even 
considering selling lottery tickets and soft 
drinks at their ATMs! 
No joke. Only truth could be so unadul-
teratedly stupid! Bloatware comes to ATMs 
... I guess Microsoft had to be a part of it. 
Well, maybe next week I can focus on fun 
stuff. 
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A conversation with Alison jones 
'' The band is named after Edith. my lit-
tle Yorkshire terrier. who is very feisty 
and fearless. The band really likes her 
personality. so we all agreed to name 
it after her for that reason. ' ' 
Alison Jones of Edith Jones Project has been 
playing jazz for seven years. Her band is fierce-
less and feisty, just like her dog. 
by Leigh-ann Smith 
What is the Edith Jones Project? 
The Edith Jones Project is a big band made 
up of all women: four trombones, three trum-
pets, five saxophones, and a rhythm section. 
How long bas the Edith Jones Project been 
around? 
We had our first organizational meeting in 
February, and we've been rehearsing ever 
since on a regular basis. 
Your name is Alison Jones. So, why is it 
called the Edith Jones Project? Who's 
Edith? 
The band is named after Edith, my little York-
shire terrier, who is very feisty and fearless. 
The band really likes her personality, so we 
all agreed to name it after her for that reason. 
How many people are in the band? 
Sixteen, which is a pretty standard big band. 
Big Band is a very strict instrumentation. 
Generally it is four trumpets but we only have 
three. For example, from Glen Miller, Tommy 
Dorsey, Sam Kenton, they all had pretty much 
the same set-up. That is what a big band is. 
What is it like playing in an all-female en-
semble? 
In many ways it is not all that different than 
playing in ensembles with men. I would say 
the rehearsals are a lot more productive. We 
get a lot more out of them. Frankly, we have 
better attendance at the rehearsals. There 
are fewer ego clashes. After playing with all-
men bands for such a long time, all of us are 
having a lot of fun just because of those dif-
ferences. 
What instrument do yon play? 
I play tenor saxophone. 
How long have you played that instrnment? 
I haven't played that long. I'm probably the 
most inexperienced musician in the group. 
I've been playing for seven years. Most of the 
band members majored in music in college 
and have had very long and successful ca-
reers. 
Who makes up the band? 
A lot of educators, from the college level to 
the elementary level. We have faculty mem-
bers from Bowdoin, UNH, Bates and USM. We 
have a young doctor, a resident at Maine Med, 
who plays trumpet. Another young woman 
had a double major in college: performance 
trumpet and environmental studies. She is 
working for an environmental lab. We also 
Alison jones of Edith jones Project and her dog. Edith, for whom the band is named. PHOTO LEIGH·ANN SMITH 
have a retired woman as well. So there is a 
range of people. 
Who's your favorite jazz band? 
Perfection for me is Count Basie Orchestra. 
What about your favorite jazz song? 
Anything on Miles Davis' Kind of Blue album 
does it for me. 
Wbat are your thoughts on the local jazz 
scene? Is It allve and happening or pretty 
weak? 
It's not a bad jazz scene, but honestly I don't 
have much to compare it to. But for an area 
with such a low population there is a sur-
prising amount of talent here. And I'll also 
say this: they're also a very nice group of peo-
ple who are generous and supportive of each 
other. Maine Jazz Alliance is a great resource 
and promoter of jazz. I'd say for area of this 
size it is a vibrant scene. There's always room 
for improvement. 
Where is one tbe best places to locally hear 
jazz? 
The Bridgeway on Tuesday nights . You can 
hear Doane Group and that is a great venue 
and has wonderful talent there. And of course 
anywhere EJP [Edith Jones Project] is playing 
is good place too [laughter] . 
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Gltft§it§Jside 
Super Cool 
by David Neufeld 
A side from prompting the burst of fall foliage color, frosts and cold morn-
ings do something else to perennial 
plants, natural or cultivated. It is a process 
that happens every fall and makes it possible 
for plants to survive our often-hard winters . 
It is what separates the perennials from the 
annuals . It is called super-£ooling. 
When temps get cold, water freezes. If 
this water is inside a container, such as a 
cell, it bursts the walls and kills the plant. 
That's because water expands as it nears 
freezing. Plants that can survive the cold 
start now to give up the water in their cells. 
What was a plump juicy cell a month ago be-
gins to look like a dried apricot; not entirely 
dry but puckered. When the small amount of 
water left freezes, there is room to expand. 
Why should this be important? Because pro-
tecting shrubs and perennials too early in 
the fall doesn't allow them to get ready for 
the inevitable cold that will come. Gradual 
cooling is best and will allow even margin-
ally hardy plants to reappear in the spring. 
An apparent contradiction (though it is-
n't) is that plants need to have plenty of 
water in their roots to survive the winter. 
Most of what we call winterkill occurs be-
cause the tips of shrubs dry out during 
sub-zero sunny weather. A dry fall can have 
adverse effects on some shallow rooted 
shrubs, particularly rhododendrons and 
other evergreen shrubs. 
The last factor in how "hard" a winter is 
for any plant is the number of freeze/thaw 
cycles a region gets. That is when the 
ground thaws and re-freezes, something 
more common on the coast than where 
temps are lower and where snow holds the 
frost in the ground once it arrives. Freezing 
and thawing ground is hard on many 
plants. It channels water into the crown of 
a perennial and can split it in pieces. 
If you mulch around certain treasured 
plants such as roses, wait until the frost is in 
the ground, then mulch to keep the frost in. 
Remove the mulch in spring so that the plant 
can naturally come out of dormancy. If you 
want an extended stretch of blooms on nar-
cissus, tulips, or other flowering bulbs, just 
remove the mulch from one bed every week. 
I find it helpful to use pine bough cover-
ings on a few selected species. The buds of 
my tree peony appreciate the shade of our 
post-new-year Christmas tree (the top four 
feet stuck in the snow). The lavenders, box-
woods, and heathers like pine boughs laid 
over them in November. But for most of the 
garden an early December snow is welcome 
both as protection and as a restorer of or-
der. Then I can give myself a deserved va-
cation from scheming over my own garden 
before the February bug bites me again. 
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The musicians and the venues that make 
Portland a great place to hear live jazz 
Lindy Hop 
by Edward Kluge 
T here was a time in the '30s and '40s when jazz musicians played music for dancers. The music was swing and the 
dance was called the Lindy Hop. Sliding, spin-
ning and jumping on the dance floor, Lindy 
Hoppers were dancing a partnered jazz 
dance. They improvised on the hardwood in 
concert with the jazz musicians, who in tum 
improvised the tunes. As time went on jazz 
musicians played more for audiences that sat 
back and listened and less for folks who got 
up and spun the bottle on the dance floor-
but that is another story .. . 
For a time Lindy Hop went underground, 
but a small group of old-timers kept the 
dance alive. In the '80s Lindy Hop started 
making a comeback and in the late '90s made 
a big splash. Although the fad stage has since 
subsided, Lindy Hop is still thriving today, al-
though on a smaller scale. Lindy Hop is an 
original American dance form that has been 
exported around the globe. Lindy Hop com-
munities and events can be found in far away 
places like Australia and cities like Berlin, 
Buenos Aires and Paris. 
Undy Hop is a true art form and an amazing 
dance, providing its participants with many 
hours of joy. Once exposed to this dance, many 
become addicted to it. The siren song is strong 
and those under its spell are constantly eager to 
get on the dance floor to spin some magic. 
When danced at an advanced level, the floor be-
comes the dancer's friend and the music, their 
partner, and dancers can experience that ab-
stract feeling of bliss which becomes poetry in 
motion. Dancers reach for this level, but it is of-
ten elusive. It is a very versatile dance, which 
has spun off many different styles of swing 
dances that can be danced to a wide range of 
music, including jazz, blues, top 40, and Latin. 
Dancing to live bands is a favorite activity for 
swing dancers-just like back in the '30s and 
'40s. This is a special time for musicians and 
dancers to join together to get the joint jumping. 
There is a Lindy Hop community in Maine 
with dedicated swingers right here in the Port-
land area. The Mainiac Swing Dance Society 
has been around since 1990 and fosters the 
dance in Maine. It sponsors dances, events, 
and workshops to further the dance. This Oc-
tober, on the ll th, the Mainiac Swing Dance 
Society is having their annual membership 
meeting (open to the public) and topping it 
off with a special dance that night featuring a 
terrific band called the Big Chief. If you are in-
terested or want to learn more about this great 
dance---< heck the local listing in the Casco Bay 
Weekly. See you on Planet Swing. 
USM is a resource 
for jazz in Maine 
by Mary Snell 
K ey players in the Portland jazz scene are the students and faculty in the School of Music at the University of 
Southern Maine. The thriving jazz program 
currently has 44 jazz majors-nearly a quar-
ter of all the music students in the School of 
Music. These students not only study and 
perform at USM, but also routinely perform in 
the community as part of bands and jazz 
groups. 
Chris Oberholtzer, assistant professor of 
music at USM, is director of jazz studies. He 
directs the big band USM Jazz Ensemble. The 
newest full time faculty member, Doug Owens, 
directs a new ensemble. 
A number of other outstanding jazz musi-
cians teach at USM and direct combos such 
as veteran saxophonist Bill Street, pianist 
Ryan Parker, bassist Bronek Suchanek, 
drummer Les Harris Jr. , guitarist Gary Wit-
tner, vocalist Chris Humphrey, trumpeter 
Trent Austin, and several more. 
This fall a number of ensembles and combos 
have scheduled concerts. For tickets call the 
Music Box Office at 780.5555. 
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14Pd..,. 
USM Jazz Enaemble directed by Chris Ober-
holtzer performing an eclectic collection of 
pieces Including music of historical slgnlficance 
as well as modern big band repertoire. Spm 
$5,1$3 
1711••..,. 
Jazz c-.._ Cooc:ert fl: Jazz students per-
form with faculty in various small combos. 
7:30pm $5J$3. 
zen......., 
Jazz c-boa Concert 12: Jazz students per-
form with faculty In various small combos. 
7:30pm $5j$3. 
1411..-.lq 
Jazz Combos Concert 13: Jazz students per-




Vocal Jazz EMemble: Students perlorm under 
the direction of Chris Humphrey. 7:30pm $5/$3. . ---J'. s...lq 
USM/Fieet Yoatb En-we. Jazz lmproYia-
tloo: Weekend lor blgh school muslciam. Spon-
sored by fleet Bank. 
just Friends 
by Phyllis Leeke 
J ust Friends jazz group is named after a jazz standard from the 1930s. Sax player Joe Link struck on the title when he re-
alized, "We're about friends getting together 
and doing the best we can to play jazz well 
and bring happiness to other people through 
music-it evokes the spirit of our group." 
Joe was born in communist Eastern Eu-
rope and never heard jazz until he came to 
the U.S. He learned sax as a teenager in Ohio 
and had his first improvisational experience 
playing in a rhythm and blues band during a 
stint in the army down south. He spent sev-
eral years in southern California during the 
'70s where he heard inspiring live perform-
ances by such sax giants as Dexter Gordon, 
Pharoh Sanders and Rhasan. In addition to 
playing in Just Friends he also plays in the Vic-
tory Swing Band. 
Guitarist Phyllis Leeke trained as a classi-
cal pianist and although she wanted to play 
electric guitar ever since she heard Jimi Hen-
drix in the '60s, didn't have the opportunity 
to learn jazz or guitar until 1994. She studied 
guitar and jazz with Bob Thompson and de-
veloped her skills playing in jams and in jazz 
ensembles at USM. 
"My first public performance as an electri-
cal guitar player was in the blues jams at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction," she says. "I get 
choked up every time I go to American Pie and 
see a pizza oven right where my amp stood." 
Phyllis continues to perform as a classical 
pianist. You can hear her on the yearly con-
cert series of the Portland Rossini Club. 
Joe and Phyllis met at a jam at St. Lawrence 
Church and took to each other right away. 
"We have the same attitudes and priorities," 
says Joe. "The important things to us are com-
municating music to an audience and making 
jazz accessible. We believe that jazz is for 
everyone and the job of a jazz musician is to 
reach out and present music in a way people 
can connect with. We often describe our 
group as 'contemporary but accessible.'" 
"What makes me happiest," continues 
Phyllis "is looking out in the audience and 
seeing people sitting quietly and listening 
with serious intent. I know that I'm giving 
them a gift that will enrich their lives and 
bring them peace. That's what music has al-
ways done for people." 
The band's repertoire includes Miles 
Davis, Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Ho-
race Silver and Wes Montgomery. "Music 
from the 1960s modern era of jazz is out of 
fashion in the jazz world right now," explains 
Phyllis. "But audiences like it and can recog-
nize it and it's fun to play." 
Having fun is important to Just Friends. The 
end of a tune always brings smiles to their 
faces and often laughter. "If I'm not having a 
good time playing," says Joe, "how will peo-
ple have a good time hearing me?" 
"Just Friends" set list also includes several 
tunes by Theolonious Monk, a collection of 
older jazz standards and even one classical 
tune, Gymnopedie, by the eccentric French 
composer Erik Satie. "Audiences really like that 
one," Phyllis remarks, "it was once recorded as 
a rock tune and the chords are jazz chords 
even though it was written in 1870." 
The band also plays tunes by Maine com-
poser and jazz drummer Steve Grover. Phyllis 
says, "We like Steve's tunes because he knows 
how to write a beautiful melody and his 
changes make Intuitive sense. He has spent 
decades listening and playing music and 
studying what makes a good composition." 
Joe and Phyllis play with bass players and 
drummers whenever the venue is large 
enough. They have worked with bassist Cas-
sidy Holden and drummer Harley Smith and 
this summer performed at Silly's Restaurant in 
Portland and at the Lobster Cooker and the 
Azure Cafe in Freeport with bassists Brandon 
Turner and Andy Rice and with drummer Fer-
nando Garavitas. Joe says, "We consider our-
selves lucky to be able to draw on skilled 
graduates from the USM and UMA jazz pro-
grams. Public support lor school music pro-
grams means that musicians will be available 
to contribute to the culture of the community." 
Just Friends is currently booked Friday 
nights at the Azure Cafe, 123 Main Street, 
Freeport. For more information call the cafe at 
865-1237 or visit the band's web page on the 
local music bulletin board at Mainetoday.com. 
Maine Handicapped Skiing 
and the Iris Network 
Benefit Concert Featuring Rockin' George Leh and His Band! 
by Wendy Iseman 
L ast winter, George Leh, age 64 and blind since birth, traveled up to Sunday River Ski Resort to learn how to downhill ski 
for the first time in his life at the Maine Handi-
capped Skiing. He took to the slopes like he 
was born to ski. On his first day at MHS, George 
skied with volunteer Jan Berlin, a retired oph-
thalmologist. Dr. Berlin was also the Develop-
ment Director at the Iris Network, a program 
serving the blind and visually impaired 
throughout Maine. A good conversationalist 
with a great sense of humor, George really got 
into skiing and hanging out at the MHS building 
at 8 Sundance Lane with his new friends and 
volunteers, along with his wile Cathy. 
One day in the office there was a buzz from 
one of the volunteers that George could 
sing-really sing-and that he was looking to 
play at the Maine Handicapped Skiing's an-
nual Ski-A-Thon held in mid-March at Sunday 
River. George brought in a demo CD and sud-
denly the back offices were exploding with 
George's powerful voice! He was Rockin' 
George Leh, former member of the J. Geils 
Band, Swallow, Powerhouse and The Thril-
lers! George and his band turned the 18th an-
nual Ski-A-Thon into a rockin' and rollin' good 
time! 
Now Rockin' George Leh and His Band are 
putting on a benefit concert, A Night of Blues, 
lor Maine Handicapped Skiing and the Iris 
Network on Friday, October 10, 2003 at the 
First Parish Church, 425 Congress Street in 
Portland, Maine. The concert begins at 
7:30pm and tickets are $10 in advance, $12 at 
the door. For more information or tickets, 
please call Maine Handicapped Skiing at 800-
63~7770 or the Iris Network at 207-774-6273. 
Come have a rockin' good time and help 
out two great organizations in Maine serving 
people with physical disabilities: Maine 
Handicapped Skiing and the Iris Network. 
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Maine jazz Alliance 
by Erika Aberg 
N ° 11scusslo~ ?~the jazz 5Cene in Maine would be complete without considering the ro e and actiVIties of the Maine Jazz Alliance (MJA). The MalneJazz Alllan 
founded in Brunswick in 1987 as the Mid-Coast Jazz Society, but lat~;· was 
changed tts name to the Maine Jazz Alliance to better rellect the geographic 
and stylistic diversity of its many members. Run by volunteers MIA is a 
~l(c)3 non-profit organization, dedicated to building a vital jazz ~udience 
m Maine, and Its many programs are desJaned to give M•'n t 1 • .,.. ~ ers an oppor-
un ty to hear great Jazz in their own community. A heavy emphasis is 
pl_aced on exposing Maine's young people to jazz with programs like 
:•cke~s for. Kids that makes available free tickets to jazz events for faml-
hes With kids aged 17 and under, and Jazz Goes to School which brings 
professional~~~ musicians and educators Into Maine public schools to 
P_resent free :tm•cs and assemblies to Maine students. Beyond the ob-
VIous educational val~e, Maine Jazz Alliance believes that these pro-
grams are ~e foundatt~n for building a future audience for jazz. 
The Ma1_ne Jazz Alliance takes an active role in presenting jazz 
events dunng the year, often collaborating with other jazz presen-
ters. MJA has ~ollaborated with Dimensions in Jazz to produce April-
Fest, P~rtland s month-long celebration of Jazz. The result has been 
some d1~erse and adventurous music. As a presenter, MJA recognizes 
that the Jazz fan can not be easily categorized. It seems as if there are 
endless genres and sub genres of jazz, so MJA believes it is important to 
present a wide diversity of jazz styles, from traditional Dixieland to avant-
gu~dean_d the many shades in between. The one constant MJA strives to 
mamtam ~s keeping the music affordable. "Jazz should be accessible to 
everyone m our communities. Our most important issue is growing the au-
dience ~or Jaz~, but th!s won't happen if the only entry point is a $40 ticket 
at Me':lll Aud1tonum, notes Mark Kleinhaut, president of MJA. Ticket prices 
for Ma.tne Jazz Alliance concerts are typically in the $12-$18 range, and for 
those bargam prices you can hear world renown jazz artists like Scott Hamil-
ton, Dave McKenna, Jerry Bergonzi and Bobby Watson. 
The Maine Jazz Alliance wants to support an environment where jazz can 
be play~, heard, enjoyed and explored. "Since Maine doesn't have a cen-
tral rallymg place, like a dedicated jazz club," Klelnhaut explains, "we feel 
that we need to go out of our way to let people know where and when jaz 
Is happening. It's a network that is very easy to get plugged lnt z 
tell people h~w. • He's rigbt, getting plugged in Is easy. The Main: ~~e;;_e 
llance complies an extensive jazz calendar published In the newsletter 
Up-Be~t, (t~ls calendar can also be found on the Invisible Music website 
(www.I?visiblemuslcrecords.com) and MJA also sends out notices of 
upcommg jazz events via a weekly e-maJJ. To join their tree list 
:t send a blank e-mall to jazzevents-subscrlbe@topica.com. ~:· 
a nally, Up-Beat contains revieWB of concerts and recordings, detalled 
nnouncements about MJA events, and articles contributed by mus~ = and members, and is a good resource for anyone Interested ln 
eJazz. The newsletter is mailed to members of MJA, but theywtll 
be happy to Send you a complimentary Issue jf you caD With your 
name and address. 
Herbie Hancock Quartet and Preservation 
Hall Jazz Band are coming to Portland 
by Kip Loring 
P CA Great Performances has ~nnounced its 2003-04 se-nes of events at Merrill Auditorium. The season of 20 
. world-class presentations features two exciting jazz of-
fenngs: The Herbie Hancock Quartet and the Preservation 
Hall Jazz Band. 
. Pianist-composer-bandleader and multiple Grammy Award 
v:mner ~erbie Hancock comes to town for a night of jazz mu-
~·c-maki~g on Saturday, November 1 at 7:30pm. The quartet 
IS compnsed of Herb1e on the Stein way grand piano with Gary 
Thomas o_n tenor saxophone, Scott Colley on bass and Terri 
Lyne Carnngton on drums . 
. Hanc_ock was a music prodigy as a young child, with roots 
m classical piano. Since he began his professional music ca-
reer at the age of 20, he has added his name to the Jist of jazz 
gr~ats ~ho have moved the art form forward. His experimen-
~atlon With new musical styles and his affinity for new record-
~ng technology ?as been both controversial and ground-break-
mg. The evolutiOn of the music in his 33 recordings from h' 
first album, Takin' Offin 1962, to his latest release, Future 2 F: 
t~re in 2001 , makes Herbie one of the most dynamic musi-
Cians of our time. 
The Key Maine Jazz Festival is a collaborative presenting 
partner for this performance and will bring the Maine High 
School Jazz All-Stars to the Merrill stage to open lor the Han-
cock ~uartet. ~nder t~e direction of Chris Oberholtzer, the 
group Is compnsed of high school jazz musicians from around 
the state. Among their other triumphs, the group opened the 
PCA Great Performances/Key Maine Jazz Festival presentation 
of the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis 
last September at Merrill. 
The world famous Preservation Hall Jazz Band will take the 
stage on March 13 at 8:00pm. Making their home at the iconic 
Preservation Hall in New Orleans, the band is the heart and 
soul ~f New Orle~s Jazz, a style similar to Dixieland Jazz. 
~on t make the mistake of calling it Dixieland Jazz in th . 
m1dst!). e1r 
Preservation Hall is an historic structure that was built 
around 1750 in the heart of the French Quarter. In the middle 
~f the l~t century, it became home to some of the best jazz 
m the City. To this day, lines extend around the block nightly 
PHOTOS (OURTESY 
MI\IHf JAn At.liANCE 
October 12 
Jazz Clinic featuring 
Brad Terry and Richard Nelson 
2-4 pm at the Curtis Memorial Libra ry, in 
Brunswick, free and open to all middle, and 
high school mus ic students. Call 373-0306 
for information. 
October 17 
Sax phenom Harry Allen who has been 
called " ... the Frank Sinatra of the tenor sax-
ophone: a master interpreter of standards, .. 
performs with the Jim Howe Trio at the 
C!10colate Church in Bath, 7:30PM Tickets 
are $14-$18 call the CCAC box office at 373-
0306 Tickets for Kids participant. A co-pres-
entation with the Chocolate Church. 
November 6 
Benefit Concert for Jazz Goes to School fea-
turing Saxophonist Bobby Walson This five-
time winner of Downbeat Magazine 's Critics 
Polls will be performing with the Mark Klein· 
haut Trio with Jim Lyden and Les Harris Jr 
8 PM , Crooker Theater, Brunswick High 
School. Tickets $14 advance, $12 members 
senior & students, $16 at the door. Tickets 
available at Macbeans Music Maine St 
Brunswick 729-6513. ., 
November 15 
Jazz Clinlc featuring Tony Gaboury and 
Steve Grover 1·3 pm at Starbird Music, 525 
Forest Ave. Portland. Free and open to all 
middle, and high school music students. Call 
373-0306 for information. 
Performance Hall Jazz Band. PH OTO COURTESY PCA GREAT PERFORMANCES 
p~ople eager to pay the $5.00 charge and sit on one of the old 
m1sma~ched chairs and benches inside to hear the hottest 
sound m town. 
PC4 Great Performances is a non-profit arts presenter known for 
brmgmg world-class performing artists to Portland since 193/. 
All performances are at Merrill Auditorium and tickets can be 
purchased through PortTix by calling 842-iJBOO. Their website is 
www.pcaGreatPerformances.org. 
OCTOBER 2, 2003 15 
Bassist Dave Briggs plays the East-
land's Top of the East lounge every 
Wednesday night starting at 7pm. 
Drawing from the rich pool of talent 
in the Greater Portland area, Dave 
plays with different musicians sitting 
in at the Eastland each week. The 
week we dropped by, musician Brian 
Richmond had brought his sax and 
his wind synthesizer and their jazz 
flowed from hot and sultry to cool 
laid back from moment to moment. 
October 2003 • pg two 





The #1 selling rack system worldwide! 
......... • Easy setup and1lreakdown m monional tim• 
• Designed for the karaoke lover' 




1455 Woodbury Ave. 
Portsmouth, NH 
603-43.6-1142 
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Pine Tree Plaza 
1064 Brighton Ave. 
Portland, ME 
207.772-3239 
OVER 8,000 Pieces 
of Used Gear 
In Stock Now! 
Sale Runs 
10/3 Thru 1~/31 
• Curved racl< with 2 curved 
• 4 Memory clamps for 
~"-'-
• Features one PG52. a hk)h performance mic tuned to 
capture low-end punch which is perfect for your kick drum 
• Three PG56 snare/tom mics- a compact drum mic for close 
micing of snare drums, rack/floor toms and percuss1on 
• 
• Also mcluded are lhree A500 drum mounts, 
4 XLR cables and a sturdy carry1ng case 
r Only $249.99! 
• Uses Smart Media card for song storage 
• USB ultra last computer connectivity 
• Download new songs from the internet 
• Microphone wkh dk)ital effects Included 
• Displays Score, lyrics and Chords 
• 61 Full~size touch keys and much more! 
Only. $419.991 L~IPr<es599.95 .,.. 
KX1200 Keyboard Amp/PA System 
•121J.Wati RMS amp in 3-way bass mflex cabinel 
• Custom-made 15' woofer, 5' midrange speaker and HF driver 
• 4-Channel operation woth separnle volume and 
effects/monkor send • Active 4-band EO 
• Stereo tape VO. effects send return. balanced 01 out 
and headphones out 




and New York! 
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Domestosterone 
I 'm changing every day. It never srops. I've been getting sleepier and sleepier. I 
originally worried that I may be suffer-
ing from a syndrome of some sort, and 
then it hit me-I've just had my one-year 
anniversary with my girlfriend. 
Three hundred and sixty five days 
have taken their toll on me. The vim, vigor, 
piss and vinegar ran away from me like a 
stray cat, I would gander it started ro occur 
the first time I donned my girlfriend's "Kiss 
the Cook" apron, and it's been a downhill 
slide ever since. My priorities have 
changed: I try to make it home early from 
my comedy shows now, only with a twin-
kling two-beer buzz as opposed ro a blad-
der-bursting stupor, I go ro bed at a decem 
hour as opposed to waking up at one, "and 
most of all, I started chasing my dreams 
rather than girls. 
illustrationsimon adams 
ciency and with little complaint. My wiring 
prevents me from such tasks. If there's a 
leak, I call the landlord. If the sink is drip-
ping, I turn up the TV. I haven't the skills 
to graduate into full-blown monster man. 
My chassis can only handle menial tasks 
like paying the bills and eating. Any more 
than that and my hard drive runs out of 
disk space. 
My lady has faith, even though I tell 
her that it's unfounded. I am not capable of 
much around the house, and I don't think I 
ever will be. I am far too impatient, 
unskilled, and sometimes drunk ro fix a 
running roilet. Nor do I want to be. It's not 
my bag. 
But what about this virile testosterone 
I'm leaving behind? It's hidden behind the 
spice rack next to the nutmeg and corian-
Ohhh, isn't 
rhar sweet, you 
say. Well, it is. 
There is a down-
StresArt@ma i ne. rr. com ·--·--·~i'f.Ji"'r''f~ 
der. It's only fair 
that this natural 
potent cocktail 
be passed on ro 
a worthy con-
tender to be uti-
lized to its great-
est potential at 
the nightclubs 
around town. It 
must be handled 
with caution and 
care, for it's 
capable of taking 
control of your 
life, and causing 





Picture a normal 
running car, and 
then dump some 
nitrous oxide in 
side to this, 
though. The 
domestication of 
me has rendered 
some discomfort-
ing side effects. 
My testosterone 
has been sealed 
and hidden 
somewhere in the 
top shelf behind 
the spices. After 
spending the 
majority of my 
post pubescent 
life driven by the 
natural chemicals 
spawned from 
my loins, and 
subsequently put-
I'm not Zenning out, or any of that hippie crap, 
I'm just transforming into a domestic 
beast of my girlfriend's own design. 
ring them on a shelf, I now am fatigued 
more easily. I don't look at the ladies like 
that anymore. I'm not Zenning out, or any 
of that hippie crap, I'm just transforming 
into a domestic beast of my girlfriend's 
own design. 
The problem is this-when you rake 
an old car and put a huge moror in it, you 
have much more power, bur it still sits on a 
frame designed to handle much less. This is 
not far from my problem. Domestic mon-
sters by women (I should trademark that) 
are programmed to handle chores with effi-
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the carburetor. That's what you get. Once 
you learn to control it, you can be a sly 
member of society. This is nor for rhe faint 
of heart, and I encourage you to approach 
ir with caution. It's free for the taking, so 
give me a call if you're interested. You may 
have to call a few times, because I'll proba-
bly be sleeping. 
See th~ domestic Monster for yourself ron-y 
Sunday night at th~ Comedy Connection at 
8:30. For sch~duks, go to www.s~kinney.com, 
or www.mainecomedy.com 
· The Best VoiU($ in Audio • 
· l ChQnnd l M1omt Thcotrt ~ 
LIVE STAND .. UP COMEDY 
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT 
THE COMEDY CONNECTION 
1 6 C u s t o m H o u s e W h a r f 
on P o r t l a n d 's W a t e r f r o n t 
for reservations & information 
call 207.774.5554 
How do you leave a career 
as a hard rock drummer 




Now he's back home 
with his own showcase. 
Come Laugh Till it Hurts 
EIEIY IIIIAY 
1:31-
OH HI! VILUIG! GUU IH ~~ll ~~UO.Il 
UIV ~CCtll - T~n Tn lll~HD UPLO.Il!ll ~UI TO DUll DOO.Il! 
We a.-e S£hedullnQ uu.- rnuvles un a 
face 
weeklY basis tu b.-lnQ yuu rnu.-e 
£u.-.-ent films. Luuk tu.- uu.- weeklY 
newsPaPe.- ads (shuws £u.-.-ent and 
next weeks rnuvle) u.- £all 2Jf3-S722 
www.bayvlewclnema.com 
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Anything Else · 
Rated R 
Running Time: 96 minutes 
Woody Allen is mad and he's not tak-mg it lying down. In fact, he's 
completely abandoned the psycho-
analyst's couch-not to mention the girl-in 
the hopes of counseling a younger generation 
on the ills of relationships, careers, life, and 
(naturally) death. 
Ostensibly his latest fUm, Anything Else, is 
a romantic comedy co-starring rwo young 
appealing actors, Jason Biggs (American Pit) 
and Christina Ricci (Slupy Hollow); however, 
contrary to Dreamwork's marketing efforrs 
Anything Else is a Woody Allen film. While rhe 
trailer, posters, and print ads 
belong to Biggs and Ricci 
the story itself is unquestion-
ably Allen's. There is no 
doubt he's attempting to gar-
ner a younger audience and 
in the process establish his 
relevance amongst a genera-
tion reared on big budgets, 
special effects and sequels. 
The film focuses on the 
once, Wgody Allen has some tangible prob-
lems and both he and the audience don't quite 
know how to react. 
Perhaps Allen is irritated ar the need to 
reach our to a younger demographic. His 
product placements are so overt that they even 
make it into the dialogue. Upon first meeting 
Amanda we learn that she ate not just one slice 
of a name-brand cheesecake bur decided that 
she had to eat the entire name-brand cheese-
cake. The younger characters parade about as 
if they are starring in an extended Gap ad. It 
won't be enough and one may think that is 
exactly how Allen wants it. He leaves Biggs 
and Ricci alone on the screen, feigning their 
way through conversation after conversation 
and all we can hear is their voices. Somehow, 
he manages to strip the scene of any ambient 
noise. It's only when he feels that we can't 
various relationships of Jerry 
Falk (Biggs), a promising 
young comedy writer 
whose primary concern is 
his live-in girlfriend 
Amanda (Ricci). Niive and 
unselfish, Jerry puts his 
career on bold to cater to the numer-
ous needs of the whiny and medicated 
Amanda-who herself is coping with 
an untimely sexual aversion to Jerry. 
Enter Dobel, Allen's latest cinematic-
doppelganger. Like Jerry, Dobel is a 
budding joke writer who in addition 
works as a public school teacher (nei-
ther profession adequately explains his 
What has the makings of a 
hilarious incident-imagine 
the diminutive actor striking 
a window to no avail-
turns into an awkward 
display of rage and suHering. 
red Ferrari convertible). Sensing a lack of life-
experience, Dobel proceeds to dispense 
advice to his young protege throughout their 
frequent meetings in Central Park. What's 
most disconcerting though is that as Dobel 
gains more of Jerry's faith his trademark 
quips are replaced with misanthropic ser-
mons foretelling a future based on an atro-
cious past-specifically, the Holocaust. 
Although Allen tries to disguise his anger 
with bouts of physical comedy-at one point 
he is instructed to single-handedly move an 
upright piano--he can't hide his pain at tl1e 
world and ciry he currently calls home. With 
running gags about survival kirs and rifles, 
-one can presume that he is suffering through 
the repercussions of a post 9/11 New York 
City. At one point, a humiliated Dobel seek-
ing retribution over the loss of a parking 
space takes a crowbar to the perpetrator's 
vehicle. What has the makings of a hilarious 
incident-imagine the diminutive actor 
striking a window to no avail- turns into an 
awkward display of rage and suffering. For 
stand it anymore that he drops the needle on a 
Billie Holiday record and we exhale a collective 
sigh of relie( It is one of the rare comfortable 
aspects of the fUm. The other is Dobel's con-
cern for Jerry. His benevolence is genuine 
which is more than can be said for nearly every 
other character. Only Dobel challenges Jerry 
to wake up and take charge. 
Unfortunately, Allen's moral is rendered 
incongruous by the light-hearted artifice 
Dreamworks is peddling. The tagline men-
tions that in a "relationship someone has to do 
the heavy lifting," and in this case it's the audi-
ence. So beware of the old bait-and-switch. If 
you and yours desire a trite romantic comedy, 
Anything Else is much more chan you are bar-
gaining for. With a running time of almost 
rwo hours, you'd be wise to fmd yourself any-
place else. 
- David Tartaglia 
davet@mai1le. n: com 
POPtJL~ CtJ[~E·S W~M IDl]_E HldH: H~ll•rJG ~ SP~rJG GOOD TIME 
NOT ~5 'F~Tl OdT O'F THF /IJ~It/STTiF~M ~5 SOMF M~Y THII/7{ 
by Rex Rutkoski 
ee Holloway eases herself across the center of the desk, 
hands holding her body in place as she bends provoca-
tively over its width. Her employer, E. Edward Grey, 
s behind her, ordering her to lifi: her skirt and lower her 
pmties. Lee hesitates only momentarily, then complies, bar-
ing her bottom. Grey quickly begins to spank her with his 
open palm."Crack!" "Crack!" "Crack!" Holloway breathes 
heavily as the noise of the slaps fills the private office, pro-
viding something akin to a soundtrack of discipline. The sec-
retary's expression is not pained, however. It's clear she is tak-
ing pleasure, as is her boss, in this impromptu session. 
The above scene is fictional, coming from the newly-
released on video and critically lauded Lions Gate film, 
Secretary, starring James Spader as Grey 
and relative newcomer Maggie Gyllenhaal 
as Holloway. It won the Sundance Film 
Festival's Special Jury Prize for Originality. 
But it just as easily could be a real life 
encounter, taking place as you're reading 
this, anywhere in Maine or New 
Hampshire or anywhere else in America 
suggests Lady Victoria Frost, who knows 
something about the subject. 
Lady Victoria is a professional domi-
natrix, fetish model and performance artist. 
For $200 an hour she'll be glad to perform 
a laying on of hands (and other imple-
ments) that may leave you in ecsrasy, bur 
not necessarily of the spiritual kind. You 
can gee to know her a little better, from a 
considerably less stinging disrance, via her 
Web site: www.ladyvicroriafrost.com. She 
advertises regionally and nationally. 
Cyberspace discipline is available for $25 
per email. Over the phone it is $35 for 15 
minutes and $55 for 30 minutes. Print and 
online (such as the Spanking Internet's 
(www.spankinginternet.com) personal ads for Portland and 
nearby clearly suggest, her tastes· may not be as far out of rhe 
mainstream as some may believe. In the Secretary, Spader's 
and Gyllenhaal's characters enter into a consensual alterna-
tive relationship revolving around dominance and submis-
sion. (More information on the movie can be found online 
at: www.secretaryrhemovie.com) Lee, it seems clear, submits 
to Grey nor from a position of weakness but from one of 
srrengtb as they engage in role playing. She deliberately 
makes spelling errors so he will spank her. Both struggle 
"I GET TO WE~ COOLE"R 
CJ91HES ~D 'H'E'EP THEM OrJ.'' 
against conventional notions about what is normal. 
The movie is described by one reviewer as a "weirdly 
compelling love story," and "liberating and kindhearted" by 
another. Still another hails it as "an unexpectedly tender film 
about a most unusual relationship and with passion, humor 
and unorthodox eroticism." It isn't even ultimately about 
spanking or submissiveness, offers a reviewer. "It's too funny 
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and delicate to be summed up so conveniently or judgmen-
tally," he adds. 
The movie has a complex dynamic, says Roger Ebert, 
who gives it three stars. 
"In its support of sexual self-definition and acceptance, 
Secrttary might be the most genuine feel good movie of the 
season," writes The Amtin ChroniciL. 
The film's broader message is one of empowerment, 
observes one critic: "Both characters are getting exactly what 
they crave." 
It is perfectly healthy that such interests are coming to 
light in film, says Jared Earley, manager ofThe Oaks Theater 
in suburban Pittsburgh, Pi., who recently hosted a screening 
of Secretary, followed by a discussion led by Lady Victoria 
Frost. "Such a perspective deserves a chmce to be seen and 
heard, especially since popular culture entertainment can be 
a misleading, inaccurare and sometimes dangerous misrepre-
subject. 
senration of society norms," adds Earley, 
who has a degree in film studies md chil-
dren's literature from the University of 
Pittsburgh. He sees the Secretary as a styl-
ish, clever story about finding a middle 
ground between "unl!ealthy extremes of 
nothingness (Holloway's life) and excess 
(Grey's)." The movie strikes him as one of 
the freshest films he has seen this year. 
Both he and Frost, herself a former film 
student with a background in psychology, 
see it as a positive that the story's themes 
are being presenr-
ed in a somewhat 
mainstream vehi-
cle, suggesting 
thar perhaps some 
societal barriers 
are being broken 
down and that it 
is okay for the 
general public to 
deal with the 
be referred to as "Ma'am" by the way!) says people come to 
her and pay her to act out fmtasies. They want to be tied 
up, spanked or engage in role playing, such as pretending to 
be schoolboys. 
"There's no sex involved, though the scene itself is sexu-
al in nature. I'm a dom, not an escort," she says. "I do it 
because I enjoy it. I'm lucky I make money from it." Frost 
began as an exotic dancer, working her way through college. 
"I like this a whole lot better. I get to wear cooler clothes 
and keep them on. There was too much b.s. ir. the strip 
"1'0{} DOrJ'T J{}Sf GO {}P 
TO ~ STR~GE"R ~D 
sT~ SP1V[KirJG THEM." 
club. I've had an interest in this kink and it continued when 
I started dmcing. It was a natural progression." 
Frost believes we all have dominant and submissive 
sides. "I was in m incredibly submissive relationship, almost 
like rhe woman in the movie. When I'm involved in a rela-
tionship, if ir's not kinky I'm not interested." 
Secretary depicts the beginning of a D/S (dominant and 
submissive) relationship, not one based on S&M cruelty, she 
explains. Spader's character was fighting it more than 
Gyllenhaal's was, Frost adds. "She helped him overcome fear 
that he was doing something wrong." It's not uncommon for 
people ro experience both sides of a D/S relationship, even if 
they don't act it out, she says. "Many DIS relationships have 
a top and bottom. People involved 
do have an equal life. They have a 
choice. It's nor slavery and submis-
sion. It's a choice." It can be a 
healthy dynamic, Frost says. 
"It seems that Secretary has 
received fairly wide play across the 
board," Earley says. "Bur I would 
not go so far as to say it will set a 
new standard for common sexual 
practice. Sadly, probably more peo-
M~GG•E GY]iErJ~L PL~YS 
THE SEC1l'£TJ{"RY 
Many of her clients don't just 
want to be tied up and be beaten, 
she says. They wanr to talk. Many 
are in high stress jobs. "They don't 
want to make decisions when they 
are with me. It's better than going 
home and kicking the dog or beat-
ing the wife or kid." She specializes 
in corporal discipline. 
"Communication is very, very 
important. I can't stress that 
enough," she says. Frost interviews 
porential clients abour what they 
ple are introduced to such a subject through daytime televi-
sion progr=ing. Television might introduce the subject, 
but for probably more exploitative purposes than laying the 
groundwork for an understanding." 
With films like Secretary, people are beginning to 
understand that this lifestyle is a larger parr of our culture 
than many generally might wane to think, Earley says. His 
neighborhood hardware store carries fetish gear. And he says 
open "Fetish parties" take place in mainstream music clubs. 
Lady Victoria Frost says she knows it is a part of popu-
lar culture. (And it's not wise to argue with a dominatrix!). 
She says some of her clients ask her, "What's wrong with 
me?" She tells them, "Nothing, you're enjoying your sexuali-
ty. It's not a dirty thing. It's just a different way of living. 
There's nothing wrong." Lady Victoria (she does not like to 
want from her: do they want to be spanked? Over .the knee? 
With a p~ddle? Are they into bondage? Do thq like blind 
folds? 
"You don't just go up to a stranger md start spanking 
them," she says. 
"The fact they pay money to someone assures discre-
tion," Frost says. What she does is legal, she says, as long as 
there is no penetration. Her house has four theme rooms 
where she meets clients: A Victorian room, Bastille room, 
cross-dressing room and school room. 
"Part of my job is to push their limits," she explains. 
"Everybody has different limits." 
One thing is for certain, Lady Victoria Frost is nobody's 
"Secretary." 
J 
• J 1 
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Kingdom of Fear 
Hunter S. Thompson 
© January 2003 
Simon and Schuster 
355 pages, $25 
(paperback, November 
2003, $15) 
I 've got plenty of other things I should be doing, but I couldn't seem to stop 
reading the latest report to his troops 
from Hunter S. Thompson, the long-
time gonzo journalist who claims he has 
"the soul of a teenage girl in the body of 
an elderly dope fiend." 
Thompson over the years has report-
ed on fear and loathing from Las Vegas 
(1971), the presidential campaign trail 
(1973), and America in general (2000). 
This time he brings us a more personal 
memoi; of episodes &om his own life, as 
well as material from previously pub-
lished articles like Song of the Sausage 
Creature. (Sample sentence: "When the 
Ducati [motorcycle] turned up in my 
driveway, nobody knew what to do with 
it. I was in New York, covering a polo 
tournament, and people had threatened 
my life.") A few of the stories about law-
suits or election campaigns go on too 
long, but most of this book, as I men-
tioned, keeps you reading. 
From the word according to HST: 
"Even fruit bats know fear, and I salute 
them for it." "Life is a gradual release 
from ignorance." "Never be late for court 
when you are the person on trial." "The 
brain is such a wonderful instrument 
(until God sinks his teeth into it)." 
"Being shot out of a cannon will always 
be better than being squeezed out of a 
tube." 
Who can resist a story that starts out 
like this West Coast adventure? "I had 
stopped for a moment beside the 
road to put out a newspaper fire 
in the backseat [of the Cadillac] 
when this huge [mountain lion] 
either jumped or fell off a cliff and 
landed on its back in the gravel 
right beside me. I was leaning over 
the side and pouring beer on the 
fire when it happened." Or the 
tale-where does he get this 
stuffi-<lf pushing a 600-pound 
red tu&ed-leather couch out an 
85th floor window of the Empire 
State Building. 
Strangest of all might be his 
account of a late-night trip to Jack 
Nicholson's house, on Jack's birth-
day, when Thompson lugs along 
some necessary supplies: "In addi-
tion to the bleeding elk heart, 
there was a massive outdoor 
amplifier, a tape recording of a pig 
being eaten alive by bears, a 
1,000,000-watt spotlight, and a 9-
mm Smith & Wesson semiautomatic pis-
tol with teakwood handles and a box of 
high-powered ammunition. There was 
also a 40-million-candlepower parachute 
flare that would light up the valley for 40 
miles for 40 seconds ... " 
What a guy. In addition, the book is 
nicely illustrated by a selection of photo-
graphs including a wonderful portrait 
Thompson took of his then 3-year-old 
son Juan, and another (on page 77) 
showing Hunter, in the cockpit of a small 
plane with white shoes, sunglasses, a 
ridiculous hat, and a handgun, looking 
like the most deranged person alive. 
Other pictures show the author with 
a wider selection of firearms, some fast 
motorcycles, and celebrity friends includ-
ing Bob Dylan, look-alike James Carville, 
Johnny Depp, George McGovern, and 
the late Warren Zevon. There's also a 
photo showing the late Timothy Leary 
and the late Neal Cassady, once present-
ed to Thompson by the late Allen 
Ginsberg. More and more people aren't 
around any longer, but somehow HST, 
now in his mid-60s, seems to keep on 
going strong. 
Drew Grindstaff 
4winds@ gwi. net 
www.4wi ndspictu res.com 
75 Bishop Street, Portland 
Phone: 1-866-867-3456 
A 12 Wee~ Writing Course 
Ideas, Format, Structure 
Storylines, Themes, 
Characters, Description, 
Dialogue & Rewriting 
Email Support Provided 
A Continual Performance Course 
Auditions, Monologues, Intensive 
Scene Study, Goals & Objectives, 
Tactics, Obstacles, Actable Choices, 
Staging a Scene, and MORE. 
Beginning September Young 
Adults 
Space available in adult class 
Writing Course Includes an 
introduction to Tom Craig, a 
Producer with 26 years of 
Studio Experience, for 
Professional Review of 
Finished Script-
at a discounted fee. 
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I t's been a relatively slow month for funk. Then again, maybe I've just been slow. 
Either way, there is-as any true fan of 
music knows-much more to the musical 
landscape than funk. I, being a true fan of 
music, am aware of this as well and would like 
to share with you four of my most recent non-
funk favorite albums. 
The Southern Harmony and 
Musical Companion 
Black Crowes (American Records) 
I begin with 
what is, of late, the only 
rock 'n' roll band I've 
been listening to. 
There's something 
about this band, be it 
Chris Robinson's soulful 
wail or the Robinson brothers' knack for writ-
ing catchy blues/rock songs, that grabs me like 
no other straight-up rock music does. While 
other bands at the time were making gloomy. 
introspective rock, the Crowes' soulful exuber-
ance was a breath of fresh air then as well as 
now. The self-professed "most 'rock and roll' 
rock 'n' roll band in the world," this 1992 
album makes a strong argument for why that 
moniker might be fitting.· All of the songs on 
this record are rock gems fused with all the 
bombast and bravado characteristic of the clas-
sic rock giants that came before them. From 
the hit "Remedy" to the raucous "Black Moon 
Creeping," the songs may not have much 
funk, but they've certainly got soul. 
The Rodeo Eroded 
Tin Hat Trio {Ropeadope Records) 
If you've noticed 
that it seems every other 
record I review is on the 
independent label 
Ropeadope, you may 
have wondered if I have 
some sort of affiliation 
with' them. The fact is, I 
have no affiliation with them save that of a fan 
who is greatly appreciative of their commit-
ment to continually pushing the envelope and 
releasing adventurous but quality products. 
Perhaps none of their releases has been from as 
deep left field as Tin Hat Trio's The Rotko 
Eroded. The rrio's style is impossibly slippery 
when crying to define it and all attempts seem 
ineffective and off-the-mark once you've heard 
their music. That said, they're a seamless blend 
of seemingly disparate styles such as bluegrass, 
chamber music, jazz, klezmar, country, and 
others. But one merely has to listen to their 
music to "get" this band. This being their most 
mature release, its songs are evocative, intro-
spective, buoyant and cathartic . .. sometimes 
all at once. Plus, Willie Nelson makes a guest 
appearance. This is easily one of my favorite 
records, period. 
• by Eric Poulin 
Sail Away 
Randy New111G1 {Reprise/Rhino R_.ds) 
This 1972 
release only recently 
caught my attention. 
Maybe because I'd long 
confused Randy 
Newman with Randy 
Travis. In any case, I 
saw Newman perform 
solo one night on television and immediately 
connected to his wry style of delivery. So I 
picked up a used, beat-up copy of this record 
the next day. I found his biting wit and 
insightful social commentary entirely unique 
and exciting. I hadn't heard anyone so effec-
tively capture what I'd experienced as the 
simultaneous comedic absurdity and profound 
gravity of the human experience. Too lofty an 
explanation? Yeah, probably. Bur just buy the 
record. It's good. 
Stand-up Comic 
Woody Allen (Rhino Records) 
I've long been a 
fan of Woody Allen's 
movies and written 
works and so was aware 
of his stand-up begin-
nings. But I hadn't got-
ten to hear them first-
hand until 1 stumbled 
across this album in the record store. This is 
essentially a "best-of" culled from the three 
comedy albums he released in the late sixties, 
and it's hilarious. It features a seemingly archa-
ic bur sorely missed anecdotal approach to 
stand-up comedy. Whereas today's comics 
deliver disjointed fragments of jokes (often 
times crass and un-clever ones at that), Allen 
hangs his absurdist jokes on the structures of 
the stories from which they spring. This cre-
ates a very different relationship between the 
comedian and the audience, one where the 
performer/spectator line is more easily blurred 
and one where Allen shines. The popularity of 
comedy albums has seen a steady decline since 
around the time Allen originally released his 
albums. One can argue any number of reasons 
for that (the shifting tastes of different genera-
tions, the advent of television, comedy albums' 
inability to make the shift to the new digital 
medium), bur listening to this record, one 
could make the case that it's the quality of the 
stand-up that's declined. 
Eric Poulin is the drummer for the Apocalypse 
Brass Band (apocalypsebrassband.com) and Dj of 
Sound Contraposirive airing Mondays from 
1:30- 3PM on 90.9 WMPG. Email him with 
albums that have caught your foncy at epgot-
fonk@hotmailcom 
By Lee L'Heureux 
A M01ine Hi~-HID~ F01ll U~@0lte 
fter a three-month series on why it is so 
difficult to be successful in hip-hop I 
gured that we would digress slightly 
and slow it down a little this month. There is 
a lot going on in the next few months in hip-
hop in the New England area-especially in 
Maine. Coming off a strong summer of inde-
pendent hip-hop performances in the central 
and southern Maine area there are a few con-
certs lined up for October already. 
To start with, Saturday October 4 at 
Colby College in Waterville one of the best 
live groups, the Roots, will play to what is sure 
to be another capacity crowd. The Roots are 
THE college band performing every year 
around the country. They, like the Tribe Called 
Quests, Dilated Peoples, Jurassic 5s of the 
world, are one of the few hip-hop groups to 
have strong enough mass appeal to attract a 
complete audience. While larger hip-hop per-
formers may draw larger crowds, the Roots are 
capable of drawing fans who like hip-hop, 
rock, jazz, blues and just about anything else. 
This is definitely a show that you want to see. 
Look for 
Portland's 
own DJ Jon 
at this show 
as well as he 
is scheduled 
to open. Just 
five days later 
on October 
9th another 
great show is 
taking place, 
however, this rime in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The Hieroglyphics tour is com-
ing to the Middle East and features perform-
ances by Independent Group of the Year, Little 
Brother, as well as the whole Hiero family 
including Del and the latest Hiero Recordings 
signing, Encore. This tour is a nation-wide 
event hitting just about 50 cities and lasting 
two months. It is sure to be one of the best of 
the year and one you definitely want to check 
out. Lastly, in Portland on October 14th one 
of the busiest emcees in the Maine scene, 
Nomar Slevik will be performing with 
Brzowski and Erosadis at the Mercury. This 
show begins at !0:30pm and is a 21+ event. 
In addition to performances, there are 
also some folks making recording moves in 
this area. Portland's OJ Jon has released his sec-
ond major mix-CO Speed which is hosted by 
platinum selling artist Bubba Sparxxx and fea-
tures new and exclusive music from 50 Cent, 
G-Unit, Ludacris, Cam'ron and many others. 
The CD is smoothly mixed all the way 
through and also has exclusive freestyles from 
two up-and-coming independent artists, 
Doujah Raze from Virginia on Trilogy Records 
and Saj Supreme from Cleveland on ABB 
Records. What makes this CD stand out from 
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the other mix-COs are the exclusive D J Jon 
remixes including the Kelis Egyptian remix 
which has been played on radio stations all 
over the country including Hot 97 in New 
York and Boston. For more information on 
Speed you can visit djjon.com. There are two 
other CDs out that have come across my desk 
this month including the new CD from the 
previously mentioned Nomar Slevik called 
Paper Bullets which will be released later in 
October. The CD features several guest 
appearances including Gabe FM, Brzowski, 
Sontiago, Rent as well as others. Nomar Slevik 
handles all the production on this CD which 
boasts I 0 solid tracks and an inrro. More 
information can be had at nomarslevik.com. 
This, however, is not Nomar's only release as 
he combined with Brzowski for the 
Raygunomics EP which features the two emcees 
on five tracks and will also be released in mid 
October. In other news, Portland's own lll 
Natural coming off the strong success of their 
first single are preparing their second, 
"Mesmerized" which will be accompanied by a 
video for the song which features the group 
and many special guests in an early 
1900s setting. You can check for all the 
latest Ill Natural news at ill-
Finally, 
f o r 
other 
I o c a I 
hip-hop 
enter-





0 u t 
yo u r 
I o cal 
college radio station as they begin their new 
fall season. In addition, WRED has some 
exciting things planned for the fall season 
including some major give-aways and a new 
website. Speaking of websites, for the latest 
new and the most up-to-dare stories regarding 
Maine and New England hip-hop news you 
should visit www.mainehiphop.com as many 
in the Maine hip-hop community visit and 
contribute to the site daily. 
QutJtions, commtnft, conurns are always 
welcome to hiphopnation897@aol.com 
Lu L'Heureux is the host of Central Mainls 
longest running hip-hop radio program, Hip 
Hop Nation broadcast on WMHB Thursday 
nights. In addition, Lee is the Music Director at 
WRED and he is also the East Coast director for 
ESP Media. 
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By now, Steve Grover needs little introduction to anyone paying attention to the Maine jazz scene. 
Though he's busy teaching at the University of 
Maine at Augusta and the Maine Jazz Camp, the druCQ-
mer gets around, playing numerous gigs with local and 
visiting artists. 
Grover also records &om time to time and his latest 
CD is called simply Breath (Invisible Music). 
Predominantly a trio set, the disc reunites the percussion-
ist with pianist Frank Carlberg. The 
pair go back at least to Grover's 
award-winning Blackbird Suite days 
and, though that work was a heck 
of an accomplishment, this new 
disc really sparkles in impressive 
ways. 
With Chris Van Voorst Van 
Beest on bass, the threesome has a 
certain casual grace which is a 
pleasure in itself, considering cur-
rent trends toward overstlltement 
among piano uios seeking a wider 
audience. I'm sure these guys want 
to be heard as much as anyone else 
but they're obviously committed to the subtle beauties 
only attainable through thoughtful interaction. 
"Underdog," the opening cut in this set of Grover 
originals, has that sort of jaunty lope heard recently on 
discs by Jessica Williams and Pete Malinverni and owes 
something to the legacy of Herbie Nichols. It goes down 
easy but draws you into its level of hip awareness before 
you know it. 
"Spherical" gives Carlberg the chance to show his 
affinities to the angular phrasing of Monk while "Portrait 
#4" adds tenor saxophonist Andrew Rathbun to a piece 
that develops a lovely three note motif to the point of 
post-bop transcendence. 
The tide cut has a chamber feel, with the silence 
between notes acting like a fourth member of the group. 
"Metaphor" has a Bill Evans-like 
ebb and flow wrapped around a 
really nice melody. These pieces 
work as complete compositions, not 
just "blowing" vehicles or showcas-
es. Though there's no vocalist to be 
found, this band has songs to sing 
and they do so with style. 
Rathbun plays a more promi-
nent role on Carlberg's own new 
disc. In the Land of Art (Fresh 
Sound) is the fullest and most satis-
fYing realization yet of Carlberg's 
concept of 
setting poetry 
to music and 
vice versa. 
Poems by Jack Kerouac, Robert 
Creeley, Kenneth Rexroth and sev-
eral others are beautifully sung by 
longtime Carlberg collaborator and 
wife Christine Correa in that sort 
of recitative way that dramatizes 
the language. Correa shows a real 
adventurousness on this disc, mov-
ing off into a sort of chant in a few 
places and generally proving that, 
though her's is a hybrid art, she 
really can just plain sing. 
Pairing Rathbun with Chris Cheek 
on several tunes is another master 
stroke on this release. On tunes 
like "Nowhere One Goes" and 
"FAT FATE (Be At That)" the 
two sax men get into some fasci-
nating exchanges. Particularly 
powerful is the latter tune, with its anxious soprano/tenor 
sparring over the rumble created by John Hebert (bass) 
and Michael Sarin (drums). 
Carlberg and Correa now have brought their literary 
jazz to the same level as that practiced by Steve Lacy and 
Irene Aebi, which is to say: as good as it gets. Strong 
album. 
Carlberg, a busy fellow, also 
got to work on what must have 
been a sort of dream session. Bob 
Brookmeyer and Kenny Wheeler's 
new Island (Artists House) is an 
exquisitely played set led by two 
masters of the kind of thoughtful, 
articulate post-bop jazz that gets at 
those places (islands?) where quiet-
ness and intensity can coexist. 
Wheeler's "Strange One" has 
all the ingredients of what makes 
this disc special, with its edgy lyri-
cism draped across Carlberg's mini-
malist solo. The pianist also serves 
as harmonic anchor on 
Brookmeyer's brighter "Upstairs With Beatrice," which 
frames a more traditional structure with a teRse little pus-
ing figure in the transitions. 
The audio disc comes packaged with a DVD which 
chronicles the recording sessions and profiles, and 
interviews each player. The laconic wisdom of 
Wheeler mirrors his playing and 'l)eg Carlberg's dry wit also has its moments. 
Drummer John Hollenbeck, of 
Claudia Quintet fame, gets a chance 
discuss who are his favorite 
1u111llllrnc:rs and why. It's a nice 
mrorrnor•v,. video that also, most 
im:portanttly, shows vets Wheeler 
(flugelhorn, trumpet) and 
t5n>okmeyer (valve trombone), and 
the redoubtable Carlberg, develop-
ing wonderfully paced solos out of 
toc:Jucare thematic material composed 
the leaders. 
I t's gotten to that point again where I've amassed a pile of good new releases 
that merit mention, if only (alas) in 
abbreviated form. 
Valdez playfully injects a bit of Dave 
Brubeck). The solo/chorus call-and-
response gets things further into cultural 
history before it all ends roo quickly. 
enough in the sounds of "Sin Clave Pero 
Con Swing" to know it's about the musical 
territory between forms that have found 
sympathy for each other in the hands of 
players like Chucho. 
as "Back Bay Blues" and "Contemplation," 
as well as some lively standards, and you've 
a McCoy Tyner disc worthy of his reputa-
tion. 
Cuban piano virtuoso Chucho Valdez 
has put together another strong disc. New 
Conceptions (Blue Note) further refines 
Valdez' small group approach that blends 
Cuban musical traditions with classic jazz 
sounds. His bottom-heavy quartet (I had 
to readjust my equalizer drastically to keep 
the neighbors off my back) is joined by a 
few guests, including hot young saxophon-
ist Irving Luichel Acao Tierra and a 
Yoruban chorus. 
The singers are featured on "Los 
Guiros," a piece that starts as a lively Afro-
Cuban jazz romp then breaks up into a 
percussion and vocal mid-section that's 
straight out of the motherland (although 
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"Nanu" showcases the pianist alone in a 
carefully constructed reverie augmented by 
just a touch of bowed bass near the end. 
Though I don't speak Spanish, I can hear 
Another keyboard icon has issued a 
notable new disc: McCoy Tyner gained 
jazz nobility through his work wid1 John 
Coltrane and he's been a bit hampered by 
high expectations ever since. His new Land 
of Giants (Telarc), though, is one the best 
recordings I've heard from the pianist in 
quite some time. 
Tyner has always responded well to a 
good drummer and he's got a dandy here 
in Eric Harland, a real powerhouse who 
pushes the quartet at every turn. Add the 
supple bassist Charnett Moffett and 
inspired veteran vibist Bobby Hutchers~n 
and throw in such winning Tyner originals 
A couple of guitar albums merit a 
word or two: Peter Bernstein carne to 
prominence in Joshua Redman's group of 
the mid-'90s. He's popped up from time 
to time in various settings and the one he's 
fashioned for his latest disc, Heart's Content 
(Criss Cross), show's him at his best. 
The guitarist employs a classic electric 
tone in the company of Brad Mehldau 
(who'll be at Bowdoin on I 0/15, by the 
way) on piano, Larry Grenadier on bass 
and Bill Stewart on drums. Bernstein's 
original runes lend themselves to a kind of 
swinging churn and surge that lifts each 
solo to a higher level. The leader's an artic-
ulate and fleet plectrist who can get a lot 
of feeling out of a simple sustained or bent 
note. And Mehldau show's why he, despite 
the excesses of his own last disc, is a solid, 
inventive jazz artist at heart. 
Gene Berroncini is one a very few jazz 
guitarists to master a nylon-string, un-
amplified instrument. His new Acoustic 
Romance (Sons of Sound), a 1992 record-
ing previously available only in Japan, is 
the best late-night-by-the-fire CD I've 
heard in a long time. 
Backed by Rufus Reid on bass and 
T he shy comparisons sometimes made between the great Charles Mingus and Dave Holland have 
become bolder with each new Holland 
release. Their music shows similarities and 
as bassist/bandleaders of consistent high 
quality, over-extended careers the two are 
closely matched. Holland is about the 
same age now as Mingus was when he 
died, way too young, and the transplanted 
Englishman has achieved a level of mastery 
that his lateSt disc reconfums. There are 
still a couple of months to go but what we 
have here is for sure another in a long line 
of best-of-the-year albums led by Holland. 
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Akira Tana on drums (often using only 
brushes), Bertoncini brings that type of 
subtle intensity found in some classical 
guitar music to jazz standards. Behind the 
delicate refinement of his sound is a sensi-
tive and inventive player of the highest 
quality. Far from just background music, 
cuts like "Girl Talk" and "Emily'' take us 
on a very pleasurable anistic journey. 
At the opposite end of the sonic spec-
trum is Steve Coleman. When I saw the 
saxophonist's Five Elements group live in 
NYC a few years ago, they produced the 
most aggressively intense music that I've 
ever heard in any genre. Coleman's new 
On the Rising of the 64 Paths (Label Bleu) 
continues that tradition. 
One of the biggest elements in the, 
ah, Elements is drummer Sean Rickman, a 
relentless, funk-based drummer who push-
es the band along as if possessed. He 
pumps the hyper-bop of the band's two 
takes of "Dizzy Atmosphere" into super-
overdrive and never lets up. The leader and 
trumpeter Jonathan Finlayson dance and 
jab on these tunes and throughout, like 
two 52nd Street denizens transfigured by 
50 years of additional weird history. 
Indeed, Coleman may be the one player 
today whose music most captures the 
rhythm and pacing of the world in 
motion. 
A new touch for this disc are the flute 
and vocals of Malik Mezzadri, whose oth-
erworlclly chants and screams on "Call For 
Transformation'' add a spooky edge to 
what is already very challenging music 
from Coleman and company. 
Finally, I was asked to review the new 
disc by Babatunde Lea, who will be head-
lining the Waterville Jazz Festival on 10/18 
. (call207-873-7000 for tix). 
Soul Pools (Motema) is a burning set 
that places drummer Lea in the company 
of Hilton Ruiz (piano) and Ku-umba 
Frank Lacy (trombone), who will be part 
of his live band, and others. The aesthetic 
is very much of that vintage that has 
CD OF THE MONTH 
Extended Ploy I Live of Birdlatnd 
Dove Holland 
Extmded Play (ECM) is a two-disc 
quintet set recorded live ar Birdland in 
NYC in late 2001. Holland regulars Chris 
Potter (reeds), Robin Eubanks (trombone), 
Steve Nelson (vibes) and Billy Kilson 
(drums) wail through >I couple of new 
tunes plus several familiar numbers from 
the band's all-original repertoire. 
The tunes are given lengthy readings, 
with three of them close to or just over 
20-minutes in length. The leadoff tune is 
one of those that provides extensive solo 
space. Holland's "The Balance" sets a very 
catchy ostinato over which the players can 
show their stuff. Potter is incredibly 
intense, sounding like he might simply 
blow apart the reed in his soprano sax. 
Eubanks works off Kilson's hard knocks 
and accelerating patterns until both are 
engaged in a wonderfully expressive dialog. 
"Free For All," one of the new tunes, 
evinces Holland's appreciation for the 
spiritedness in some African melodies. 
Nelson takes a nice, quietly edgy solo. Uke 
a lot of the work on this disc, it's a 
moment when various screams of influence 
in jazz (broaclly defined) come, seemingly 
effortlessly, together. Doesn't that sound 
like Mingus? 
Eubank's composition 
gained a lot of favor among local fans, par-
ticularly those who frequent late-night 
public radio. Both Lea and Ruiz have 
worked with Pharaoh Sanders in the past, 
if that gives you a clue. 
Post-bop musical structures with Afro-
Cuban foundations are filled out by edge-
testing, inside-out solos. The tunes can be 
simultaneously soulful and fiery, tuneful 
and spontaneously expressive. There's a 
spirited surge to the music that lets you 
know these players are true believers as 
well as good musicians. 
It's a pity that saxrnan Mario Rivera 
won't make the Maine gig as he is a major 
force on the album. But, likely Howard 
Johnson, whether on reeds or tuba, will 
have plenty to say in his stead. Ruiz and 
Lacy stretch out in spots on the disc, as 
does the explosive leader, to good effect. 
One can imagine things getting really 
crazy when they cut ioose at length in 
Waterville. 
"Metamorphos" opens with a fine Holland 
solo, a thing of beauty in itsdf, before 
Kilson enters to set the funky rhythm. The 
trombonist spars with the drummer in a 
very complex meter and employs split 
tones to get at the spaces in-between. 
Poner, on tenor, brings the tempo down 
and launches a more soulful solo, full of 
amazing technique and ideas. 
Five major musical voices in a major 
band recorded live at just the right time. 
He could be pretty fussy, so I've read, but 
I think even Mingus would be impressed 
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as a result, 
reactions are 
liable to start 
with, "Wow." 
Enter Ransom. 
A Portland-based rock 
'n' roll band, which 
after three previous releas-
es, is about to drop a twist 
into the unsigned format. 
Ransom is releasing a DVD. 
A short time ago I interviewed 
Ransom after their show with Twisted Roots 
(who , by the way, are back and better than ever) 
[see In the Trenches pg. 34] at the Big Easy in 
Portland. It was one of the best sounding shows 
I had seen in a long time. Not only that, but the 
venue had to move the tables and chairs out of 
the way so more people could fit inside. Oh, 
and this was on a Thursday. 
Mter their set- and a couple of drinks-! 
sat at length with the band to talk about their 
future. 
FACE: So tell me, why make a DVD instead of 
a full length album release? 
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Aaron: 
Well, there are a few reasons. 
For starters, we really wanted 
to do something creative that 
not many bands in the area 
have tried. DVDs are becom-
ing very popular, and it's real-
ly cool to stay on top of technology as it 
advances. It's also a fun thing to do for our fans . 
Travis: Yeah, we want to give our fans a closer 
look into the band. Show them some of the 
things that go on behind the music. 
' 
FACE: Okay, tell me about the filming of the 
DVD, and how the idea came about. 
Aaron: It actually worked out really well. We 
had been talking for a while about making a 
DVD, and around the same time we were 
approached by Shawn Lemont to film a music 
video for "Darkness into Sun." The idea really 
expanded from there. We shared ideas with him 
and started filming right away. 
Eric: Shawn did a great job. We're psyched with 
the way it came out. 
Travis: It was a blast working with Shawn. We 
got to be really involved in everything. He was a 
really professional guy, and had a lot of great 
ideas on places to shoot. He was really open to 
our ideas too. 
FACE: Music video huh? What can 
people expect to see when they watch 
the DVD? 
Aaron: Shawn and his cameras fol-
lowed us around for about a month. 
He caught everything he could on tape. 
There's a lot of live footage, some 
interviews that we did, the music 
video, some backstage fooling around, 
and some brand new 
songs, too. 
Eric: The CD seemed to earn us a lot of respect 
from musicians we look up to. That was really 
cool for us. 
FACE: What has the band been doing since its 
release? 
Aaron: We've been writing a lot of new music 
that we feel really good about. We've been mak-
ing sure to keep busy, spent a lot of time on the 
DVD, and we've been playing a lot of great 
shows, too. 
Travis: Yeah we caught a 
couple songs acoustical-
ly from a live perform-
ance on WTOS. We 
thought that was an 
awesome way to intro-
duce new material to 
our fans before we have 
a chance to record them 
in the studio. I'm also 
really happy we could 
involve people who have 
been supportive of 
Ransom. 
Aaron: Yeah, that was 
really cool, 0 J s from 
WCYY and WTOS, 
i'M,?·reaLl/V. ·~aPP·V:· UJe. COULD 
t.n~ol,~e PeOPLe.- w·~o ._,.a ~e 
fteeft;::.suPPOrtiNe: Of· .. ransOM. 
Ransom fans , and we even got our producer, 
Jon Wyman, to give some insight on Ransom in 
the studio. 
FACE: How can someone get ahold of this 
DVD? 
Aaron: It's going to be carried in local stores 
like Bull Moose Music. And we're also going to 
make the DVD and our COs available from our 
website really soon, too. 
FACE: Your last release was the Darkness Into 
Sun EP. How has that been received? 
Aaron: The response has been great! We're so 
happy with the number of fans we have made 
from it. 
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Travis: We're a band that lives for playing out 
live. It's been awesome getting support from 
concert promoters like Clear Channel and Eye 
90. Since the CO's release we've had the chance 
to open for some bands we really admire. 
Eric: Yeah, we got to play with bands like Trapt, 
Ra, and Mudvayne. The Mudvayne show was 
probably the coolest show we've ever played. 
Aaron: Yeah, playing a packed show at the State 
Theatre was like a dream for us. 
FACE: Any luck out of state? 
Aaron: Actually we've been doing pretty well in 
a few cities outside of Portland. Boston and 
New York City have both been really receptive 
to the band. We've been making friends with a 
ton of cool bands from other states. It's so cool 
for us being from Portland, Maine, to drive 
down to New York City and have people there 
singing along to our songs. 
Travis: Yeah spreading our fan base beyond 
Portland was a big goal for us after releasing 
Darkness into Sun. 
New York has 
always been a hot 
spot for music. 
There are lots of 
important people 
in that area, and 
CB's has been real-
ly great to us. 
Eric: Yeah, CBGB's 
is my favorite club 
to play. They're 
always really nice 
down there, and 
it's such a leg-
endary club. It's a 
great place to hang 
out ... other than 
the $7 beers 
(laughing). 
As other bands 
have come and gone, Ransom has 
been a staple to rock music in Maine 
and the guys are still so young. The 
band has gone through a musical 
makeover, and is better for it. Their 
new material has been heralded by 
industry professionals as "intense and 
perfectly arranged for the new gener-
ation." With upcoming shows at 
The Hard Rock Cafe in Boston, 
CBGB's in NYC, and another State 
Theatre show in the winter (check 
with your local rock 'zine for this 
one) Ransom is well on their way. 
Let's see if someone notices. 
"Poker photos" were taken at Bull Feeney's in Portland. 











A Tribute to a Music Legend: 
JOHNNY CASH, ThE .MAN IN BLACK, FINDS PEACE 
By Rex Rutkoski 
I t may have been just another day of the week for many of us. Johnny Cash, though, remembered a particular Tuesday as "one of the beautiful nights of my 
life." It had nothing to do with being onstage, feeling the glow of acceptance from 
yet another audience. It had nothing to do with receiving yet another award, such as 
the Grammy Legends honor, for one of the most successful careers in the history of 
modern music. What it had to do with was being at peace with himsel£ 
"I was alone on my farm," he explained that day in the early '90s, in his trademark 
husky voice. "There was a partial eclipse. Every dog in the country was howling. It was 
a beautiful night and a beautiful experience." The observation spoke volumes for where 
the music legend found himself as he looked back on a storied career. "I'm doing what 
I want to do," he explained. "I am at peace with myself for the most part. A couple 
days at the farm and I get things back in perspective. I've got my head on right. " 
He was happy just doing what he did, he added. "I love to perform and write. I 
winner included Barbara Steisand, Elton John, 
Billy Joel, Kenny Rogers, the combined total 
of Art Garfunkel, Paul Simon and Simon & 
Garfunkel, Michael Jackson and Rod Stewart, 
among others. 
When he received the Grammy legends 
honor, Michael Greene, president of the 
National Academy of Recording Arts & 
Sciences, cited him as an artist who has had 
"an incredible influence and continuing 
impact on our worM." 
was up at the farm, writing poetry and 
prose and even wrote a short science fic-
tion story." The simplicity of sitting on 
the front porch in the rocking chair-
"just like my ancestors" -had 
special appeal to him. There was 
no pressure anymore to prove 
himsel£ 
"I don't feel like I have to 
prove anything to anybody," he 
said. For good reason. 
In 1988, one industry 
observer noted that some of the 
acts who had not had as many 
pop hits as this multi-Grarnmy 
• 
High profile artists sought his company on stage and in recording sessions. Cash 
hosted Saturday Night Live, produced a movie about the life of Jesus, starred in more 
than a dozen other fi lms, wrote a best-selling novel, Man In White, about the conver-
sion of the Apostle Paul, wrote an autobiography, Man In Black, which sold more than 
one million copies, entertained U.S. presidents and fished with Mick Jagger. He was 
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one of the very few people in the history of music to sell more than 50 million records. 
By the late '80s he had posted almost 130 hits on the Billboard country singles 
chart, more than anyone in history except George Jones. Discounting Jones' duets, 
Cash exceeded Jones. He was honored multiple times for writing such American clas-
sics as "Folsom Prison Blues," "I Walk The Line," "Big River," "Five Feet High and 
Rising," and "Don't Take Your Guns To Town." "I Walk The Line" had been recorded 
by more than 100 other artists. "There's the philosophy in the song, a song of love and 
devotion," he said. One writer reminded that the songs of Johnny Cash spoke of the 
human experience as seen from the eyes of one 
ordinary person who considered himself no 
better and no worse than any other being on 
the planet. While Bruce Springsteen, John 
Mellencamp, Bob Seger and others ha e writ-
ten about the people who work and sweat for 
the American dream, Cash had done it for all 
or parts of five decades. 
Cash also had shown leadership in the 
music industry by serving as an informal coun-
selor to those in trouble and, frequently, as an 
example to his fellow musicians. Guitar jams at his house attracted the likes 
of Bob Dylan, Paul McCartney, Joni Mitchell, Kris Kristofferson, Hank 
Williams Jr., Graham Nash, Joan Baez and others. 
Cash drew inspiration from the Apostle Paul, calling him "an amazing 
man." "He did everything he went out to do and did it well. I'm far from a 
saint, but writing is a great inspiration to me, reflecting determination and 
perseverance and not giving up." Cash's own spirituality played an important role in his 
life and career. · 
"It's the basis of it all," he said. "So much of this business is so far removed from any 
spiritual kind of world. It's hard to see the spiritual application to some of the moves I 
made, but they are grounded in faith." 
Though he made mistakes, Cash said he took the responsibility of an entertainer 
in the public eye very seriously. "We have a lot of responsibility. There are a lot of kids 
wondering, 'Is he still making it?' 'Is he all right?' They know all the trash printed 
about me ... I've never been in prison, never done hard time. I've never been accused of 
a felony, much less convicted of one ... a lot of fellow Christians are watching and com-
menting on things I do and record and places I go. "I don't let other people's opinions 
affect anything I do, unless -there is somebody I personally feel can counsel me. There is 
a lot to be said for self-counseling, based on spiritual strength." 
Cash certainly was a man who had overcome personal problems in his life. To 
those struggling with drugs, he reminded, "They will kill you. Anybody who becomes 
addicted tO mood altering drugs, I don't care if they are prescription drugs from a doc-
tor, if they get addicted to them (they have a problem). In the end there are just a very 
few options. One is to quit, stay clean and never use them. Another IS to use the~, 
wind up in an institution, incarceration or dead." He said he had told others facmg , 
their own demons with drugs that "I had to clean up my playground and playmates. 
In 1969, the responsibility he felt as an artist could have put his life on the line. 
He and his late wife June Carter Cash 
and the band had volunteered to per-
form in Vietnam, doing five to six 
shows a day. Cash recalled that when 
they returned to the U.S., June 
phoned relatives of men they met in 
Vietnam, telling them, "I saw your son 
or husband." 
"You don't forget the smell of 
burning flesh and napalm," he added. 
Cash also had not forgotten the 
strength he drew from being a family 
man. He was pleased, too, that his 
musical legacy was passed to his children. His musician daughter Rosanne Cash last 
month said she learned personal integrity from her dad. "I learned to kind of be truth-
ful to yourself," she said. Johnny Cash performed what is being called an unprecedent-
ed duet with his daughter on "September When It Comes," written by Rosanne with 
her husband, John Leventhal, a producer, songwriter and guitarist. The song, on 
Rosanne's new CD, Rules OfTravel, is about mortality, she explained, and about living 
with what is unresolved in your heart. 
Johnny Cash sensed that the general public might have still been trying to "figure 
out" who he was and what he was all about. "I don't think they ever will," he said. ''I'm 
not really sure myself." Cash said he never 
really thought about whether he was a pio-
neer. "I was one of those long-haired 
Memphis rockabillies in 1956 that they 
looked down on when I came to Nashville. 
But they got over that pretty fast. Nashville 
took me in," he said. 
He defined success this way: "It's doing 
what I want to do, with people I want to do it 
with, and being where I want to be." Robert 
K Oermann, in an anniversary tribute to 
Cash in Billboard a number of years ago, 
observed, "He has been the voice of those who 
have no voice of their own, the forgotten prisoner, the taken for-granted laborer, the 
ignored homemakers, the exploited miner, the viciously cheated Native Am~rican: the 
oppressed migrant worker, the victims of racism, the_ dow~t~odden poor. U~mg his. 
music, his celebrity status and the example he sets wtth his life, Cash has tned to yve 
these Americans back the dignity society has tried to take away." 
If there was something to be learned from his career, Cash said it might be, "That 
anybody with talent and perseverance can make it. They shouldn't let anything stop 
them if they are talented and determined to do it. There are a lot of things to learn 
studying the years I've been at it, mainly things not to do (he laughed)." Johnny Cash 
offered this perspective on a life fully lived: "I guess I would like to be remembered as a 
family man, a man of song and one who loves his country." And he will be. 
l&teran music interviewer &x Rutkoski covered johnny Cash's career through several decades. 
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Johnny Cash, R.I.P 
by Martin England When I was a child, my folks had a 
makeshift bar in the basement made out of 
Friday, September 12th, 2003 
I cried like a baby when I woke to the news: Johnny Cash died this morn-ing. After his wife June Carter Cash 
passed a few months ago, we all knew it 
wouldn't be long before Johnny would join 
her, but like the passing of Ted Williams, it 
did nothing to lessen the blow. In the past 
two months, Johnny looked like death, and 
a blood-sick media exposed every crease 
in his face, every depression i~ his cheek, 
and every tremble in 
his hand. 
a closet door and some left over paneling, 
and fitted beneath the bar was an 8-track 
stereo. Included in their musical collection 
were records by Honk Williams, Charlie 
Pride, loretto lynn and Neil Diamond, to 
nome a few. But one particular record 
always stood out to me, for different reo-
sons at the time, for when I first listened to 
Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison, I would roll 
with laughter, not because I was struck 
comedic, but due to the tremendous joy 
delivered by the music. It reminded me of 
parties in my parent's 
basement or family 
reunions in the back-
yard, all of which mir-
rored Cash's talk of 
excess. 
Cosh's music 
become a soundtrack 
in the seventies. I 
remember the first 
time my dod took me 
into the legion Hall in 
Rollinsford . "Folsom 
Prison Blues" was 
playing on the juke-
box. The air was thick 
with smoke, folks at 
the bar looked hard-
ened and mean. It 
was everything I 
Cash was a war-
rior who conquered 
his own demons and 
lived to write about 
them . He grappled 
with drugs in the '60s, 
as did just about every 
other musician at the 
time, but somehow 
Johnny's struggles 
were well document-
ed, and to a point, 
over-exposed, perhaps 
due to his unpre-
dictable performances 
or his rough-edged 
appearances on televi-
sion talk shows. But 
he survived and 
kicked the devil in 
the teeth, never 
again succumbing 
to his own hand. 
Cash was vul-
nerable but deter· 




imagined on old 
Western town to 
be. Johnny some-
how softened the 
atmosphere with 
familiarity. I want-
ed to step up and 
tell everyone I mined in music and life itself. He gave 
promise to the losers and derelicts of soci-
ety, championing criminals, gamblers, 
and infidels through empathy and sensitiv-
ity. He put everyone on equal plane, and 
knew that being human meant you were 
capable of anything, including heinous 
acts of violence and debauchery. 
My dad, a form.er lawman, told me 
one reason he became a policeman was 
so that he himself would stay out of jail. 
He was recognizant to the thin line 
between men good and bad, and was 
also vastly aware of the hypocrisy that 
exists for those who wear badges. Johnny 
was also wise to these lines, and they 
often dominated his lyric~. 
Cosh also never feared to express his 
love and devotion to his wife nor was he 
afraid to sing of his praise for God, both 
gunshots to the foot in the music business. 
He never truly cored what anyone 
thought, although he was vividly con-
scious of all that happened around him. 
knew the words. 
As a songwriter, Cash's music took on 
an entirely different meaning to me. He 
offered strength and originality through 
simplicity and familiarity. Through these 
assets, he forged his own sound, and 
although many would be quick to point 
out many of his songs sound similar, he 
was a true pioneer. Cash was also never 
afraid to be goofy, and for an artist who 
stepped between the blurry lines of coun-
try and rock 'n' roll, he stood alone. 
Many people who have died and 
come back hove claimed they sow bright 
lights or a tunnel of sorts while slipping 
away. I imagine Johnny's post-mortem ride 
would be on a steam train chugging 
through a forested mountainside, powerful 
and determined, never succumbing to 
deeth's grip, always keeping his eyes on 
the horizon. 
Marty England is a songwriter and singer 











Master Percussionist Babatunde Lea Quintet at Waterville Opera House 
Master percussionist Babatunde Lea will showcase a stellar jazz quintet as headliner for the 4th Annual 
Downtown Waterville Jazz Festival, 
Saturday, October 18, 8pm at the Waterville 
Opera House. The quintet will include 
Hilton Ruiz-piano; Ku-Umba Frank Lacy-
trombone, trumpet, flugelhorn, voice; 
Howard Johnson-baritone sax; Geoff 
Brennan-acoustic bass and Babarunde Lea-
drums, congas and percussion. 
Babatunde Lea has summoned the spir-
it of rhythm in the company of Pharoah 
Sanders, Stan Getz, McCoy Tyner, Randy 
Weston, Van Morrison and many other Jazz 
and World music illuminaries. Growing up 
in New York Ciry, Lea had the opportuniry 
at age 11 to witness Nigerian percussionist 
Babatunde Olatunji and his Drums of 
Passion. "The drums were speaking straight 
to my heart," he recalls, "and they've never 
stopped since." 
As a teen in New York, Lea learned 
Congas, made music in church, and secured 
his first recording session. He moved to San 
Francisco in the late '60s where he devel-
oped his afro-influenced signature sound. 
He joined Bill Summers' Bata Kotoin the 
'70s and recorded with Pharoah Sanders, 
Stan Getz, Joe Henderson, Van Morrison 
and others. He recorded his first album, 
Levels of Comciousness (Theresa), as a leader, 
in 1979. During this period, he developed 
worlcing relationships with Kenny Barron, 
Jon Faddis, Ku-Umba Frank Lacy, Charnett 
Moffett and Hilton Ruiz, culminating in his 
second date as a leader, Level of Intent, in 
1995 
(Diaspora, 










of the jazz 
Gumillas 
(Ubiquiry). 
Leis new recording, Soul Pools (Motema, 
2003) has garnered rave reviews, including a 
4-star raring from DownBeat Magazine who 
lauds the album enthusiastically with refer-
ences to Charles Mingus and Art Blakey. 
Lea has led his own group at many 
world-class venues, including Yoshi's in San 
Francisco and major Jazz festivals in Atlanta 
and Monterey. Babatunde has also per-
formed at the Kennedy Center with Mary 
Stallings, at the BlueNore and Jazz Standard 
with Hilton Rliiz and as a member of Bill 
Cosby's All-Stars at the Playboy Jazz Festival 
2001 and 2002. 
Lea will be showcasing an exciting and 
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dynamic group of musicians at the Festival, 
some of the greatest jazz artists on the con-
temporary scene. 
Hilton Ruiz, known as one of the finest 
pianists in Afro-Cuban Jazz, also brings 
considerable straight ahead and avant garde 
sensitivities to the music. A musician's musi-
cian, Hilton can rise to any occasion with 
his phenomenal talent. A child prodigy who 
appeared at Carnegie Recital Hall when he 
was eight, Ruiz studied intensively with 
Mary Lou Williams, and enjoyed an impor-
tant relationship in rhe mid '70s with 
Rahsaan Roland Kirk. He has performed 
and recorded with Dizzy Gillespie, Charles 
Mingus, Berry Carter, Archie Shepp, Clark 
Terry, Chico Freeman, Tito Puente, Mongo 
Santamaria ·among many others, and has 
recorded over 20 albums as a leader, includ-
ing a brand new date, Enchantment 
(Arabesque, 2003) which has garnered high 
acclaim, including 41/2 stars from All Music 
Guide. 
Ku-Umba Frank Lacy has received 
widespread attention for his dynamic work 
as resident trombonist/vocalist for the 
Charles Mingus Big Band, heard weekly at 
the Fez under Time Cafe in New York Ciry. 
He has also worked with big bands led by 
David Murray and McCoy Tyner as well as 
Lester Bowie's Brass Fantasy. He spent two 
Abdullah Ibrahim and Erica Lindsay, among 
many others. He has performed and record-
ed with many Jazz greats including Miles 
Davis, Freddie Hubbard, Charles Mingus, 
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Archie Shepp, 
McCoy Tyner, the Gil Evans Orchestra, past 
and present, as well as leading his own 
bands throughout his career. 
Bassist Geoff Brennan has been malcing 
waves in the world wide Jazz scene. 
,.The drums were speaking straight to my heart'' 
he recalls .. '·and they've never stopped since:' 
years as Music director for Art Blakey's Jazz 
Messengers and played with Bobby Watson's 
Horizon band. He has also worked with 
Dizzy Gillespie, Abdullah Ibrahim, Henry 
Threadgill, Branford Marsalis, Greg Osby 
and many others. 
Howard Johnson, who performed in 
Maine earlier this year with guitarist Gary 
Wittner, is best known for his remarkable 
work on the tuba. Yet, he is a very versatile 
player who is one of the finest baritone sax-
ophone artists in Jazz music today. He will 
bring this expertise to Waterville, heard 
magnificently on his album Arrival (Verve 
Europe, 1995) and on recordings with 
Babatunde Lea. 
Currendy a member of 
Omar Sosa's dynamic 
group, he has spent the 
last several years travers-
ing the globe playing at 
prestigious festivals such 
as North Sea Jazz, JVC, 
and Montreal among 
others. Brennan also 
records and tours with 
such notables as Hilton 
Ruiz, Chico Freeman, 
Mary Stallings and 
With a passionate, soulful and spirit-
driven approach to the music, Babarunde 
Lea has engaged and electrified audiences 
wherever he and his ensembles have 
appeared! 
"It's been a while since I've felt the kind 
of passionate heat and burning sense of 
message generated by drummer Babatunde 
Lea. He's one of the hottest jazz/world 
music attractions on the festival scene." -
Seattle Times 
"Not since Mingus and Blakey has 
music brisded with a sense of message like 
this." -DownBeat 
4th Annual Downtown Waterville Jazz 
Festival, October 17 and I 8, 2003, pro-
duced by In The Moment, with generous 
financial support from Key Maine Jazz 
Festival (www.keymainejazzfestival.org), 
Colby College, and Walter Simcock The 
Rhythm Inlet (www.rhythminlet.com) 
Friday, October 17, 8pm-YoungJazz 
Artist Concert, The Center, Main Street, 
Downtown Waterville. Featuring Key 
Maine High School Jazz 
All-Stars, UMA Jazz on 
Tour, John Phillips-
Sandy and Friends. 
Tickets $5 at the door. 
Saturday, October 
18, 8pm. Babarunde Lea 
Quintet-Waterville 
Opera House, Main 
Street, Downtown 
Waterville. Tickets 
$I 8advance/$20 door; 
students/ seniors 
$15/$I8. Box Office: 
873-7000 
Festival information: 
342-47 I 5 or 873-4021 
- Byron Greatorex 
4TH Annu~l Downtown W~tervllle J~zz 
Festlv~l offers Free Tickets for Kids 
The 4th Annual Downtown Wotervllle 
Jl!ZZ festivol will offer o limited number of 
free tickets to youth for moster percussionist 
Babatunde lea and Quintet In concert at the 
Waterville Opera House. Saturday, October 
18 at 8pm. 
The Tickets For Kids program, spon-
sored by the Maine Jazz Alliance. makes free 
tickets available to youth aQe 17 and under. 
'We want to give porents ond grondporents 
the opportunity to shore their love of music 
with the kids In their lives, ond the Tickets for 
Kids proQram should make It a little more 
affordable.· said Erika Aberg, Vice President 
of the Maine Jazz Alliance. 
"The Downtown Waterville Jazz festlvol 
Is very pleased to collaborate with the Maine 
Jazz Alliance on this greot progrom; said 
Byron Greotorex. festival coordln&or. 
"OfferlnQ youth on opportunity to experience 
vltol Jazz music of our time without flnondol 
constrolnt Is Ideal!" To get tickets call the 
Wotervllle Opero House 8ox Office at 873-
7000, ond, subJect to avolloblllty, your free 
tickets will be held ot the door. 
Kids 15 ond under, who receive tickets 
from the Tickets For Kids progrom, must be 
occompanled by on adult for more Informa-
tion obout the Tickets for Kids program 
please call MJA at 373-0306. 
-BG 
Street Talk: The Face Magazine Performance Calendar 
1 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
MATCHBOXTWENTY rock 
UNDER THE SONG TREE contemporary folk 
JOSE AYERVE, LAURIE JONES, 
UZZlE DICKERSON, JOHN KOUTNY, 
Cumberland Civic Center 
Fryeburg Fair 
LOS FEDERALES variety, benefit concert St. Lawrence Arts 
MUSIC FROM CAPE VERDE Cape Vcrdean St. Lawrence Arts 
LORD OF THE DANCE Irish Dance Merrill Auditorium 
JENNIFER HANSON cou ntry Fryeburg Fair 
2 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
BELLAMY BROTHERS 
CHARLIE & THE 
country 
CHOCOLATE FACfORY family theater 
CELEBRATE LAUGHTER - Robbie Printz 
Kelly MacFarland, Rob Steen ' 
and Gregg Boggis comedy 
TRAJN rock 
STEVEN WRIGHT 
3 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
comedy 
JANE BUNNETT & 
THE SPIRITS OF HAVANA 
SHANGRI-LA 
Cuban jazz 
CHINESE ACROBATS acrobatic theater 





&CAROLROHL folk, acoustic 
4 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
BULLYCLUB/SEEKONK lyrical rock 
SKID ROW rock 
PORTLAND ROSSINI CLUB 
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT dassical 
GORDON BOK folk, acoustic 
SAMSHABER contemporary folk 
!25th ANNNERSARY 
JUBILEE 
CHARLIE & THE 
comedy theater 
CHOCOLATE FACfORY family theater 
BEATLEJUICE Beatles tribute 
REID GENAUER 
&THE ASSEMBLY OF DUST rock 
JOAN RIVERS comedy 
DEBBIE MYERS country 
5 OCTOBER SUNDAY 







Maine Center for rhe Arrs 




College of the Atlantic 
Saco River Grange: 
SPACE 
Russell's 
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Gates Auditorium 
Just Joan's Cafe 




Maine Cenrer for the Arts 
Fryeburg Fair 
Univ of New Hampshire 
Hampron Beach Casino Ballroom 
JUBILEE comedy theater Portsmouth Music Hall 
PSO opcnhouse tours, rehearsals, more Merrill Auditorium 
6 OCTOBER MONDAY 
INDIE GIRL SHOWCASE: 
Lynn Decves, Colleen Sexton, 
Trina Hamlin 
DON ROY 
contemporary folk Slate's Restaurant 
7 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
fidclle tune workshop Center for Cultural Exchange 
PSO: 
DVORAK CELLO CONCERT dassical 
PETE YORN w/ UNBUSTED rock 






LUCINDA W1LUAMS & 
JAYHAWKS 









Sr. Lawrence Arts 
Maine Center for rhe Arts 
Sr. Lawrence Arts 
MerriJl Auditorium 
DONNA THE BUFALO 
DRAGON TALES 
HOLLY NEAR& 
bluegrass, folk SPACE 
family entertainment Cumberland Civic Center 
CRIS WILLIAMSON 
10 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
DRAGON TALES 
THE MUSIC MAN 
LEILA PERCY & FRIENDS 
OTTMAR LIEBERT 
NH SYMPHONY ORCH 









CELEBRATING IOOTH ANNIVERSARY 
OF W.E.B. DUBOIS' "THE SOULS OF 
BLACK FOLK" music, drama 
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Grand Theater 
Cumberland Civic Cenrer 
Merrill Auditorium 
Chocolate Church 
Ponsmouth Music Hall 
Palace Theater 













































































































































The calendar is published monthly here in the print version of Face. 
O..eck out our new website (www.f..eem'!ll.eom) and post your own gi&< to the 
onlme calendar. As alway>, dates for all .Ustings may change so pleaSe contact 
r;lC venue for confirmauon before bwlding an evening around what you read 
.ere or o~ne. We do o_ur be;r: to ensure ~t thc_lisri~ are accurate but occa-
stonally mistakes~ m due to our havtng ttte1ved mcorrect information or 
k':.T.:.~ rhah t o~ bleary-eyed, overworkid st:df has trouble even S<:<:.ing ilie 
• 1 ~.u w en trytng ro beat the alway> unrealistic deaclline. 
. If they_ stnd i~. i($ h,erc:. ~it's nor here, that means that no one senr w 
the mformatlon or Jt didnr amve before deaclline. (Usually by the 21 sr of the 




STREET TALK CONT'D. 




THE MUSIC MAN 







CELEBRATING 100TH ANNIVERSARY 
OF W.E.B. DUBOIS' "THE SOULS OF 
BLACK FOLK" music, drama 
SOMALI DANCE PARTY (Somali dance) 
12 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Waldo Theater 
Kennebunk Coffeehouse 




Center for Cultural Exchange 
TOWER OF POWER 
DRAGON TALES 
GOV'T MULE w/ 





rock Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom 
family entertainment Cumberland Civic Center 
rock State Theater 
pop, singer songwriter Augusta Civic Center 
LEX &JOE'S BLUESWING 
13 OCTOBER MONDAY 
classical 
jazz, blues, swing 
Rockport Opera House 
York Sports Center 
THE KENNEDY$ contemporary folk Slate's Restaurant 
14 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
ERIC IDLE 
(OF MONTY PYTHON) comedy 
15 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
BRAD MEHLDAU 
17 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
BOB FRANKE 
BOB WEIR & RAT DOG 
HARRY ALLEN & 








ARTIST CONCERT jazz 
18 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
FAJRE WINDS: Aoife Clancy, 





BABATUNDE LEA QUINTET 
BEST OF BEAlLEMANIA 
19 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
PORTLAND SYMPH. ORCH . 
LEAHY 
STEVE JAMES 








celtic music, dance 
guitar wizard 
JAGERMEISTER MUSIC TOUR 
w/ SLAYER rock 
ALICE COOPER rock 
23 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
REBECCA HALL 
SAMSHABER 














Downeast House Concert Collective 
Hamp<on Beach Casino Ballroom 
Chocolate Church 
Maine Center for the Arts 
Waterville Opera House Studio Theater 
Chocola<e Church 
Kennebunk Town Hall 
Merrill Auditorium 
Portsmouth Music Hall 
Wa<erville Opera House Studio Thea<er 
Rochester Opera House 
Merrill Auditorium 
Maine Center for the Arts 
Seacoast Guitar Society - Inn on the Blues 
State Theater 
Hampton Beach Cuino Ballroom 
St. Lawrence Arts 
Bates College 
Harop<on Beach Casino Ballroom 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Four Corners Grille 
(pre-game concert) comemporary folk Cumberland c;,,ic Cen<er 
BEST OF BLUEGRASS: 
RHONDA VINCENT 
with HARY.EY REID &: 
JOYCE ANDERSEN bluegrass, folk Amesbury Middle School 
1WISTED SISTER rock Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom 
LAURIE GELTMAN rock, singer songwriter St. Lawrence Arrs 
TOM RUSH folk , acoustic Chocolate Church 
PAUL TAYLOR DANCE CO. modern dance Portsmouth Music Hall 
BRIDGING THE GAP BENEFIT: 
OUT OF PRINT, MANIFEST rock, soul Granite Sure Room ofMUB at UNH 
GREAT PUMPKIN FEST: 
SOUTHERN ROCKALLSTARS, 
AMERICAN DOG, MORE rock Mr. Rogers Farm 
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Cumberland Civic Center 
Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom 
Center for Cultural Exchange 


















































































































































IMMY DUNN, FRANK SANTORELLI, 
ODNY V. comedy 
BEN RUDNICK & FRIENDS storyteller, family 
HOT CLUB OF 
SAN FRANCISCO gypsy jazz 
GREAT PUMPKIN FEST, day 2 rock 
26 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
TIM O'BRIEN & 
DIRK POWELL 
tfWO OLD FRIENDS 
EILEEN IVERS w/ PSO 






fumily, world music 
Stories of Edgar Allen Poe drama 
JOHNNY RABB drum clinic 
29 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Portsmouth Music Hall 
Palace Theater 
Maine Center for the Arrs 
Mr. Rogers Farm 
Cencer for Cultural Exchange 
St. Lawrence Arts 
Merrill Auditorium 
York Parks & Rec 
Palace Theater 




pop, singer songwriter St. Lawrence Arts 
acoustic rock Four Corners Grille 
Stories of Edgar Allen Poe 
30 OCTOBER THURSDAY 










RIDERS IN THE SKY western, family 
CHRISTIAN HAYES 
ELEMENT rock 
KREG VIESSELMAN singer/songwriter 
1 NOVEMBER SATURDAY 
HERBIE HANCOCK 
QUARTET j~ 
EBONY & IVORY jazz 
TCHAIKOVSKY ·NEW HAMPSHIRE 
PHILHARMONIC 
ORCHESTRA classical 
KREG VIESSELMAN singer songwriter 
UPCOMING: 
1118 .moe 
11 1 8 Lyle Lovet t 
11110 3 111Aiien Ant Fa rm 
11 I 11 Ani DiFran co 
11 I 11 U ttle Feat 
11112 G reg Br own 
11113 G reg Br own 
11113 Dropkick Murphy's 
11114 M ichae l Feinste in 
11115 TooiiRevis 
11119 Primus 
11128 Moody Blues 
1 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
My Education/Mexico 1910, Gena's (Portland) 
2 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Ochlocracy/Jackhammer, Ale House (Porrland) 
OJ Sain*don, Asylum (Portland) 
Dan Stevens, 3 Dollar Dewey's (Portland) 
3 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
A2Z, Referrec's (OOB) 
Welfare Mafia/Ransom, Ale House (Portland) 
Palace Theater 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Portsmouth Music Hall 
Whittemore Center 
Palace Theater 
LA Arrs - Lewiston Middle School 
College of the Atlantic 




Three TaU Trees 
St ate Theatre 
M errill 
ecce 
USM G orham Fieldhou se 
Camden Opera H ouse 
Cam den Opera House 
State St. Church 




Augusta Civic Ctr. 
MAINE 
Motorbooty Affair, Asylum (Portland) 
Cyberia, dehuman8,DJ S<ranger, Asylum 
(Portland) 
Band Beyond Description, Casco Bay Lines 
Cruise (Portland) 
David Angel & the Memories, Portland Amvers 
(Portland) 
Antlers/Hell Wheel Drive/Sin City Chainsaw, 
Gena's (Portland) 
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Saco River Band, Zackery's Lounge (Portland) 
Barry Arvin Young, Jonathan Michael's 
(Limerick) 
Dirty McCurdy, Mr. Goodbar (OOB) 
Paranoid Social Club, Boondoggles (Lewiston) 
Road Scholars, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
4 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
FACE PARTY, The Roxy (Portland) 
A2Z, Referree's (OOB) 
Erick Glocker, Patchen, ]en Momgomery, 
Jinxed, Ale House (Portland) 
Skid Row, Kreep, Russell's (Bangor) 
Sworn Enemy, Draw the Line, The Edge (Augusta) 
David Angel & the Memories, Westbrook American 
Eagles (Westbrook) 
Joe Mazzarirrhe PontifFsl Va£ican Sex Kittens, 
Gena's (Portland) 
Saco River Band, Zackery's Lounge (Portland) 
Barry Arvin Young, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Dirty McCurdy, Nick & Nora's (Vassalboro) 
Living Large, Hootenanny's (Sanford) 
Zack Tyler, Loose Moose Saloon (Gray) 
Road Scholars, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
5 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, Comedy 
Connection (Portland) 
6 OCTOBER MONDAY 
Lynn Deeves/Colleen SexronTrrina Hamlin, Slate's 
(Hallowell) 
7 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Lynn Deeves/Colleen SexronTrrina Hamlin, 
Bowdoin (Brunswick) 
8 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Addison Groove Project, Blue Soul, Asylum 
(Portland) 
Badfish (Sublime tribute) Ushuaia, (Orono) 
Lynn Deeves/Colleen SexronTrrina Hamlin, Unity 
College Srudenr Center (Unity) 
9 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Blue Collar Product!Unscarred, Ale House 
(Portland) 
OJ Sain*don, Asylum (Portland) 
David Angel & rhe Memories, Adams St. Pub 
(Biddeford) 
Lynn Deeves/Colleen Sexron/Trina Hamlin, Bates 
(the Silo) (Lewiston) 
10 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
Oak Street Jam Band, Ale House (Portland) 
Cyberia, dehuman8, OJ Stranger, Asylum (Portland) 
David Angel & the Memories, Nate's Seafood & 
BBQ (Casco) 
Quasimen/Biopop, Gena's (Portland) 
The Grumps, Riverfront (Old Town) 
Left Hand Backwards, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Dirty McCurdy, Ma Ducks Gay) 
Living Large, Skip's (Buxton) 
Jeremiah Freed, Boondoggles (Lewiston) 
Jeff Pirchell , Loose Moose Saloon (Gray) 
Blind Sight, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
11 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Stream, Ale House (Portland) 
OJ Jon, OJ Fred, Asylum (Portland) 
A Life Once Lost, Cannae, In On the Kill, Since the 
Flood, The Edge (Augusta) 
Dalton Country, The Chalet (Lewis ton) 
David Angel & the M<rnories, Clyde's (S. Portland) 
DTK/Modern Machines, Geno's (Portland) 
The Grumps, Donahue's (Bar Harbor) 
Zyrah's Orange, Mainely Brews (Waterville) 
Left Hand Backwards, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Dirty McCurdy, Ma Ducks Uay) 
Blind Sight, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
12 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
A Band Beyond Description, Ale House (Portland) 
Dalton Country, Maine Mall (Portland) 
Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, Comedy 
Connection (Portland) 
14 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Lynn Deeves/CoUeen SexronTrrina Hamlin, UMF 
(Latte Landing), (Farmington) 
15 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Acrobatik, Poverty, King Blaze, OJ CaUiber, Ushuaia, 
(Orono) 
Greystar/Demyze/Loco, Geno's (Portland) 
Lynn Deeves, SL Lawrence, (Portland) 
John Tercyak, Pete & Larry's (Ellsworth) 
16 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Boomslang!SED, Ale House (Portland) 
D] Sain*don, Asylum (Portland) 
Tom Keegan, Grape's (Rockland) 
Vaca<ionland, Big Easy (Portland) 
Living Large, Adam's St. Pub (Biddeford) 
17 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
A2Z, Clyde's (Portland) 
Uncle Billy's Smokehouse, Ale House (Portland) 
Cyberia, dchuman8, DJ Stranger, Asylum (Portland) 
Babaloo/Wolfgang, Asylum (Portland) 
Don Campbell, York Harbor Inn (York) 
Confusatron, Gena's {Portland) 
The Grumps, Ri Ra (Portland) 
Tommy Dee, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Dirty McCurdy, Joshua's Tavern (Brunswick) 
Strange Brew, S. Portland Eagles (Portland) 
Sundog, Boondoggles (Lewiston) 
Sly Chi, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
18 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Eldmur Krimm, Ale House (Portland) 
D] ]on, OJ Fred, Asylum (Portland) 
Dalton Country, Biddeford Eagles (Biddeford) 
Don Campbell, Sea Dog (Bangor) 
Jucifer/OgrdJer by Day, Geno's (Portland) 
Tommy Dee, Jonathan Michael 's (Limerick) 
Grand Unified Theory, Metal-fest (Norridgewock) 
Sly Chi, Old Por< Tavern (Portland) 
19 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, Comedy 
Connection (Portland) 
21 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
VHS or Beta/Your Enemy's Friends, Asylum 
(Portland) 
23 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Bone Pony, Ale House (Portland) 
OJ Sain*don, Asylum (Portland) 
Miller Dowling & Johnson, Grape's (Rockland) 
24 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
A2Z, Skip's (Buxton) 
Cyberia, dehuman8, OJ Stranger, Asylum (Portland) 
REM tribute by WOW/Greg Goodwill/Bucknaster, 
Asylum (Portland) 
The CommandosNoodoo Screw Machine, Geno's 
(Portland) 
Sofa Kings, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Strange Brew, Clyde's Pub (S. Portland) 
Rockropus, Boondoggles (Lewiston) 
FUNL, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
25 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
A2Z, Skip's (Buxton) 
Jinxed, Ale House (Portland) 
OJ Jon, OJ Fred, Asylum (Portland) 
Don Campbell, Life is Good Pumpkin Fest 
(Portland) 
Welfare Mafia/Long Black Veil/Tombstone Territory; 
Gena's (Portland) 
Sofu Kings, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Living Large, Oalthi ll Bar (Standish) 
Big Al & the Heavyweights, Loose Moose Saloon 
(Gray) 
FUNL, Old Port Tavern (Portland) 
26 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Coco Montoya, Loose Moose Saloon (Gray) 
Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, Comedy 
Connection (Portland) 
28 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Pharcyde/Boombazzi, Ushuaia (Orono) 
Starlight Mints/Steve Burns, Asylum (Portland) 
30 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Tribe Describe, Ale House (Portland) 
OJ Sain*don, Asylum (Portland) 
Scissorfight/Dukes of Nothing!Eidmur 
Krimm/Suicide Comes<, Asylum (Portland) 
Jud Caswell, Grape's (Rockland) 
31 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
A2Z, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
A Band Beyond Description, Ale House (Portland) 
Cyberia, debuman8, OJ Stranger, Asylum (Portland) 
Twis<ed Roors/6Gig/Empryhead/Boomslang, 
Russell 's (Bangor) 
David Angel & the Memories, Porrland Amvers 
(Portland) 
Marvel.s/Rock City Crime Wave/EFS, Gena's 
(Portland) 
Dirty McCurdy, Cellar Door (Auburn) 
Escape Wheel, Bridgedon Comm. Ctr. (Bridgeton) 
Strict 9, O ld Port Tavern (Portland) 
1 NOVEMBER SATURDAY 
A2Z, Jonathan Michael's (Limerick) 
Grand Unified Theory, CJ's (Lewiston) 
B-Movie Extras, Mulligan's (Biddeford) 
Strict 9, O ld Port Tavern (Portland) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
1 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Dan Stevens, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
2 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Paul Geremia, Dolphin Striker (Porrsmouth) 
3 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
Jon Nolan and Hokum, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Mike Rugello/Ed Anwnelli, Dolphin Striker 
(Portsmouth) 
Rhythm Method, Barley House (Concord) 
4 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Rhythm Method, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Even Steven, Dolphin Sttiker (Portsmouth) 
7 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Bluegrass Jam, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Dave Gerard, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
8 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Amorphous Band, Barley Pub (Dover) 
SEV. Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
Free Treats, Muddy River Smokehouse (Portsmouth) 
The Grumps, The Press Room (Portsmouth) 
9 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Ed Jurdi, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
10 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
Our of Print/Analog Method/Amorphous Band, 
Barley Pub (Dover) 
The Lounge Flies, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
11 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Red Fez Records Party, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Joel Cage, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
Rhythm Method, Muddy River (Portsmouth) 
12 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Rhythm Method, Quigley's (Portsmouth) 
13 OCTOBER MONDAY 
Don Campbell, Sandwich Fair (Sandwich) 
14 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Ryan Mombleau, Barley Pub (Dover) 
John Troy, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
15 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Amorphous Band, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Charley Strater, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
16 OCTOBER THURSDAY 
Peter Black, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
17 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
6gig, Barley Pub (Dover) 
The Porch Rockers, Dolphin Striker (Portsmouth) 
18 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Deep Fty'd Blues, Barley Pub (Dover) 
19 OCTOBER SUNDAY 
Dave Ogden, Barley Pub (Dover) 
21 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Ryan Monrbleau, Barley Pub (Dover) 
22 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Amorphous Band, Barley Pub (Dover) 
25 OCTOBER SATURDAY 
Lamom Smooth, Barley Pub (Dover) 
Rhythm Method, Murphy's (Durham) 
28 OCTOBER TUESDAY 
Downtown Sound, Barley Pub (Dover) 
29 OCTOBER WEDNESDAY 
Amorphous Band, Barley Pub (Dover) 
31 OCTOBER FRIDAY 
Halloween Party, Barley Pub (Dover) 
--;:------ ,--------- - -,-- -------- - --- - - -- ---- ---
.. . 
The Portland/Boston Connection 
Lexi Kahn, 
Low Budget Superhero. 
w;lcome back ·to the Pipeline! This month we're sitting down with Lexi 
Kahn, President and CEO of Low 
Budget Superhero Productions (http://www.low-
budgersuperhero.com), and one of the rising fig-
ures in the world of booking live acts in Boston. 
Lexi is a writer for several music publications, and 
an uber cool gal. She used to have a major corpo-
rate job, bur now she books and writes. And ain't 
that the American dream? 
Here's how it all happened. 
Face: Who are you?! Why are you here?! 
LK: I come from a small planet in the vicinity of 
Betelgeuse. I came to Earth for a week and 
got sruck here for fifi:een years ... wait, 
that's not me, that's Ford Prefect, field 
researcher for The Hitchhiker's Guide to 
the Galaxy. I acrually hail from New 
Haven, Connecticut and I'm here 
because I like sal ry crunchy snack foods. 
Face: How did your background as a jour-
nalist prepare you to become a booker, or did 
it? 
LK: I don't know if writing for rock 'zines PRE-
PARED me to become a booker and manager, 
per se. I got into writing about the New England 
music scene in 1996 because I love music and I 
want to support independent artists. So I guess 
booking and managing is another way to do that. 
Face: How did LBSH come about? 
LK: I booked my first show at the Linwood Grille 
last summer. The whole desire to book shows was 
just one of those things where I said, "You know 
who'd go good on a bill together?" Ever do that? 
Make up "dream bills" in your head? Well, I used 
to do that all the time. I then realized that, since I 
know so many bands and club bookers just from 
hanging around the scene, I could probab,ly actu-
ally HAVE my dream bills. I brought it up casu-
ally with Linwood booker Michelle Auerbach, 
nor really hoping for anything, and she freakin' 
gave me a night. I couldn't believe it. For my first 
show I had Chris Mascara, Quick Fix and 
Kranksquad play. The place was packed, it 
ROCKED and I had the exact reactions I want-
ed: "Where did you fmd THESE guys?" and 
"What a bill!" My favorite thing is when fans of 
one band absolutely adore another band. In 
August at the Lizard Lounge I had The 
Electrolytes paired with All the Queen's Men. All 
the Queen's Men is a heavy rocktronica band, and 
The Electrolytes are a parry band fronted by two 
exquisite transvestites. AQM fans LOVED The 
E'lytes, they didn't stop dancing all night. And 
E'lytes fans adore AQM, who sold more CDs at 
that show than ever. That's my whole thing-
crossover fan base and fun, fun. fun. 
Face: Describe a day in the life ... 
LK: My day starts when I can drag my sorry ass 
our of bed. Don't laugh, I would stay in bed all 
day if I didn't have so much to do. I stay up all 
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night working, rocking our or schmoozing at the 
clubs, so when I have to be somewhere before I 0 
am it's a horrific thing. I'm like, "EIGHT 
O 'CLOCK? NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!" By 
eleven, cat is fed, coffee is made and I'm at my 
desk. In addition to booking shows, writing 
reviews and features and managing a few bands, I 
also work two part time freelance jobs: I assist a 
publicist (I'm nor saying which one lest people 
suspect chicanery) and I'm a classifier/indexer for 
an online travel search engine. Because I work 
two part time jobs, both freelance, both from 
home, my hours are totally flexible bur it means 
being disciplined. I have this big blue notebook 
with dividers, with a calendar right up front. I do 
my timesheers for the prior week on Sunday 
nights, so as I wrap up the prior week, I divide the 
NEXT week into parts, assigning whole days 
or a few hours each day to projects. It's 
not hard bur it's not easy either. No 
two days are ever the same. I can 
usually keep all the plates spin-
ning bur sometimes they crash 
to the pavement. Some weeks 
I've got people who think I'm 
ignoring them. That's bad, but 
it's life. 
by Brian "Westbye 
My other favorites, because they're a pure pleasure 
to work with, are Gene Dante and Shaun Wolf 
Wortis. They've each played several shows for me, 
and they're never pains in the ass. Pure profes-
sionals. I'm also in love with Rick Berlin of 
Shelley Winters Project- his star power is 
eclipsed only by his sweemess. 
Face: What are your favorite rooms to book? 
Why? 
LK: The Lizard Lounge is my favorite! I want to 
f"*king live there. It's downstairs from the 
Cambridge Common, and it's all done up in 
warm reds and golds, real dark wood on the bar, 
some big baroque mirrors, and Oriental rugs. No 
stage, you're at eye level with the performers, and 
there are just enough little round tables to give it 
a cabaret-style feel. The Lizard holds around 150, 
which is easy to pack with a good bill. They have 
decent drink prices and the best staff in town. 
Cool club people are important. I mean, I love 
the Middle East to death? I go there SO much 
and love to support that room, I should own 
stock. But I will state publicly and frankly that 
they make you feel like you're doing them a favor 
by buying a drink in there, and look at you like 
you're a retarded mountain troll if you want to 
book a show. I'll still go there because it 
rr•s No·r HARD BUT rr•s NOT .EASY 
rocks .. . but I wish they'd return the 
love. The owners are sweethearts, I 
just think the staff sometimes forgers 
that we're all a family here in this 
music community. My other fave 
room, totally opposite of the Lizard 
Lounge, is the Linwood Grille. It's a 
ROCK club baby, and there're flames 
UfH.Ek. NO 'f\#VO DAYS Ak.E .EV.Ek nu 
SAME. I CAN USUAllY KEEP All 'fHE 
PLATES SPINNING BU'f SOMETIMES 
UIEY CRASH TO 'U-1£ PAVEMENT. 
Face: Who have you worked with? 
LK: Oh jeez. Urn . . . well, I manage All the 
Queen's Men and onlyone. Those rwo are very 
special to me in their own ways. As far as what 
bands have played shows? I've worked with Gene 
Dante, Mick Mondo, Specimen 37, 
Dreadnaught, Lifestyle, The Electrolytes, Quick 
Fix, The Buckners, Shaun Wolf Wortis, Voodoo 
Screw Machine, David Johnston, Shelley W mters 
Project, Sparkola .. . a lot more, I'd have to look. 
My scope isn't limited to New England though. 
I've had some amazing our-of-town bands come 
and play: Sponiswoode, from New York, is aston-
ishing. Graze from Philly kicks my ass .. . Petland 
from Maryland, Carfax Abbey our of Philly; 
Otto's Daughter, who've moved from New York 
to LA ... a lot of really amazing stuff comes across 
my desk. A lot of utter crap, but a lot of good stuff 
too. 
Face: Who are your favorite acts to work with? 
Why? 
LK: All the Queen's Men, I can say without bias, 
is the shit. These three chicks (Cathy on guitar, 
Christine on vocals and keys, and Tamara on 
drums) are the real deal. They spin these heavy 
electronic grooves into full-on magic. Tarn's rock 
solid, Cathy's a sizzling guitar player and I'm in 
love with Christine's voice. Not only are they 
above par as a band, but their work ethic is .. . well 
you know what, I can't even keep up with them. 
They're on tour in Europe right now, which is the 
only reason I have time to answer these questions! 
on the walls to prove it. 
Face: What are your goals for LBSH? 
LK: I'm going to continue to book around two 
showcases a month-that's when I put the whole 
show together. In addition I've started to slide var-
ious bands onto bills here and there, i.e., not Low 
Budget Superhero showcases but just as a sort 
of ... agent. That rocks. The only two acts I actu-
ally manage are All the Queen's Men 
(www.atqm.com} and onlyone (www.onlyone-
music.com}, and that's insular--onlyone used to 
play bass for AQM. Bur I'm always being 
approached for booking and management by 
bands who like what I've done for those two so 
far ... you know what? This is a good time to pub-
licly thank all the people who answer my million 
questions and offer advice based on their experi-
ences, like Jacob Harris (Change Management), 
Michelle Auerbach (Auerbach Management}, 
Steev Ricardo (Twisted Rico}, T Max (The Noise) 
and publicists Dawn Karnerling (The Press 
House) and Rhonda Kelley (Rainmaker). Among 
others. Everyone rules. 
Face: What have you learned fro.:O your experi-
ences with LBSH? 
LK: Be excellent to each other. 
Face: Wondertwin powers activate! Shape of? 
Form of? 
LK: Cup of coffee the size of my head! Coffee is 
the elixir of life. Decaf is death. 
October 17th & 18th 
• 1':. SLy 
Chi; ' ' A I 
October 24th & 25th 
The Return of the Rockl 
F.U.N.L. 
October 31st & November 1st 
9:30 P.M. • NO COVER! 
MAINE'S HOTTEST KARAOKE HOSTS! 
MONDAYS 8: TUESDAYS 
with Sid Thorne 
SUNDAYS, WEDNESDAYS 8: 
THURSDAYS 




Civic Cener, Portlland 
August 16, 2003 
The Show: 
If Alice Cooper is the grandfather of shock rock then 
his stepson twice removed would have to be Marilyn 
Manson. Manson came to the Civic Center on August 
16th, and I am nor sure that Portland will ever be the same. 
The lights went down and the steady white noise from 
the stage got louder and louder until it seemed it was going 
to explode. The stage lights slowly came up revealing a two-
tiered stage, with stairs running between two platforms. 
Everyrhing was gunmetal grey and back-dropped with a 
black curtain. Marilyn's band were all sporting new hair 
Messiah) was added on bass. Replacing long time member 
Twiggy Ramirez. Twiggy was great to watch and seemed like 
the perfect bassist for Manson, though Tim is a better musi-
cian and rhar will only help make the rec rds and live show 
stronger. Marilyn Manson has always beep._ one ro use over-
the-top theatrics in his live performance and, this s'llow was 
nothing short of brilliant in that categorytfm :ilie · iamese 
twins playing the carnival-lik,e tbeme qn piano to the bur-
lesque girlies with their fake 'h east protrud;~Jrom their 
costumes, the show was one crazy nightmare to 'the next 
and it was put together with perfect syn~hroru~ity. 
Having seen Marilyn 
once before I knew what I 
was in for, but was surprised 
ro see, or to not see the 
Bible totting fanatics out-
side, telling me that I was 
going to burn in hell and 
that Marilyn Manson was 
the true highway to hell . 
Maybe they've given up on 
their quest. Maybe they 
don't care about the souls of 
the people up here in 
Maine. Or maybe they have 
learned that the bigger deal 
that they make of Marilyn 
Manson, the bigger he gets. 
Press is press and weather 
they love you or they hate 
you, as long as it keeps your 
name in the headlines it's a 
win for you. Personally I 
think that Marilyn's message 
to the world holds more 
weight than what the bible 
cuts-yellow, blonde and short, which 
made them all look alike, kind of a poke 
at Hitler's Arian race. But I think it also 
had a hint of sarcasm toward the fashion 
trends of the day (everybody trying to 
lC:ok like the latest cover of Seventeen) . 
When Marilyn 
himself came 
out, the crowd 
went crazy, and 
I am sure more 
than half of 
them were nor 
really sure what 
they were in for. 
The set consist-
ed of mostly 
new songs from 
his latest release, 
The Golden Age of Grotesque--another CD 
where Marilyn rries to wake and shake the 
sleeping world from its technicolor media-
induced lifestyle, but he also hit on the 
hits from his last four releases. 
People can say what rhey will about this guy, but the 
bottom line is, people are scared of.what they don't under-
stand, and all one has to do is listen to the words of a 
Manson song. Manson is 
not tainting the world with 
songs about hate and 
demons. Instead he's deliverc 
ing the message that it's OK 
to be different. Don't follow 
the trends, make your own. 
And he does it in a way that 
appeals to the youth of 
today. So Mom, it's OK if 
little Timmy is wearing your 
Sunday dresses and playing 
air guitar to the latest 
Marilyn Manson album. It could be worse. He could be 
pretending he's a politician. 
-james Pappacomtantine 
photos by-Jennifer L Kearm 
toters have to say. Rock 'n' roll never starred any wars or 
allowed child molesters to hide behind its name. 
The show was fantastic, maybe the best 
show ever produced in Portland. The musicianship of his 
band has only gotten better. A couple of years ago, John 5 
was added on guitar and last year Tim Scold (from Shorgun 
P~tiokings 
Biddy Mulligan's, Dover, NH 
August 29, 2003 
Four guys. Drums, percussion, a 
bassist, and a vocalist sitting at a Rhodes 
piano. Behind the keyboards, there's a saxo-
phone and if you look, there's an electric 
guitar, but it only comes out once during 
the second set. There's no guitarist? 
The Patiokings' gig is at Biddy 
Mulligan's in Dover, NH that Friday night . 
in late August, and as rhey set up their gear, 
they've left plenty of room to dance in the 
small bar. Food is being served in a right lit-
tle restaurant section and the bar's lined 
with people watching a ball game. Dancing 
seems pretty unlikely. The friends I'm with 
are still trying to reconcile the four white 
guys setting up equipment with the so,un 
they heard on the CD we listened to in the 
car. 
"I was picturing Bill Withers,~ 
friend says, "but he's so white." She's re er-
ring ro Kjell Ostlund (pronoilno:d "Chell~), 
the band's vocalist and keyboafdlst. A. rail, 
affable guy who looks kind of sheepish ow he 
takes swigs of his water bottle and surveys 
the crowd. They start off slower than I've 
heard them in the past with their ode to 
summer, "Summertime." But even if they're 
raking it easy, it's not languid, and the 
strong rhythms start feet rapping. As soon 
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as Kjell's got a mic and the key-
board in from of him, he wants 
to have fun. He and the co-
founder of the band, bassist 
Jesse Pollack, clearly have played 
together for a long time, and 
they immediately get to business 
laying down a funky beat. 
Jesse's got that classic 
bassist's poker face, but even 
with his Lurch-like gaze, he's 
nor one to sir on a riff. Jesse's 
bass often helps carry the 
melody as a guitarist might in 
another band. He and Kjell 
originated a lot of their material when rhey 
starred back across the country in 
Washingron, and while they describe them-
selves as "street-style rhythm and soul," 
their influences are much broader. As apr as 
the description is, they also appreciate the" 
structure of a three-minute pop song (evi-
de in their second song of the night, 
tfide by Stride," as well as the fun of a 
more exploratory jazz odyssey "Master P," 
played in the smoking second set). 
But rocking out and having fun is what 
the Kings are all about, and the backbone of 
the Pariokings' right, driving sound, is the 
symbiotic relationship between drummer, 
Sturgis Cunningham, and percussionist, Jon 
Moore. Also long-rime friends and collabo-
rators, Sturg and Jon know how ro keep 
people moving. As joyful and distinct as 
their solos are, they have developed a strong 
complimentary style that respects and 
enhances the other's sound, and is never 
redundant. 
Besides mastering an array of congas 
and symbols, Jon does backing vocals. 
Towering over the rest of the tall band in 
his cowboy hat, Jon is always excited to be 
playing, and enjoys stirring up a room. 
Along with Kjell, he and Sturgis introduce 
songs and get people out on the floor. The 
greatest inducemem to dance, though, is 
Sturgis' precise, passionate percussion. His 
furnace of energy and movemem burns all 
night long. He reliably supports everyone-
punctuating Kjell's sax solos and riding 
alongsid~ Jesse when he pulls our his stand-
up bass. By the third song, people are on 
the dance floor, starting to get in the way of 
the wait staff. The band is new here, the bar 
is still tightly packed. The Kings are holding 
back a little, warming themselves up a bit, 
as well as the room. By the time they reach 
the fifth song, the waiters are considering 
alternate routes. When the band insists on a 
break before the second set, people are 
impatient for them to return. 
The Kings pull out all the stops during 
the second set, playing some powerful new 
songs as well as new, more interesting ver-
sions of some of their old reliables. They 
pull out "9 to 5" ro starr things off, com-
bining a thick bass line with Kjell doing a 
litrle of everything from pulling our the gui-
tar to rapping. And their anthem, "Kings of 
Kingsford," just gets better the more they 
play it, whatever ir is they're saying. 
The most exciting song of the night, 
though, is their angry political song "Step 
Down." "Bur with most of our nation 
under-educated, and many who cannot 
even read, I guess it should come as no sur-
prise we have a bush when we should have a 
tree." All the solos are hot, bur the sax is 
particularly fierce. The whole band seems to 
be working out some serious frustration in 
the most healthy way possible. It's exciting 
and the floor shakes. 
The Patiokings clearly knew what they 
were doing when they lefr room out from 
to dance. Listen to their music or check out 
their schedule at: www.pariokings.com. 
- Mark Roessler 
Robert Cray 
State Theatre, Portland 
August 29, 2003 
Robert Cray is one of those guys I have 
always wanted to see live and now that I 
have I wish I had done so sooner. He has 
played in Portland before, but it doesn't 
always fit the schedule. You know how ir is. 
I have been a fan since the Smokin' Gun 
days. If you haven't listened to Robert since 
those radio-friendly days, you are truly 
missing our. Since coming out of Oregon in 
the early '70s he has released 13 studio 
albums and has won four Grarnmy Awards! 
I am not sure why rhis show was not 
sold out, especially being a Friday night! 
Many music fans 
missed an impec-
cable performance. 
Cray is from a 
younger genera-
tion of true blues 
players taking over 
where those before 
him left off. He is 
among the few 
whose guitar play-
ing matches their 
vocals. Not to 
mention his skill 
creating a valid 
blues song! He is 
masterful in what 
he accomplishes 
when recording 
and again when he 
and his band bring 
ir to the srage. 
When the lights dimmed the band of 
four walked out to applause with instru-
ments in hand. The opening notes of 
"Guess I Showed Her" pur smiles on the 
faces of everyone around me. Wow! Robert 
Cray! Instantly the band was tight and 
forceful, they had definitely done this 
before! Jim Pugh on Keyboards, Karl 
Sevareid, Bass and Kevin Hayes on drums. 
"Back Door Slam" was next, from the 
band's new album Time will u/1, and one of 
my favorites on the record. A friend men-
tioned before the show that he hoped the 
band would do "I Shiver" from 1993's 
Shame +A Sin. I didn't know the song bur 
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Two" were expertly 4-bur it was 
"Smokin'Gun" that brought the fans to 
their feet! The song was too short on this 
night, it ~as all over too soon! (Who was 
repeated in the lyrics. 
the lucky one to 




ing the band lefr rhe 
stage. They had 
played only a little 
over an hour. I 
remember the advice, 
Leave while they still 
want you to stay, but 
this was just nor 
right! I had only 
counted eleven songs 
so far! All right, we 
clapped and stomped 
our feet and they 
returned all smiles. 
"Up in The 
Sky" from Time Will 
Tell was the excellent 
choice for the 
encore. This 
might be my 
favorite Cray 
song of the past 
ten years, the · 
jury is still out. 






to me. "Fun n' 
Groove" may 
be the title, it is 
They put on a great show, Cray even 
joking it up a bit, entertained us for an hour 
and a half. I wish they had played longer 
but know that when I remember the con-
cert in the future I will forget its short 
length. The show was everyrhing I hoped it 
would be. They burned up the State's stage, 
just what you'd expect from these seasoned 
pros! I am sure that Robert Cray will return 
to Portland. When he does, try to fit it into 
your schedule, I'm leaving my calendar 
open! 
- Lee Hebert 
photos by Jennifer L. K~arm 
Friday, October 17, 8pm 
Young Jazz Artist Concert, featuring Key Moine High School Jazz AI~Stors , U/IAA Jozz on Tour, John 
Ph illips·Sondy and Friends 
The Center, Moin Street, Downtown Waterville . _ 
Tickets - $5 (free admission with purchased Saturday evemng tdet) 
Saturday, October 18, 8pm _ . , 
Moster percussionist Babatunde lea and Qu,nlet, feotunng Bobatunde leo-drums on~ percuss ton. 
'Not since Blakey and Mingus has jazz bnstled wrfh a sense of message lrke fhrsl 
DownBeat M::Jgozine 
Waterville Opera House, 93 Main Street, Downtown Waterville 
Tickets - $18 advance/ $20 door: students/ seniors $15/$18 
Mode possible In port through a-• "-'ions &om Key Moine Jau Festival 
(-.keymai;..~I!Hval.org), Colby College, Wall.r Simcock, and The Rhythm 
Inlet (-.mythminlet.cam). 





1.21 Center Street 
Portland, ME 
(207) 772-8274 
... _._ ~--C:4!t 
Thursdays: 
\lvCYY Presents Retro Club Y w/IJSaiRI"MR 
The best in 80s, 90s retro alternative 
9:00 p• doors/no cover/U+ 
Fridays: 
hberla - Goth/Industrial w/ D......_.. & DJ ~ 
9:00 .,.. doors/no cover/~1+ 
Saturdays: 
1J Jan wt tite HOnl$T HIP-HOP VIlES 
DJ Fred In the lounge wt~et:.t\~~S QF ~t\NC:~ 
••• or lust ceme ohiO Ia the aporta 1tar and watch the pme! 
• No Cover 'tlllO • Ladles get In f~ 'tllll • Giveaways tt super well drink specials 
evesy week 't1110:30pm plus Mkhelob Ultras $2.50 Alt Nlghtll 
«Jpm-2alll,hU+/S3 -so 
Can't be there? Listen live. commerdal free from 10.1 on WRED 9So9 
Sundays: 
llf1 lllnllav llrect naea 
• 8 Screens of N Fl Action • FREE Buffet All Day • 
• $1.50 Bud & Bud Light • Tons of FREE Glvawaysl • 
no cover/ax+ 
I Tribute lD REM perfouned bg D 
Jllus Greg GooJ.will RanJ anJ Rucknsler 
'! ~-·~ 
-· ~ 
Adv~nce tickets avall~ble at all Bull Moose Music locations 
www eye9d com 
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Grand Unified Theory 
The Asylum, Portland 
September 5, 2003 
From The GUT 
One hundred miles. That was how far 
my journey had been, from the home of the 
fallen and beloved "Old man on the 
Mountain," New Hampshire, to the biggest 
little city in Maine, Portland. This was the 
place of my birth and the city I grew up in, 
a Maine native. Bur I was not here merely 
to reminisce, nor was I here to trap some 
"lobstah." Nooo, I was on a mission, a mis-
sion of sonic indulgence. The Asylum in 
downtown Portland set the stage for this 
quest. How fitting, I thought, this venue 
name. And on the bill tonight were four 
bands, ready to deal our rhe musical punish-
ment my ears were seeking. One of these 








I had been 
waiting a 
long rime 
ro see these 
guys rip it 
up live . 
At around 10:00 p.m., with 
drinks in hand, the crowd stirred 
under rhe gloom of the lights near 
the stage. And then all conversa-
tion was hushed as four figures 
appeared our of nowhere, as if 
they had been released from 
padded cells below, in the dun-
geons of an asylum ready to turn 
the stage into an altar of sacrifice 
for the senses. They were all busi-
ness, as they readied their instru-
ments, like an elite team of metal-
lic assassins, stern-faced and confi-
dent. The first note from the guitarist 
struck, and struck true. They bore into an 
original composition, "White Wasteland," a 
stomp-filled nod to the old school for which 
the crowd raised one fist, the universal sign 
that "metal" was here and nor to be denied. 
My hand shot up in unison with the drive 
of the drums played by the man-machine 
they call Nikko, and nor just playing b~r. 
thriving behind the kit, kicking and drillmg 
the rhythm, poundfng·it into shape like the 
blacksmiths of ye 0 d Po giVing the peo-
ple something t grl their teeth tQ. 
Backing'U thi ' :op,hony f madness 
was Chase, e.m~sive l&w-md of the fero-
cious four. elodic, yet very'1tnooth and 
emotional. Tfie · s isual o the band or 
what I would call th '"Spastic Court Jester 
of Bass." Slapping and p lling at the strings 
as if his spirit wanted release from irs prison 
and the stag~ was the ticker out! His hair, 
body, and face bending and falling with 
each note, each song. 
And then there's Donn, the vocal exe-
cutioner for G.U.T. with a classic range his 
voice that filled the dub with a sense of 
urgency, infecting e:vefY rifice in the room, 
from the rage of'~ 9f the Dark," to 
the subtlety "Been There l}efore." 
Each ,note was;preci ely drl en into 
place as"i4~ 'a jackh ~guided by the 
Hulk hi . His eyes t0l l).e whole story 
as he sang, pull~g ores anq~olume from 
his body like it c~ &'om deep under-
ground near the Earr 's-core. . . 
Finally the man, Tom, on the SIX-stnng 
battle-saw Galacrica, hung back on the 
stage, his face calm like an ancient Zen _mas-
ter before meditation. His right hand dish-
ing out notes of distorted bliss, his 
demeanor was razor-like, he was in full form 
blending metal riffage of new with the old. 
It seemed to me that he was on a mission 
himself, to reclaim the sound from a time 
when this genre was forged, back in the 
time of the "headbanger" or the "metal-
head," names that are long 
forgotten ro the youth of 
today. His head thrashed 
like it was on hinges, with 
the monolithic CHUG of 
each riff the crowd knew 
that he was ... serious! And 
that's how it should be-
this is metal! 
The final song of their set 
was "No More 
Lies," in my 
opinion their 
finest opus, and 




back to the cells 
to charge up for 
another dance 
with rhe devil at 
another town. In 
all it was a rip-
pin' night, the 
three other 
bands, (I.C. Gyro, Unscarred, and 
Emptyhead), played with as much heart and 
steel as the aforementioned, but it was 
G.U.T.'s night ro shine and shine they did, 
dynamic and right. I stood there in front of 
the stage, swear pouring from my brow, my 
jaw hurting from grinding my teeth rogeth-
er and my ears numb from such a bombas-
tic assault. I had witnessed greatness and 
sighed silently to myself proclaiming that 
metal still lives and life wasn't so bad after 
all. Grand Unified Theory is now on the 
map. So do yourself a favor, if you want 
some American heavy music from four 
down-to-earth, no-nonsense musicians then 
go check them out live, coming to a venue 
near you. BANG THY HEAD! 
-Rich Malloch, NH 
Dave Matthews Band 
Tweeter Center, Mansfield, MA 
September 8, 2003 
The stands and lawn were packed nor 
only because it was a lovely night for a con-
cert but also because the Dave Matthew's 
Band had stopped by for a two-night stint 
in Mansfield, MA. "Sold Our" said the sign 
on the ticket 
booth even after 
announcing the 
addition of a few 
last seats that had 
been reserved for 
friends of the 
band. The North 
Mississippi 
AIISrars opened 
rhe show while 
most in the audi-
ence bought food, 
drinks and sou-
venirs. After the 
stage was vacu-
umed, at 8: 05 the 





Moore and Stefan 
Lesard our onto 
the stage. Dave's hand was outstretched 
toward the crowd waving to fans as he and 
the other band members nodded their 
heads to the people in the front few rows. 
It pays to be a member of the Warehouse 
Fan Club because they got the front seats. 
After what seemed like forever they broke 
into song. "What Would You Say?" was 
one of the first that Dave sang playfully as 
he hiccupped into the microphone and 
danced a small jig. The fans were on their 
feet singing along. 
"I swear I've been a good boy," said 
Dave along with some other nonsense 
words at the beginning of "Dancing 
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road 
September 7, 2003 
The Future Lies Beyond 
Nancies" --<Jne of their older signature 
tunes. "Could I have been a parking lot 
attendant? Could I have been anyone other 
than me" went the words that were recited 
by the crowd. "Look up at the sky" he sang 
as the fans pointed up to the sky in unison. 
Boyd Tinsley, violinist, played an incredible 
violin solo moving from one person to 
another onsrage and, as the crowd applaud-
ed, a huge grin spread across his face. "It's 
really cool," he says 
on playing a violin 
in a rock 'n' roll set-
ting, "Because I 
have been doing it 
for so long, it seems 
normal but there 
are rimes where I think that this is pretty 
awesoJne." 
The set included many songs from the 
newest album, Busted Stuff released in 
January 2002. Dave toasted the crowd 
mid-set with a silver mug "full of some-
thing soothing for the throat." To which 
many cups of beer were raised in return. 
Each song seemed to go on forever as the 
five talented musicians worked their magic. 
Between each song the stage went black 
except for small spots of light simulating 
stars above them. 
Asked how this ·summer's tour is 
going, Boyd explained enthusiastically, 
"The tour is awesome. We've been playing 
some older songs that we haven't played in 
a while so it's almost like playing new songs 
again." He says, "We're looking forward to 
playing in New York and then having a lit-
de bit of family time in the fall." He misses 
his wife and two children who reside in 
Charlottesville bur say's he's looking for-
ward to "hanging out" with them there 
before heading our on his own solo tour in 
October. 
Fans from Maine faced a two-hour 
drive back home. But not before the two-
hour wait in the parking lot. It made for a 
long night bur as one of those people, I 
think it was well worth the trip to see an 
incredibly talented band play what seemed 
like all their "hits." As well as hidden 
album gems from the five-studio CDs they 
have released in their 10-year plus record-
ing history. A good rime! 
- review and photographs by 
jennifer L. Kearns 
night. Recreated is closer. Duplicated! That's the word! 
There are tribute bands and then there are TRIBUTE Bands. I 
had been invited to an invitation-only show-the audience made 
up of one-hundred family members, friends, and members of the 
press to witness a new tribute band. Two hours of Elton John clas-
sics performed by Goodbye Yellow Brick Road. Performed is the 
correct word, but it doesn't quite describe what happened that 
This band is comprised of musicians who know the road and 
are ready for it. Every one has twenty or more years under their 
guitar strap or hi-hat. Having played with Rick Pinene, London 
and Jaded Angel, John McCann has what it rakes to fill the posi-
tion of Elton's guitarist, Davey Johnstone. The role of second-gui-
tarist Freddy Mandel is taken by Joel Jolicoeur. Jolicoeur has been 
in Cry Baby, Zacc Tyler and Emerald Sky. Bill Irish performs as 
Dee Murray, Elton's bassist. He has a terrific stage presence, as do 
all members ofYBR. Irish supplies half of a driving rhythm sec-
tion. Drummer Kevin J. Osuowski provides the other hal£ He has 
spent more than twenty years behind a drum-kit and does a phe-
nomenal job with this material. Here he rakes over for Elton's 
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drummer, Nigel Olson. 
These veterans of rock 'n' roll have been playing before 
crowds for a long time and have no apprehension. I felt that 
if any member of the real Elton John Band were to call in 
sick John could do no better than to have any ofYBR share 
the stage. The show musr go on! 
Now we are missing the viral piece of this remarkable 
puzzle. Without this piece, YBR couldn't do what it does. Of 
Clark Point Road · Southwest Harbor 
.24:4:-«>«>78 
- NEW MENU ITEMS -
• Homemade Pies • Homemo.de Soup & Chili • 
• Bakery Fresh Cookies • 
Look for our coupon in the yellow pages! 
- WEEI<I.Y PIZZA SPECIALS -
Mondgy & Tuesday: 
Large one topping pizza with two liter soda -$9.991 
Wednesday & Tburscloy: 
Two 10" pizzas with one topping-$7.991 
Friday & Saturday: 
Two 14" · 
New Jackson & Charvel Guitars 
& Austin, Dillion, Jasmine, Montana 
& Tokai Guitars plus Crate Amps 
t'LL~•-u too low to advertise 
\'isit ou•· Ill'\\ dJa~ ston• at: · 
(;uillll"' ( ;;um•s anti ( ;t·:~r 
NEW Tippmann PaintbaJI Guns: 
Custom 98 $127 or AS $230 
Nelson Paintballs $25 for 1,000 
NEW Car CD/radio from $85 
NEW Vector Digital Scales $25 
Buy • Sell • Loan • Trade 
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course, we are talking about the role of 
Elton John. He has been performing for 
twenty-one years, has a degree in Jazz piano, 
and has been in various bands including 
The Barking Spiders, The Deal, and 
Ultimate Sin (an Ozzy Osbourne uibute 
band). Gerald Brann takes the role of Elton 
John and makes it his own. When Brann is 
in costume and onstage he IS Elton John. 
Brann says he has always been an avid 
Elton fan. He grew up listening to him, as 
many of us have, and continues to. "I went 
to a Halloween party dressed as Elton John 
and ended up playing piano and singing a 
few John songs. It got a great response. The 
idea of doing Goodbye Yellow Brick Road 
was born then." The audience for John's 
songs is from eight to eighty, every rown in 
the world has a fan base. 
"The guys in the band, they're rockers," 
says Brann. "When I recruited them for this 
project they asked me if I was sure [about 
an] Elton John [tribute] . It's not really their 
regular gig material. As they were learning 
the chords to the music comments were 
made to the effect of Wow what is he doing 
here? I told them the music isn't as easy to 
play as it sounds. They feel that it's helped 
make them better players." Combined there 
is over one-hundred years experience up on 
that stage and it shows. I have seen Elton in 
concert at least a half-dozen rimes myself 
and didn't realize he rocked so hard. 
Opening with "Funeral For A Friend/ 
Love Lies Bleeding" the show's set list would 
have made EJ proud! As fog filled the stage 
and the opening strains of the song played 
Branrr strode to the grand piano in typical 
sequin Elron-wear and Elron-eyewear, com-
plete with a feather boa! Each song in the 
set was familiar to everyone there. "Rocker 
Man," "Bennie and the Jets," "Don't let the 
Sun Go Down on Me," "Honkey Car," 
"Crocodile Rock" and "Your Song." More 
and more. "The Bitch is Back" showed the 
band doing extended solos providing 'Elton' 
time for a costume change. Returning 
dressed in a stylish John half-black and half-
white suit the entire band finished "Bitch is 
Back." "Captain Fantastic and the Brown 
Dirt Cowboy'' was done by these pros and 
sounded great-McCann strumming an 
acoustic for this classic. 
The version of "Take Me To The Pilot" 
was performed as it had been for 11-17-70, 
the memorable live radio show, turned 
album-bass, drums and piano, the real 
energy of early Elton John. Whenever 
Brann was ready ro jam he would say 
"Alright" the exact thing Elton John has 
always done. Another key feature of this 
band is their dead-on background vocals. 
The Elton John Band vocals have always 
been very strong and YBR made that come 
through, as well! Derails do count! 
"Saturday Night's Alright" closed the 
show as Brann left the piano in Elton style 
and jammed with the rest of the band, 
keeping the audience on their feet! The 
band left the building, like Elvis, only they 
returned and jumped right back into 
"Saturday Night's Alright" as though they 
had never left at all. All done. Over. Great 
show. I spoke with Brann afterwards and a 
part of me wanted to ask ifl could have my 
picture taken with 'Elton.' 
There are times when you know you 
were meant to do something. Brann knows 
he was meant to "play" Elton John. After 
that night, I knew it too and so will you if 
you are fortunate enough to catch these 
guys out on the road. e. you ready? 
To contact e b do get any info 
about the tour sc.li ule p,1 email: lud-
wigl@adelphia.ne. or : 207-465-2364 
They have been inVIted to_play all o :r the 
United St~es , far away::l!S-'Orl;moo, 
Florid:ufid'"facoma.. Washington. Need a 
good tei!So o travel? 
-Lee Hebert 
phMo bJ;Joyce Grondin 
-, 
Rattle That Thing 
Roll & Tumble . 
Flying Lady Records, 2003 
How can it be that listening to really great blues can 
make a person feel illogically happy? A paradox, for sure. 
Perhaps it's the exhilaration that comes from connecting to 
the common human experience of love and loss, loneliness 
and failure. Could it be that music that's good, no matter how 
sad, simply has that effect on the music-lover? Maybe it's just 
that the guy in the song has got so much worse luck than you 
that you're relieved to find that there's someone lower down 
than your own lowest down-est. Whatever the reason, well-
played blues is a powerful, if unlikely way to gladden your 
heart. 
A near-perfect example of this phenomena is Roll and 
Tumble, a quartet of impressive New England musicians who 
have recently released their second recording, called &ttle 
That Thing. 
With a predominantly traditional sound, Roll and 
Tumble updates some of the classic tunes from the great blues 
masters, such as Tampa Red, Lonnie Johnson, Willie McTell 
and more. It is becoming more unique and rare to find con-
temporary musicians who have.feet firmly planted in source 
material; many performers of roots music can cite only the 
last generation of interpreters as their influences, and how 
refreshing it is to hear players who have immersed themselves 
in the music as played by the folks who are the fountainhead 
of this music. It's like the difference berween talking to God 
and talking about God. 
And speaking of The Big Guy, there is no doubt that 
&ttle That Thing is Divinely inspired. The playing, on all 
counts, is stellar, and continually engages the listener with 
arrangements that are remarkably true to the original styles of 
blues, bur add the unmistakable touch of these players. It's a 
refreshingly broad and varied trip through the styles of 
acoustic blues, and these players have mastered just about 
every corner of the wide genre called the blues. 
The disc opens with the title cur, which is written by 
band member Frank Corso, a steel guitar player of incredible 
accuracy and spirit. Melodic and percussive, the tight fir of 
the piano, guitar and harmonica, driven by Per Hanson's 
rhythms on the drums this song is a perfect example of how 
dropping new music into an old template can work beautiful-
ly if there's enough talent involved in the process. From the 
gracefully but not-too-subtly suggestive lyrics to the percussive 
harmonica riffs, it's a strong start to the disc. 
When Roll and Tumble take on a gem from one of the 
old masters, they replicate some 
of the trademark riffs and 
arrangements, and add their own 
vocal and instrumental styles with 
aplomb. Whether it's the Scrapper 
Blackwell tune "Kokomo Blues" 
or Blind Boy Fuller's "Little 
Engine," it's all theirs and it's all 
true to the form. 
Curtis Jerome Haynes' piano is 
remarkable throughout the recording, but stands our on 
Tampa Red's ragtime style "I'm Bettin' on You. " Th~ use of 
guest musician John Mooney's 6-stting banjo on this tune 
gives it an almost gleeful tone. 
While the classic pieces on the disc are what make it 
strikingly worth the attention of any roots music fan, the 
originals written by band members Corso and Quinn are 
strong. They are musically faithful to rhe genre, but lyrically 
bring a contemporary personal touch to the songs. A nice bal-
ance. One particularly strong example of that blend is Justin 
Quinn's "Heaven Help Me." 
Harmonica player Justin Quinn's work is notable because 
@®Revie""s 
of its clarity and accuracy. As a lead instrument, the harmoni-
ca is singularly melodic, without the muddiness one often 
hears in blues harp work. Quinn also uses the harmonica as 
percussion, not an easy feat for this instrument, and it works 
beautifully, and firs jigsaw-like with Hanson's drums. 
Frank Corso's slide guitar playing is one of the clear 
trademarks of this band's sound. From a driving, rhythmic 
groove, to an easy lay-back, when it's called for, Corso's touch 
is unbeatable and engrossing. Corso not only plays the steel 
Reso-phonic guitar, but he also builds them. 
One place where the piano work of Haynes and the steel 
guitar work of Corso is heartstoppingly tight and woven is on 
Lonnie Johnson's "I'm Happy Now." It's a celebratory song of 
blissful love, and these rwo instruments dance as easily as Fred 
and Ginger throughout this song. Brilliant, with a surprisingly 
simple ending. 
The strengths of this recording can't be completely con-
sidered without a mention of the presence of guest player Jon 
Ross, a mandolin player of the highest order. On the Sleepy 
John Estes tune "Going to Brownsville," Ross' mandolin adds 
a high end that circles deftly around Corso's steel guitar. Ross' 
uncommon ability to find the place in a song that needs play-
ing is well-used on this recording. 
Good and varied listening, this recording has captured 
the CD player at this reviewer's house and car for weeks. 
&ttle That Thing can be gotten by visiting their website at 
www.rollandtumble.com, and while you are rhere, check out 
their (sporadic) performance schedule. Seeing these guys live 
must be a treat beyond .a blues lover's imagination. See you 
there! 
Dale Robin Lockman is a music junkie, blues nut, conurt pro-
ducer, booking agent and music journalist who lives in 
Kennebunk, ME She is a musician and is one third of the folk 
trio Mom's Home Gookin~ (www.momshomecookin.com} 
Inside In 
Mike Gordon 
Rope a Dope 
You may know Mike Gordon. Then 
again, you may not. As the bass player for 
Phish, he can be heard on countless studio 
and live releases, or more recently seen in the 
pages of local papers covering the Phish two 
day festival in Limestone this past August. 
Hampton, and Jon Fishman of Phish to name 
a few. All told, the album boasts nineteen per-
formers in addition to Gordon, who not only 
plays bass, but guitar, percussion, keyboards, 
accordion, and . . . a washing machine. This 
thing is packed with music, but Gordon also 
tinkers with seemingly random sounds on sev-
eral of the tracks, inserting a scratch here, a 
screech there, all commingled with the occa-
sional sentence of spoken word. 
groove heavy instrumental driven by drums 
and ethereal pedal steel. The steady paced 
"Outside Out" offers a percussion laden 
joyride, but on this track Gordon's vocals con-
tribute substantially to the beat as he rhythmi-
cally speaks each verse in haunting monotone. 
One of the 
strongest tracks on 
the album is "The 
Beltless Buckler," a 
lyrical playground 
telling the story of 
an unnamed enig-
matic drifter: "he 
had a first name, 
but no last . .. he 
"Soulfood Man" follows. An up tempo 
pop tune filled with Gordon's strong bass and 
catchy vocals. Clocking in at just over three 
minutes, this tune delivers straightforward 
musical satisfaction. In fact, most of the tracks 
on the album are quite short, which isn't to 
say they feel incomplete. For the music fan 
who finds the extended jams of Phish a bit 
daunting, this album gives you the chance to 
hear one member's take on music in conven-
ient bite-sized pieces. 
lnsitk In, Gordon's solo debut, began as 
the soundtrack to a fum he wrote and direct-
ed, Outsitk Out. Gordon took the tracks, 
tweaked, mixed, and added to them to create 
the fifteen refreshingly original songs on his 
new album. Of course, he had a little help. 
Several other noteworthy musicians appear on 
the album: Bela Fleck, Gordon Stone, Bruce 
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The mixture of genres and styles repre-
sented reflect Gordon's varied influences: rock, 
bluegrass, spacey instrumentals, even a ballad 
or two. It's as if the album serves as an outlet 
for his eclectic musical tastes; a massive brain-
dump, if you will. 
It all starts out with the gentle "Take Me 
Out," a melodic meandering of start/stop 
drums and bass intertwined with Gordon's 
cool relaxed vocals. Next up is "Bone Delay," a 
looked ahead because he had no past." The 
mood of this rune is dark, even a hit sinister, 
and could be the theme song for anyone who's 
ever felt alone. 
Overall, Insitk In is successful at present-
ing Gordon's unique talenbl for songwriting 
and general musicianship. What's more, his 
range is amazing; there's something on this 
album for everyone. Consider it an open win-
dow into the mind of a gifted and curious 
man. If it doesn't get your head bobbing, it'H 




A single musical instrument has been known to domi-
nate an entire album before with its precision and powerful 
presence. Think Carlos Santanas searing Spanish-sryle gui-
tar on albums like Abraxas, or John Bonham's thunderous 
drum roars straight from the clouds on Led Zeppelin II. 
But Harmonica? It's usually an afterthought in musical 
groups, a small contribution that the lead vocalist some-
times picks up in their spare time. Not so wnh Joe 
Kennedy and his bluegrass band Evergreen on their latesr 
album, Dream Reel. Kennedy's masterful harp work helps 
the band overcome some small shortcomings to produce a 
fine piece of material. 
This is not to say that the rest of the band is a bunch 
of slouches. Chris Prickitt plays a fine banjo, and ":hen . 
vocalists Steve Chiasson and Nellie Kennedy combme chetr 
voices the melodies ooze into one, resulting in a near per-
fect c~mpliment of pitch and tone. Songs such as "Bad 
Case of Loving You," and "Lonesome Pine" are picture 
perfect examples of 
bluegrass at its finest. 
Prickitt's artful 
strumming of the 
banjo and Chiasson 
and Nellie Kennedy's 
interplay of vocals 
make these upbeat 
romparounds fun to 
listen to, helping to 
bring an innocent 
smile to your face as 
the music goes off. 
However what makes Evergreen so unique is Kennedy 
and his superior harp playing. No ocher band co~pri~ed of 
members like this has really incorporated harmomca mto 
their music, lee alone features it. Evergreen is at its best . 
when Kennedy's strong, riffy harmonica is in the lead, as IS 
the case in the wonderfully blue "Wayfaring Stranger." 
Kennedy blows che harp in a manner of classic blu:smen 
Son House and Slim Harpo, transformmg the musiC from 
an airy hillbilly sound to a stirring, soulful throbbing that 
weighs upon the listener. In "Liza Brown," Kennedy 
wheezes eloquently to dte tempo and beat set by Prickitt's 
banjo. Kennedy's contribution steadies and stren~ens the 
reverb, enough so to offset some typically loopy Iynes. 
Sometimes Evergreen seems to take a page strrught out 
of the Phish and Strangefolk songwriting book, in that 
nothing is too gooey. An example from "River and Rain," 
a particularly disarming lyric: "You and I are hke the water 
and the seal What would one with out the other be?" 
Makes you want co hold hands and ~.ay_ Kumbayaa: , . , 
Regardless, when you're listening co River and Rain, Its 
quite easy to lose the lyrics amid the twang and rumble of 
Kennedy's rambling harp, which is indeed a very good 
thing. ks 
Dream Reel is a commendable bluegrass effo t, than 
co a dazzling display of blues in the background, courtesy 
of Mr. Joe Kennedy on harmonica. 
Guilding the Uly 
Eric Horschak 
lthWOOO Reviews by Will Reisman 
with the acoustic guitar, please drop CD and exn the 
building quietly. . 
That's not co say that Horschak lacks r.alent or creat~v-
iry, he oozes with both of these qualiti~s. Its mo~e hke. hts 
ingenuiry is limited by his nar~ow chotce of must~ dtrec-
tion. The music is completely mstrumental, devmd of 
vocals that sometimes leaves an aching gap in the songs, 
leaving you yearning for more. . . 
Wielding the six and 12 string (Guild) a~o~uc gu_J-
cars, Horschak plays a unique sryle of fingerptcking,. usmg 
his long nails co create a lush, textured sound that gtve~ the 
impression that there are two or per~aps thr:e gmtar ptck-
ers accompanying him. He offsets h1s melodtc, often 
somber leads with a steady rhythm, repeating in a steady 
tempo that quickly brings the listener back to the base of 
the song. . 
"Picabia," the album's opener, is a good example of hts 
talents. Horschak deftly strums the guitar, tearfully picking 
at it, creating a sense of stern solemniry that doesn't neces-
sarily brings the listener down, but instead pulls you m. 
"Mud Creek," is another solid cut on the album,_ as .. 
Horschak slides up and down the neck of the gu1tar, glVlng 
a bluesy, soulful sound, differing greatly in re~ona~ce from 
"Picabia," yet evoking the same kind of emotwn. Keep 1t 
Sweet," is perhaps the finest track on the albUI:n .. Horschak 
plays both exquisitely and unique!!, as the song 1s layer:d 
with splashes upon splashes of dehcate, sweetly ton~d piCk-
ing, suggesting runes reminiscent of Duane Allman s mas-
terpiece "Little Martha." . . . . 
Despite Horschak's notable abilmes, the album strruns 
greatly after first listen. His musicianship is. second to 
none, but after a while the solo acousuc gUitar sound 
grows tiresome and redundant. After hearing the seven 
plus minute ballad, "Salmon Sun" you start to wonder 
when it will end. The 
songs begin co lose 
markings or identifi-
cations, they all begin 
to meld into one 
non-stop acoustic 
guitar joyride. It's not 
as if the music can't 
be appreciated, it's 
just that you keep 
waiting for Horschak 
ro open his mouth to 
interrupt the same-
ness of the album, but it never happens. 
Guilding the Lily, is a fine example of a gu~tarist ":ho 
has perfected his craft, but there is still some~mg deaded-
ly missing. Horschak's performing sryle 1s akin to Bela 
Fleck or Jerry Garcia in respect to the long drawn. out . 
acoustic solo. However, he does not wield somethmg mun-
itable like the pedal steel or a mandolin like the a:o~emen­
tioned artists. His prowess is the guitar, and here 11 JUSt 
doesn't seem right alone. Horschak's music is first-rate bur 
it still leaves you searching for just a little more. 
Lullaby lor Uquid Pig 
Lisa Germano 
holism. Her haunting, raspy vocals backed by eerie effects 
and a somber piano make it impossible for you to 
escape her solitude, as you are forced to view the world 
through Germano's tragic eyes. Her outlook on hfe makes 
Thorn Yorke look like an idealistic young dreamer. 
"Nobody's Playing," is just one of the many s.ongs on 
the album rhat gives you a glimpse inro Germanos distort-
ed world. A rune of emptiness and abandonment, 
"Nobody's Playing" sounds like a morbid bedtime story. 
Her scratchy lyrics are made all the more evocauve_ ':hen 
combined with the dreamy, almost silent piano adJmnmg 
her. Germano sounds as if she is rocking Rosemary's Baby 
co sleep while singing this crack. . 
"Dream Glasses Off," is similar both lyncally and 
musically to "Nobody's Playing," a powerfu~ , yet pai_nful 
view of a lonely and insecure life. Germanos agon~ IS so. 
evident the album should come equipped w1th a First Aid 
Kit. d h h 
The distress in Germano's life is clear, an t roug out 
her album she repeatedly couches upon the reason for that 
suffering. Lul/4by for Liquid Pig is practically an AA con-
fessional, decrying che demons of alcohol, bur also hon~st-
ly and openly admit-
ting co the comforts 
and false sense of secu-
riry chat alcohol can 
generate. Nearly all the 
songs on the album 
deal with Germano's 
continuing battle with 
the evil spirits of alco-
hol, each one differ-
ently conveying the 
feeling of helplessness 
that accompanies the 
disease. . 
"Liquid Pig," (the metaphor of the song title is quae 
clear) is a harsh look into the debilitating eff~ts of alcohol 
abuse, "Liquid Pig look what you Said! Travehng to Brrun 
Dead." The song isn't necessarily about the harsh physteal 
effects of alcohol, but more like the excruciating depend-
ency that goes along with the bottle. . . 
Germano also artfully descnbes the acnmony and bll-
terness that go along with her unavoidable ad~iccion, 
"Hate will grow/ With your alcohol glow/ You II get used 
co the show." Eventually alcohol will give you the comfort 
and ease co enjoy the hate that breeds inside you. Wor~s 
like these can only come from someone who has expen-
enced all the lows, and hopefully has the strength to battle 
back and celebrate the highs. 
The cover photograph of Lisa Germano's new album 
could not be more misleading. Floating effortlessly above 
the surface of the ground, Germano is a paradigm of peace 
and lightness, however her music could not be heavter. 
Listening to Lul/4by for Liquid Pig is like watching t~e 
drug-addled movie Requiem for a Dream. You can ap~re~J­
ate the art and integriry of it, but it's very hard to enJoy Jt, 
as the pain and imagery are so real it forces you to re-
examine your own life-something that is very ha~d to do. 
The only difference between the two works of art IS that 
the movie was fantasy-a cast of characters that were creat-
ed and abandoned in two hours. Lisa Germano is very real. 
Her music is a testament chat her problems are very real_ as 
well and they will not be cured in the 36 minutes that Jt 
tak:s co listen to her album. However, producing excellent 
music like this for those 36 short minutes may help a life-
time battling her demons. 
- Will Reisman 
Eric Horschak's new album, Guilding the Lily, should 
come with a bright fluoresce~lt orange warni~g sign on the 
album. Attention: If you are not completely mfatuaced 
Lul/4by for Liquid Pig, is a harrowing look into 
Germano's world of depression, disenchantment, and alco-
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N eil Young has relied on his instincts more heavily than per-haps any other major artist of 
contemporary rock and roll. In doing that, 
he has sprinkled his discography with 
albums where truly great songs reside next 
to mediocre material and incendiary per-
formances languish alongside disinterested 
ones. The recent release of four catalog 
pieces never before available on CD illus-
trate Young's impulses, bur no more so 
than Neil's new work Greenddle, recorded 
wirh Crazy Horse 
Neil's best recordings throughout his 
career have invariably been produced with 
this band, one he discovered back in 1969, 
which is when he produced the classic 
Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere, contain-
ing "Down by the River" and "Cinnamon 
Girl." But not everything with the Horse 
has been stellar: j usc listen to Sleeps with 
Angels and Broken Arrow to name two. 
This new CD credits the impeccable time-
keepers Ralph Molina and Billy Talbot, 
but tellingly omits guitarist/keyboardist 
Frank Poncho Sampedro, who has been a 
stalwart of the band since Zuma, replacing 
original guitarist/singer/composer Danny 
Whitten (who died prior to the tour that 
produced Time Fades Away). As the narra-
tor of the Greendale tale suggests, instru-
mental interludes can be as dramatic as 
story action itself and there's a decided lack 
J 
• 
of musicianly interplay in this trio configu-
ranon 
Earlier Neil Young albums like On the 
Beach or American Stars & Bars also illus-
trate weaknesses that perhaps even the 
artist himself isn't aware of. The digitally 
remastered sound qualiry on both of those 
tides, for instance, lends an intimare quali-
ry that no doubt Neil found a perfect anti-
dote to the steriliry of the recording 
process with Crosby Stills and Nash. Even 
so, the follcsy camaraderie of songs such as 
"Saddle Up the Palomino" beg the ques-
tion of whether Young actually likes coun-
try music because it, like "Hold Back the 
Tears," almosr sounds like satire. There are 
no such earnest lyrics as on the latter rune 


















tal issues on 
Greenddle 
should come 
as no surpnse. 
Thankfully, Neil has no real moriva-
tion to vent his spleen on the new album, 
as on ''Ambulance Blues" from On the 
Beach, but then again, the allusions to cor-
porate thievery and environmental con-
cerns on "Sun Green " and "Be The Rain" 
are not the clear-cut emotionalism of the 
best songs from the earlier album: "Walk 
On" is a statement of individualiry that 
might sum up Neil Young at his best, 
while "See the Sky About to Rain," with 
its vivid weather imagery, is open to any 
number of valid interpretations, as is all 
good poetry. The same could be said of the 
scandours from Bars, each of which illus-
trates what's most satisfYing and most frus-
trating about following Neil Young. "Will 
to Love" is a rumination on the primal 
need for emotional connection, all the 
more remarkable since it was recorded 
spontaneously by the author, with various 
instruments added later. One can only 
wonder what the impact of a more disci-
plined performance, combined with a 
sharply-defined arrangement, might've 
generated. 
Bur little in the Neil Young discogra-
phy compares to "Like a Hurricane," one 
of, if not the 
most, famous 
tune of Neil 
Young's mid-
dle period. In 















and tranquiliry drawn by the straightfor-
ward lyrics. Whether through discipline or 
the nimble mental process that caught the 
song in full flower, it is the kind of 
inspired moment Young aspires to when he 
records, many of these moments elude him 
during the course of his new opus, which, 
apart from a song where he plays organ, 
"Bringin' Down Dinner," and a tune on 
acoustic guitar, "Bandit," is comprised of 
tracks all too similar in tempo and melody. 
Neil's overemphasis on the narrative muf-
fles the drama inherent in the music and 
thus in the story itself 
Yet chis Canadian expatriare has 
pieced togerher as many great albums-
Freedom, Tonights the Night--as he has 
recorded ones in one fell swoop--Ragged 
Glory-and the recently released catalog 
cid.es illustrate the advantages and disad-
vantages of the respective approaches: 
Hawks and Doves, contains one long 
inspired moment in a suite of tunes cou-
pled with one side of throwaways, while 
Re-ac-tor, much like Greendale, plays like 
one long song performed with Crazy 
Horse; released in 1981 as a reaction to the 
Punk/New Wave movement (an act of 
defiance that no doubt endeared Neil to 
flannelled-garbed grunge-rockers of the 
early nineties who came to revere him). 
The HDCD remastering doesn't provide 
much extra separation in the band's sound 
here, bur then the original recording wasn'r 
meant to be perfectly clear, since steriliry 
of recording was taboo during this period 
of DIY music. 
Neil Young's last "solo" album, Silver 
& Gold, found him ambivalent about 
whether to record a clean craftsman-like 
album such as Harvest Moon or a more 
informal casual piece. By not taking an 
emphatic approach, he ended up with a 
muddled finished product and this 
Greenddle package reveals Neil equivocat-
ing even more dramatically. A DVD of a 
solo performance in England is included 
where Young performs these same songs, 
played on acoustic guitar and harmonica, 
drawing the characters as archerypes, pep-
pering the story with universal themes and 
contemporary nuances, all the while por-
traying himself as a continuation of the 
age-old troubadour tradition. Greendale 
thus ends up one of the most memorable 
projects of this man's career and, like so 
many of them, ends up mystifYing virtual-
ly as much as it clarifies. 
Quarter Notes 
- Doug Colktte 
fugace/Gianluigi Trovesi OtteHo (ECM): 
Considering chis group is a double octet, perhaps it's not 
surprising that the transitions are so smooth (sometimes 
startlingly so) from a Dixieland stomp to ghostly Euro-fla-
vored passages. But because such changes of pace occur as if 
on the spur of the moment, the complexiry of the compo-
sitions and arrangements is all the more laudable. 
Getting Senfimentai/Bill Evans (Milestone): 
The quasi-amateurish recording of these 1978 sessions at 
NY's Village Vanguard leaves something ro be desired in 
chat the drums of Philly Joe Jones are often given an intru-
sive prominence in rhe mix. Add to that the busy qualiry of 
Evans' piano, as noted in the liner notes, and this disc may 
hold attraction only for ·the most devout fans of the great 
piano player. Nevertheless, the sublime moments can ren-
der the inadequacies minor to any listener. 
fhe Calling/The Aquarium Rescue Unit (lnio 
Music): This Aquarium Rescue Unit brews a heady mix of 
funk and rock over which are slung vocals that smack of 
spur-of-the-moment improvisation (squarely in the hipster 
tradition of Col. Bruce Hampton. It's a credit co the band 
that, with a few minor exceptions, the words don't get in 
the way of the sleek, heartily produced and played instru-
mental tracks. It's perhaps unfair to single out an individ-
ual, bur guitarist Jimmy Herring never ceases to amaze in 
whatever context he plays. 
the deep south of Louisiana, the languorous mood of these 
songs is made all the more palpable through the unhurried, 
yet insistent exchanges between the members of the quin-
tet. The depth of John Snyder's production adds to the 
earthy atmosphere. 
Exile on Slues Street/Various Artists 
(Telarc): Staunchly supported (and with aurhoriry) by 
Stevie Ray Vaughan's former rhythm section of bassist 
Tommy Shannon and drummer Chris Layton, Lucky 
Petersen and a roster of unsung heroes reveal the authentic 
blues roots of selections from what is arguably the greatest 
of all Rolling Stones albums. The larger-than-life persona of 
that band may obscure their loyalry to their influences, but 
whether acoustic or electric, the music here sounds both 
contemporary and timeless. 
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The Family Secret/Oteil & The Peacemakers 
(Artists House/Memphis lnt'l): Led by the bril-
liant young bassist for the Allman Brothers Band, this CD 
is a great example of how inventive musicianship can deep-
en a mood created by well-wrought material. Recorded in 
--
lut C!Collar robuct 
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THE WMHB TOP 30 LIST 
This list is based on the Top 30 most-plays during the last 
'Week of each month by DJs at WMHB, Waterville, 89.7 FM. 
f... AIIl.U. Besordjng 
1 DANDY WARHOLS Welcome To The Monkey House 
2 STEREOPHONIC$ You Gotto Go There To Come Back 
3 SUPAGBOUP Supagroup 
4 FOUNTAINS OF WAYNE Welcome Interstate Managers 
5 DOWN BY LAW WmdWardTideoAndWaywordSail 
6 HUM MACHINE Lost Action Rocker 
7 AM RADIO Radioactive 
8 SUBURBAN LEGENDS Rump Shaker 
9 SQUIRT GUN Fade To Bright 
10 FM STAnc What Are You Waiting For? 
11 RANCID Indestructible 
12 LEVEL Level 
13 aQUNCING SOULS Anchors Aweigh 
14 CHANGES Changes 
15 TELEVISION BUZZ Move 
16 TODD WIDELL Late Night Saturday 
17 PUFFY AMIYUMI Nice 
18 MICHELLE MALONE Stompin' Ground 
19 LOVEWHIP Bounceholl 
20 MICHAL THE GIRL Tongue ned 
21 LOVE SCENE Blood Is The New Black 
22 STERIOSOUL StereoSoul 
23 GAMEFACE Four To Go 
24 ME FIRST AND THE GIMMI GIMMIS Take A Break 
25 PISTOL fOR RINGO Solid State Neo-Hedonist 
26 BLACK BOX RECORDER Posslonolo 
27 CHICKLET Indian Summer 
28 A3 Po-r In The Blood 
29 BIN LIE 
30 GARRISON 
Hey You, Yes You 
The Silhouette 
THE WRBC 91.5 -BATES COLLEGE TOP 
20 METAL/LOUD ROCK LIST 
ROCK 'N' ROLL OVERDOSE airs Wednesday Nights: 
10 to Midnight Request Line- 207-777-7915 or 777-7916 
Now STREAMING ON-LINE @ www.bates.edu/wrbc 
Nqtjonal Top 20 Artjsts Locql Laud Bock/Metql Arfjsts 
1 Six Feet Under 1 Unscarred 
2 Iron Molden 2 Thought Out Thought 
3 Dimmu Borgir 3 Moleoted Sense• 
4 ILL Nino 4 Jackhammer 
5 Hotebreed 5 Blue Color Product 
6 Muohroomheod 6 Ochlocracy 
7 Sodom 7 Dead Season 
8 Morbid Angel 8 Grand Unified Theory 
9 Skrope 9 Unexpected Company 
10 Wehrwolfe 10 Sed 
11 Superjoint Ritual 11 Sandbag 
12 KMPDM 12 loomslong 
13 Plsslng Bosors 13 Arcolytes 
14 Random Acts of VIolence 14 Bockoholic 
15 Grimfist 15 Soul Octoin Burner 
16 Static X 16 Cynical 
17 Freddy vs Joson Soundtrack 17 Escape Wheel 
18 Dope 18 Sleepwalk 
19 Nevermore 19 Adhesive 
20 Arch Enemy 20 The Screen 
THE WERU TOP 10 JAZZ LIST for the last 'Week 
before publication. WERU, East Orland, 89.9 t:M. 
I ABI1ll Recordjno 
1 PONCHO SANCHEZ Out Of Sightl 
2 CARIBBEAN JAZZ PROJECT Birds Of A Feather 
3 T.S. MONK Higher Ground 
4 KATE MCGARRY Show Me 
5 AVISHAI COHEN Lylo 
6 DAPP THEORY Y'oll Just Don't Know 
7 FOR JUMPERS ONLY VARIOUS ABnSTS 
I DAVE HOLLAND QUINTET Extended Ploy: Live At Birdlond 
9 VERVE REMIXED 2 Verve Remixed 2 
10 VIRGINIA MAYHEW Phantoms 
THE WERU TOP 1 0 NEW WORLD LIST 
I ABI1ll Recorcling 
1 ARABIAN TRAVELS 2: A SIX DEGREES COLLECTION VARIOUS ARTISTS 
2 QUETZAL Worksongs 
3 WORLD 2003 VARIOUS ARnSTS 
4 EVERTON BLENDER King Man 
S BRAZILIAN GROOVE VARIOUS ARnSTS 
6 OXFAM ARABIA VARIOUS ARTISTS 
7 JUANA MOLINA Segundo 
8 YO-YO MA Obrigado Brazil 
9 THE BOUGH GUIDE TO CHINA VARIOUS ARTISTS 
10 BURNING SPEAR Free Man 
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31 Plrllt l.elllsll .. Ml•JI2-Im• Free Plrllll lillie ..... I'IIIIIIICIISS tlllllrell 
The loose Moose Soloon proudly presents on 
Sunday Oct. 26th 
"Put on your dancing shoes 
and get ready to party with ••• " 
AM.R STUDIO 
'i6 TRACK RECORDING 
IEDII1N6 AND PRE•MAITERING 
HIGH caiM4S +- GREAT ACOUSTIC$ 
VINYL fr REEL-REB. RBI'ORATION 
FOR OUR CLIENT UST, UNitS 
AND MORE INFO 
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the studio 
24-track recording 
• 24-tradc digital recording 
·pro tools 
·lb61triug 
·al and amElle 
duplimtion 
• productioo 58'Via5 cnailable 
Mlbile ditlilll ~ UICk reconliDI SIUdio 
• Turn vnur~QIW'I'QfMI'n . r:r;:-~ ..... ::r:e: nne venue ww areco ..... 115 MUWU 
• CheaD fast demos for the summer aon 
• Rero@ing of oral histories & audio books 
• Vma( and tapes transfered to CD 
• Music 'Performances 
• Affordable Rates 
Serving Bar Harbor, Ellsworth, 




by Chuck Yoho 
The Foundation of a Scene 
I n the early '90s I was lying on the beach as I so often did back then. It was an unbe-lievable day and all was right in my world. 
This girl I knew showed up to the beach late, 
around noon, and she had her Walkrnan with 
her as was usually the case. "Chuck, you hav.e to 
check our this band I heard at T-Birds last 
night. They f"#%!ing Rock!" she told me as she 
awkwardly placed the headphones on my head. 
It was just at the time the Seattle scene was 
coming to the forefront of mainstream music 
and a lot of my musician friends were more 
than skeptical. Everyone was in cover bands 
back then because the consensus from club 
owners was that absolutely no one was interest-
ed in music that they have never heard before. I 
had been writing my own songs for a while but 
had never played in a band that would work 
with original material. That all changed that 
day when I heard the music coming from those 
headphones. The band was Twisted Roots and 
they were the coolest thing I had ever heard. To 
play with so much conviction, and to feel your 
own music was what I was searching for but 
had yet to achieve. Hearing that astonishing 
demo en the beach that day helped me realize 
that that's what I wanted to do with my music. 
1 had seen the light and could no longer wade 
in the calm bur mundane pool of playing other 
I t's been five years since Laurie Geltman first packed up her cat, her guitar and, along with the rest of her belongings, quietly 
slipped imo the serene lifesryle of the little sea-
side communiry which is Rockland, Maine. 
Yeah, I know. You're probably thinking, 'Okay, 
that's nice, but who's Laurie Gelrman?' Well, for 
those of you who don't keep up with the hap-
penings on any music scene, let's put it to you 
like this: Some might consider me to be a rather 
passionate proponent of the Maine/New 
England music scene. I know I certainly do. 
Had I been made aware of her arrival much 
sooner, Ms. Geltman would've arrived to even 
greater fanfare than she actually did. 
With a whole slew of awards (BMA 
Outstanding Female Vocalist in '98; Lilith Fair 
Emerging Talent Competition winner also in 
'98, to name just a couple), a highly routed 
debut album (No Power Steering) and more than 
enough press accolades being generated in such 
notable publications as Billboard, The Boston 
Globe, San Antonio Express-News and CM] New 
Music Report, Geltman's bard-earned reputation 
as an outstanding rock singer/songwriter/per-
former had most definitely preceded her other-
wise low-key arrival into Maine. 
That same reputation has also elevated her 
to a prestigious spot among the legends of great 
Boston musicians. Touring nationally-both 
with a full band and as a solo artisr-Geltman's 
traveled to over 30 states (including Alaska), 
people's music. I quit my band the next day. 
My friends and I started going to Roots 
shows, then Rustic shows, then Sabre Tooth 
Nudist and Cradle to Grave and Goud's 
Thumb. Other bands starting sprouting up: 
Broken Clown, Mirave, Twitchboy, Ransom 
and my own band at the time David's 
Playground. Bands put out albums and we 
would all be at the release parry, well ... parry-
ing. WCYY started playing Roots in regular 
rotation. No one had really been signed then 
but it didn't matter. We were all pushing each 
other to be better. It was an exciting time that 
still inspires me to this day. 
This testimonial in no way is knocking our 
current scene. On the contrary, I think that 
there are some freakishly talented bands around 
here. I just wanted you to know where it all 
started. 
Twisted Roots is back. The band that fear-
lessly chargea from the foxhole carrying the 
Portland flag and opened so many doors for so 
many of us is back. The scene just got even 
sweeter. Get your ass to a show. I think J'll go to 
the beach. 
For questions, comments, ideas or gripes please foe/ 
free to e-mail at chuck@bmovieextras.com 
performed in such venerable clubs as The Mint 
in Los Angeles, The Bluebird in Nashville, 
Schuba's in Chicago and was once even invited 
to perform in Nepal at a palace in Kathmandu. 
She's shared the stage with such acts as Joe 
Cocker, Sarah McLachlan, Morphine, 
Emmylou Harris, Natalie Merchant-a list of 
noteworthy names which just keeps going and 
going. 
So why is it we haven't seen (or heard) 
more from Geltman now that she's living right 
here in Maine? Well, I recently asked Geltman 
that same question over coffee. "You know, I've 
played more in Portland, Oregon than I have in 
Portland, Maine," she sheepishly conceded. 
Hey, that's life. But Geltrnan knows something 
needs to be done about adding to her existing 
fanbase here in Maine and, ·thus, bas begun 
efforts to address the issue. Her first solo ven-
ture into the Portland area since arriving in 
Maine takes place on Friday, October 24th at 
the St. Lawrence Arts & Communiry Center in 
Portland. 
Word of advice? For those who might have 
a tendency to think 'folk' when reacling the 
words 'solo acoustic' as part of the pre-show 
hype, I gotta tell ya-be prepared because 
Geltman is just as liable to explode into a rock 
'n' roll frenzy bordering on punk as she is to 
touch your heart with a soulful ballad. Geltrnan 
simply hopes to see you all there. FMI: 
www.lauriegeltman.com 
FOR SALE/RENT 
1984 KLIPSCH KSM-11 2way 200 watt 
speakers. Built-in handles, heavy metal front 
gate protects horn and woofer. $200. 
Panasonic RAMSA (WP-9210} power amp. 
450 watt. $50. Steve 207-797-6576 (9/03 
- 2x} 
1987 GIBSON LES PAUL STANDARD 
with original hardshell case. In excellent con-
clition. Almost zero freeware. Deep wine red 
color. Bridge pickup clied and has been 
replaced with a Seymor Duncan JB. 
Lightweight for a Les Paul. Slim taper neck. 
Nashville made. Fairly priced at $1150. 
Marshall 5212 50 watt 2xl2 combo amp. 
Speakers are Celestion G-70's. Has channel 
switching, reverb, and that great Marshall 
grind. Made in mid to late eighties. Very nice 
condition, no rips or tears. Yours for $395. 
Vox King Wah Wah pedal from 1971. This is 
the tone king. Works great and is in very good 
condition. The Voodoo Chile vibe for $175. 
Call207-893 0119 or 
e-mail harryhebco@aol.com for more info. 
(9/03- 2x) 
AMPEG SVf SO Pro 15"+ 2XIO" cabinet. 
$400. Ampeg SVf 410-HEN 4X10" cabinet. 
Maybe 10 hours use. $450. 2 Eden 
ECI060XL8 speakers. 10" 8ohms. Hardly 
used. $200 pair. 2 Peavey 8ohm 15 " 
speakers. I Peavey 4 ohm IS"speaker. 2 
Peavey 8 ohm 10" speakers. All used $25 each. 
Tom Martin tjm74@comcasr.net 603-978-
2178 (9/03 - 2x) 
HI-WATT-AMPLIFIER, 40w twin channel 
"Bulldog"-3-yrs old, used at home only, tube 
type amp. Perfect condition never abused, 
retailed for 1250.00, I paid 875.00. Want 
500.00 firm - has foot switch and paper work. 
Hi-Watt-used by the Who and Rolling 
Stones ... call 548-7253-ask for 
Mike ... Searsport (I 0/03 - 2x} 
MISCELLANEOUS 
THE AMEN FAMILY on WCYY 93.9 FM I 
94.3 FM CALL & REQUEST (9/03 - 2x} 
PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL Class of 
1983 REUNION May 8, 2004 at 7pm at 
Verrillo's. Tickets $30 per person in advance. 
To order rickets please mail check to: Jamie 
Cook, PHS Class of 1983, 30 Wildridge 
· Road, Standish, ME 04084 or for informa-
tion call Jamie (Tabor) Cook at 874-2963 or 
jamie@benchmarkconsrr.com (I 0/03 - 2x) 
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MUSICIANS AVAILABLE 
COUNTRY MUSIC ARTISTS ..... do you 
need a front man? Call Izzy 642-7986 
(home} or 310-1240 (cell). (9/03- 2x} 
ELECTRIC BASS Freelance available for 
recording and performing. Open to most 
sryles. Strong ears and groove. Tom Martin 
www.electricbass.net 603-978-2178 (9/03 
- 2x) 
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER, mid 40's back 
from a years gig in Colorado. Available full 
time. Into R&R, R&B, Blues, classic etc. No 
baggage, great attitude. Looking for mature 
band! musicians who enjoy their craft and gig-
ging. I'm living in the general Portland area. 
Call Duke at 207-934-8615 Ext. 128 
(9/03- 2x) 
FEMALE VOCALIST seeking to be in an 
R&B\blues band in southern Maine. Call 
807-2718, evenings. (9/03- 2x) 
KEYBOARD 1ST looking for a busy southern 
Maine band, blues/ rock preferred but all styles 
considered. 967-9995 or email 
jay I 0 I @gwi.net (9/03 - 2x) 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE DRUMMER 
new to the area from Michigan and currently 
looking for a band. I am versatile in all styles. 
I can read drum charrs or just jam. I have 23 
years experience and have had the opportunity 
to play for many well known people ( Robert 
Goulet, Jim Nabore, Loretta Swit, Edclie 
Mekka, and John James}. I also have national 
recognition as a jazz player. I am an "in the 
pocket drummer." --Looking for individuals 
that enjoy music without the games. e-mail 
winchenbach@gwi.ner (I 0/03 - 2x) 
MUSICIANS WANTED 
ACCORDION PLAYERS($) AND PER-
CUSSIONIST wanted for The Maine Squeeze 
Accordion Ensemble. Playing international, 
folk, jazz and crowd pleasers. Very eclectic. 
Percussionist mostly for washboard. Fun 
group, fun gigs. The more accordions, the bet-
ter! Portland based practice. Give a call. 
Janine 766-2615 or janine@peaksisland.com. 
(10/03 - 2x) 
BASS PLAYER WANTED. Portland based 
original rock band with classic & progressive 
rock influences seeks a mature male or female 
bassist for gigs, recording, and collaboration. 
Songwriters arc encouraged but not required. 
Call 207-878-2347 or e-mail: 
redcrosssky@hotmail.com (I 0/03 - 2x) 
Oct 3-4 Referree's, 008 
Ocr 11 somewhere in Lewiston 
Oct 17 Clyde's, South Portland 
Oct 24-25 Skip's, Buxton 
Oct 31-Nov 1 Jonathan Michael's, Limerick 
Halloween Bash!!! 
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T all. That's the first thing that f imagine might come to one's 
mind when describing 
me . .. because I'm tall. One might also 
point out that I wear glasses, or my 
affinity for cheesecake. However inci-
sive they may seem, 
such revelations into the nature of my 
character do not quite capture the 
essence of me, James P. Noname. So 
what is it about me that is so complex 
as to render such piercing analyses 
lame? That, dear reader (if I can 
assume you are or will be dear to me 
at least for the duration of this essay), 
is a very good question. 
Before I begin to answer such an 
invasive query, I'd like to know some-
thing about you firsr. For instance, 
why is it that you want to know so 
and literate guests discussing Schubert 
and Satie and Horner. It's in these sit-
uations t at an animalistic urge comes 
over me to starr a pick-up game of 
strip voll ball. What would Freud 
think? Nothing, he's dead. 
Furthermore, if one were to listen 
to my thoughts for a given period of 
time they might hear the voice of Sir 
Alec Guirtness say to me, "Jim, have 
you ever considered the possibility 
that if you were to know how to fly, 
you'd become known worldwide as 
'that guy who can fly'?" And then 
they'd hear me answer, "yes." Such 
exchanges' with dead, knighted, British 
actors are quite commonplace in the 
labyrinthine layers of my mind. 
Commonplace, but impossibly cryp-
tic. So much is left unsaid. For 
much about me? 
Are you in love 
with me? If so, 
then why don't you 
just marry me? 
And if we were 
married, what 
would we name 
our children? If 
you're a man, how 
do you expect ro 
bear my child? 
IT'S i(V Tt-1€5€ 
instance, would 
people in 
England refer to 
me as "the guy 
who can fly," or 
would they come 
up with some-
thing in their 
own tongue, 
whatever crazy 
language it is 
SiTUATiOrvS Tt-IAT 
Arv At\JiHALiSric 
UQGE. COt--1€5 OVE.Q 
t--16. TO STA12.T A 
Men can't have 
children. What if I 
wanted five chil-
dren each named 
after a vowel, with 
an illegitimate 
PiCK-UP GAt-1€ OF 
SrQ.i? VOLLEYBALL. 
rhar they speak 
over there? 
And so, what 




sions made by 
me? Could it be 
the case that 
despite the 
W{-IAT WOULD 
sixth child named 
"Y"? Would this be 
a problem for you? 




pointed personal questions can be dif-
fi cult to answer. And yet, because you 
are so dear to me, I will attempt to 
address your rather rude inquiry. 
The fact of the matter is I'm an 
extremely difficult person to under-
stand. I credit the spectacular com-
plexities and profound depth of my 
being. There are, as one would guess, 
different sides ro me that reveal them-
selves in different situations. One 
might say different "personalities.". 
But I'm not crazy. At least, I don't 
think I am. Nor really crazy, anyway. 
Perhaps I would best be described as 
charmingly neurotic. Let's say I'm at a 
dinner party, replete wirh fine wine 
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apparent circuitous nature of any self-
disclosure within , together, every 
eighth letter of this essay forms a brief 
bur excruciatingly personal statement 
about my inner workings? No, that's 
ridiculous. Nevertheless, I proffer rhar 
the particularly perceptive person can 
pty at least one private point about 
my person from the preceding princi-
pal text. And it's as follows: I'm fond 
of alliteration. 
You can email james P. Nona me at 
jamespnoname@yahoo.com 
BLUES GUITAR PLAYER LOOKING FOR 
WORKING BAND or musicians to start a 
band- or just jam. Leave message 247-3057 
Gerard. {9/03 - 2x) 
DRUMMER NEEDED to play gigs in 
Southern Maine. 70's rock Van Morrison to 
Sknyard, some top 40's. Bass, rythym, lead 
and vocals we have, our drummer too busy to 
play out. We have 20 years experience and a 
place to practice. Willing to relocate. Please 
call Tim at 799-9476 or Dan at 253-5535. 
{L0/03- 2x) 
ELECTRIC BASS seeks working full-time 
ensemble. 2-3 nights at least of paying work 
with intent to be doing 4 or 5. Prefer a play-
ers band with a variety of influences and an 
R&B and rock base. I am able to tour and 
record. Tom Marrin www.electricbass.net 
603-978-2178 {9/03 - 2x) 
LOOKING FOR COUNTRY MUSIC 
MUSICIANS, (drummer, keyboard, lead gui-
tar player) to form a backing band for a male 
vocalist/front man. This project will be head 
and shoulders above the usual garage/bar band 
using the complete services of a production 
company. You must be skilled at your craft, 
open to new ways of doing things, and able to 
step in with backup vocals. Looking for those 
with a flexible schedules and abstinence from 
substance abuse while performing. Form 
more information please contact Steve at 
(207) 445-5026 or (207) 458-0181. {9/03 -
2x) 
PRO BASS MAN/NO VOCAL WANTS 
WORKING BAND either: R&B I Rock I 
Funk need apply. Flawless bass work at all 
times. e-mail vze4gqdz@verizon.net {9/03 -
2x) 
SEEKING ACOUSTIC/ELECfRIC BASS 
for recording, touring, etc. with original band 
based in downeast Maine. Eclectic material-
must be able to groove, make the sheeple 
dance, and send your love vibe out through 
the music. Other talents such as vocal harmo-
nizing, creating, diesel {bio diesel, that is) 
mechanics welcomed. Housing available on 
lovely MDI for the right person who wants to 
join in this ongoing adventure. Call: (207)-
244-5298 (9/03- 2x) 
TWO PROFESSIONAL LEAD VOCALISTS 
who alone cover rythem guitar, piano & har-
monies are seeking drummer, bass & lead gui-
tar. We need individuals who can harmonize 
as well, need players who are into country, 
classic rock & originals. Please call Mike 
Coffin@ 675-3687(h) or 329-5004{c) 
(10/03- 2x) 
WANTED DRUMMER AND OR BASSIST 
WITH VOCALS ( if possible) for 8 gigs 
monthly with light travel. We play blues, funk 
and rock. email bhJe472@mail2world.com. 
Tom Dee 207-879-4704. {9/03 - 2x) 
SERVICES 
AFFORDABLE SERVJCES for !unsigned and 
independent artists. We offer college radio 
promotion, booking, publicity, street market-
ing, artist management and more. No frills 
music promotion with rates to fit any budget. 
Call Impact Player Music at (603)228-3091, 
e-mail MattConnarron@aol.com or visit 
www. impactplayermusic.com for details. 
{9/03- 2x) · 
GUITAR LESSONS: National Guitar 
Workshop Instructor, I 0 years reaching 
experience in any style. Flexible scheduling. 
Learn music essentials such as: theory, harmo-
ny, soloing, songwriting, scales/modes ect. 
Beginner to Advanced. $1 7 per lesson. 
Contact James (207) 797-3290 in Porrland. 
{10/03- 2x) 
HAVE OPENINGS FOR HOUSE CLEAN-
ING on Fridays. Portland area. Please leave 
voice message at 838-5636 for Lori. {10/03-
2x) 
IS YOUR CHILD OR AN ADULT OUT 
OF CONTROL? Natural methods of healing 
ADD/ADHO without medication/side effects. 
Mail $3 + 37¢SASE to: ADD, c/o The 
Higher Ground, Box 6617 (84 Irving), 
Portland, ME 04103. These methods really 
work. (9/03 - 2x) 
PHOTO DATE DATING SERVJCE now 
offing a complete package! See photos and 
profiles of all matches. Free brochure mailed. 
We cover the entire state of Maine. photo-
dare[ @aol.com Freeport: 865-0828 {9/03 -
2x) 
SONGWRlTERS Bass tracks for your demo. 
$25 bucks a tune. Send me your disc, and I 
will send you bass back on another. Tom 
Martin www.electricbass.net 603-978-2178 
{9/03- 2x) 
Bass Player Wanted !!! 
We're looking for a bass player with tons of energy, talen~, a good sound, 
good attitude and serious ability to groove. Vocals are a b1g plus, but not 
necessary. We are currently being looked at by 3 record compan1es: 
Universal, TVT and Island Records. We have an S.l_. T. string endorsement that 
covers the entire band and a Zildjian endorsement 1n the works. We also have 
heavily connected management whose credentials as a Tour Manager/ 
Sound engineer include heavy weights such as Ra, Closure, Sevendust 
and more. Our influences are in the direction of MUDVAYNE, TOOL, and 
SEVEN DUST, 
If this sounds like the gig for you, then call 207-985-6785 







SOOTHS SAID, FORTUNES TOLD, ALL FOR UNDER $5 
by Dan Bookham 
R ecendy I was sitting around the new FACE televi-sion studios watching a taping of our innovative 
reality show, Queer Eye for the Beer Guy. Watching 
Maine's finest interior designers rtying to convince this 
publication's most disheveled columnist to spray on the 
Cossack and go with the chartreuse smoking jacket was 
horribly compelling, bur I did take advantage of a break 
in the action to slip back to the green room and steal 
some magazines for the bus ride home. 
The reading material on hand reflected the diverse 
make up of the FACE staff; The journal of the john 
Denver Look-alike Society for editor Woodfin, AARP 
Monthly for Joe Gurenburg, and Barely Legal for Shane 
Kinney. It was all a bit too specialized for my tastes so I 
continued my search. I was about to give up when, nes-
tled among a towering stack of undistributed FACE back 
issues, I noticed a copy of The Old Farmer's Almanac. 
For those of you unfamiliar with this classic piece 
of Lewiston publishing, the Farmer's Almanac is a fabu-
lous digest, full of folksy wisdom, obscure facts, and 
some of the most bold-faced guesswork masquerading 
as long-range weather forecasting ever to run off an 
American printing press. I read the whole thing from 
cover to cover on the short ride from Portland to 
Camden and bounded off the bus full of useless knowl-
edge and fully prepared for the hailstorm of April 13, 
2004. 
JEIUI! I HAD R HEAD FULL DF 
PDinTLEr I CRAP MD COULD FAKE 
mETEOROLOGY WITH THE BElT 
DF THEm; I COULD DO THII! 
"What a great magazine." I thought as I bounded 
up the steps of my house. Just as I began to turn the 
key in the door, an idea hit our of the blue. I stopped 
dead in my tracks and looked at the back of the 
almanac. There it was, the MSRP. People paid for this! 
I ran inside and breathlessly crunched some num-
bers. If x = price, y = circulation, and z = production 
cost, added and subtracted they worked our to be a tidy 
pile of cash. Jesus! I had a head full of pointless crap 
and could fake mereorology with the best of them; I 
could do this! 
Therefore I have spent the past month compiling 
the inaugural edition of Old We-asel's Wise Almanac. 
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Using a shallow marketing gimmick pioneered by 
Charles Dickens, I shall occasionally make use of my 
column inches in FACE to share excerpts with you. Old 
We-asel's Wise Almanac: buy one today! 
• HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA: Whenever there is a flash-
back on The Simpsom that requires Homer to not be 
bald, the Homer with hair bares an uncanny resem-
blance to Moonlighting-era Bruce Willis. 
• LINGUISTICS: The German word for gravel is 'roll-
spit,' which is outstanding. What a great word, in any 
language. Try inserting "Achtung! Rollspit!" into every-
day conversation to move towards more picturesque 
speech. Even better, creep up behind that elderly relative 
who went ashore on De Day and yell it in his ear while a 
buddy makes machine gun noises. Sit back and laugh as 
the startled oldster tries to dig a foxhole through the liv-
ing room carpet with his bare hands! 
• THE WEATHER FOR 5/6/04: The moon will be in 
its Volkswagen Beede phase. There are 51 shopping 
days until my birthday. Morning: moderate to heavy 
fallout from Maine Yankee with partial sunshine. 
Afternoon: rain, overcast or sun, temps 32 to 70. 
Evening: dark. Pollen count will be low. 
• FOOD & COOKING: Everyone knows that apple 
wood imparts a fruiry taste to smoked foods. 
Alternatively, a few chips of chit wood thrown on the 
barbeque grill give a delicious porky flavor to anything 
you cook, even donuts. 
• FOLKLORE: According to ancient Danish customs, 
the import duty on a carton of Marlboro and a fifi:h of 
Allen's Coffee Brandy is 587 Kroner (roughly $4.79) . 
• AMERICAN HISTORY: The War of 1812 has long 
been considered the final chapter of the conflict with 
Britain sparked by rhe American Revolution. The lesser-
known War of 18:12 however is important for being the 
shortest war ever fought by the United States, raking 
place at twelve minutes past six in the evening. 
Additionally, it was the first ever war contested using 
the 24-hour clock. 
• MAINE HISTORY: Since the turn of the twentieth 
century, it has been an unspoken custom for Maine 
governors to resemble a famous person from the past. A 
few examples: Percival Baxter was a dead ringer for 
Woodrow Wilson, Jock McKernan looks like Tim Daly 
from ABC's Storm of the Century, and Angus King, to 
compensate for being from Virginia, consciously mod-
eled himself on Civil War hero and former governor 
Joshua Chamberlain. Hollywood's macabre side has 
been well represented, with Jim Longley spending his 
career looking like Lon Chaney in The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame and our current governor John Baldacci 
being the spitting image of Bela Lugosi in Dracula. 
TilE LEIIER.ffnDWn WfiR DF IB~2 
HOWEVER II lmPOR:J"ftnT FOR BEinG 
THE IHDATEIT U. EVal FOUGHT 
BY THE UI)ITED &TATE/ I 
TAKinG PLACE AT TWELVE minUTE/ 
PAIT IIR In THE EVEninG. 
• LITTLE KNOWN FACTS: Many of us drive 
through road construction with little thought. While 
most of us think of the flagger as a person with a viral 
yet boring job, few of us realize that aside from direct-
ing traffic for $8.50 an hour, the flagger is one of the 
unsung heroes of the age. For when a Bagger signs up 
for the job, he or she signs the 'Flagger's Code.' Should 
a car run the hand-held stop sign and endanger oncom-
ing traffic, a signatory to the 'Flagger's Code' will not 
hesitate to leap in front of the speeding vehicle and sac-
rifice his or her life for the occupants of the inbound 
automobile. Think of the humble flagger as the Secret 
Service of road construction. Just like a Treasury Agent, 
except usually with a beard, NASCAR shin, beer gut, 
and a Camel straight burning unheeded against the 
middle right knuckle. 
So there you have it: the first thrilling excerpt from 
Old Weasel's Wise Almanac (available at all mediocre 
bookstores, Mardens, Caswells, Nissen Bakery Thrift 
Stores, and Bob's Discounts). I need to sell 50,000 to 
recoup both my initial investment and the deposit for 
the condo I optioned in Cape Elizabeth, so look lively. 
Dan Bookham is a polymathematical goon-slinger living in 
Camden's three-street blue-collar neighborhood. Electric eels 
sing his praises as he makes his own sausage. Hosanna! 
Hosanna! Contact him: wisdomweasel@hotmaiLcom 
face 
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J've never really understood 
this administration, but 
pouring tens of billions of 
dollars down the drain in 
Iraq, whlle most of our own 
states are going bankrup~ 
seems particularly idiotic. 
All that money spent and 
we can't find Bin U!den, 
we can't find any weapons 
of mass destruction, 
we can't find Saddam 
Hussein ... 
At first we feared last issue's photo was 
Patriotism 
has Its price. 
Wehavetodo 
whatever it 
takes to win. 
I just wish 
someone 
could find 
me a job. 
too small to recognize but judging from PRESENT: The 
the boatload of correct responses we 
received, we guess it wasn't an issue. 
Valerie Saucier from Augusta let us 
know in no uncertain terms, "are you 
kidding, who wouldn't know that the 
tall dude with the 'do' is Don Brewer 
from Grand Funk Railroad?!" Okay, 
Valerie. Thanks. (We think.) 
THE RULES: 
face of the Month is simple. Just look at the photo to 
the right, read the clue, and figure out who it's a photo 
of. Then follow the steps and rules below: 
1. Face of the Month is limited to snail mail and e-mail. 
No calls, please. 
2. Send in your answer along with your address to: PO 
Box 336, Bar Harbor, ME 04609. Or, e-mail it to 
maii«Hacemag.com. 
3. Entries must arrive at least one week before the next 
issue date. 
4. The issue's winner will be drawn randomly from all 
correct enlries. You may only enter once. 
5. Each issue's winner will receive a $50 gift certificate 
to the Old Port Tavern in Portland. Correct answers and 
winners' names will be published in the issue after each 
Face of the Month appears. 
6. You may not win more than once in any given 6-month 
period, beginning with the issue date for which you won. 
We're interested in the guy, not the 
'gator. There's this river see, it's a 
looong one. We're on this side of it, 
and then there's the other side of it. 
And between here and there there's a 
hill or two, maybe even a cpuple of 
molehills. Cryptic enough for you? 
.. - - -I!.JL! --- ~ I • _ -- n _ _ _ _ I 
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has never been better. 
This is the perfect time 
to join this rewarding field. 
Massage and Polarity programs created by 
Nancy Risley, RPP and taught by instructors trained 
by the PRI Educational Development Company. 
Cosmetology programs designed by 
Pivot Point International and led by Teresa Favazza. 
Applications Now Available For Fall Classes 
Headhunter 
Spa Tech 
I N S T I T U T E™ 
772-259 www.headhunte instit te.com 
at tile 
Eastland Park llotel 
Photography by Michael Eric Berube 
by Marc Chillemi 
M arc Chillemi is a native of the Empire State and a transplant to Boston in 
1986. Marc attended Berkley College 
of Music and majored in Jazz Composition. 
He graduated in 1990 with a degree and soon 
alter graduating he became the leader of the 
jazz band, Made In The Shade. On July 4, the 
group started performing on the streets of 
Boston and Cambridge. Dedicating their time 
to learning the arrangements of Louis Arm-
strong's Hot Five & Hot Seven recordings of 
the 1920s, the band became very popular on 
the Boston jazz scene. Within one year, Marc 
booked a lour-month tour of Europe including 
13 countries and 40 cities, playing on the 
streets, jazz clubs, festivals and anywhere 
IJ?Ssible. These guys worked everyday and 
,... mght entertaining with the sounds of jazz mu-
SIC. Once back in the states they landed a two-
year residency at the Ryles Jazz Club in Cam-
bridge. After four years of working the Boston 
sce~e, Marc decided to join a band that plays 
ongmals called Hypnotic Clambake. For two 
years he toured the United States from the 
East Coast to the West Coast. The music has 
elements of jazz in addition to the many in-
fluences of Cajun, Zydeco, Middle Eastern 
Raggae and Funk. He recorded two COs with 
this band and once again moved on to expand 
h1s knowledge of creating and organizing new 
sounds. So what's up next? BABALOO!!! This 
was Marc's most recent project, which lasted 
for nine years . This time the musical styles 
came from the great continent of Africa. Rich 
with melody, rhythm and horns, the elements 
of jazz are even in this music. After recording 
four COs, and several tours of the East coast 
Midwest and Canada, Marc magically ends u~ 
m South Portland, Maine. 
Since those early years in Boston, Marc's 
love and passion for improvisational music 
has became a major part of his life. Con-
stantly challenged by the melodies of the old 
standards and by trying to find new ways to 
make _these songs sound new and exciting, 
Marc IS ready to share with community of 
Portland all of his musical experiences.ln ad-
18 Ca.sco Bay Weekly 
dition to performing, Marc is a member of the 
faculty at the Tony Boffa School Of Contem-
porary Music in Westbrook. He is part of the 
brass department and teaches improvisation. 
When and where is Marc playing next? 
Marc Chillemi and the SoPo Trio: Every 
Wednesday night at Barbara's Kitchen Cafe 
388 Cottage Road, South Portland 207-767-
6313. 8pm-9:30pm. Come for dinner and 
drinks . The band plays swing, bebop, bossa 
nova, calypso and more. The trio is a rotating 
group of musicians each week. Bassists; Ger-
hard Gram!, John Clark, Adam Chilenski and 
Sam Sherry. Drummers; Mike Denk and Gary 
Gemitti. Guitarists; Bryan Killough, Mark 
Klienhout and Ryan Baird. They are just a few 
of the great artists of the SoPo trio. Please 
come join the jazz community lor an intimate 
night of music. 
The Marc Chillemi Quartet: Every Saturday 
night at Yosaku, One Danforth Street, Port-
land, 207-780-0880. Sushi and more. 8:30pm-
10:30pm This group plays the sounds of the 
Blue Note era of the 1960s, working the 
arrangements of Horace Silver and Blue 
Mitchell. This quartet will even slip into a rag-
gae version of Gershwin's Summertime or per-
haps a funky Freddie the Freeloader by Miles 
Davis. 
Influences: Louis Armstrong, Miles Davis, 
Chet Baker and Lester Bowie, to name a lew. 
Favorite jazz club: The Bridgeway in South 
Portland. Friday and Saturday with the in-
c~edible_Bobby Lane at the piano. Tuesday 
mghts With Don and Af Doane's jam session. 
Favorite jazz recordings: Miles Davis Pres-
tige Complete Collection 
Future: To own a jazz club in Portland. To 
bring national and international talent to the 
state of Maine. 
For more info e-mail: marcchillemi@aol.com 
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jazz: Alive and Well 
at the Portland Conservatory! 
by Rich Pitre 
G uitarist John Johnstone, bassist Ger-hard Gram!, saxophonists Tim O'Dell 
and Dave Wells, and pianist Dale 
Churchill all teach at the Portland Conserva-
tory of Music. The 116 Free Street facility reg-
ularly offers private lessons, jazz theory and 
history classes and coached combos. Special 
events have includ~ the spring, 2003 Jazz Ex-
perience series in which students of all ages 
explored the history of jazz and jammed with 
top professionals. Also in spring 2003, two Con-
servatory youngsters brought home five prizes 
from the Berkelee High School Jazz Festival. 
The Conservatory's 2003-2004 Thursday 
Noonday Concerts held at First Parish Church 
Congress Street, will include Dave Wells and 
his Jazz Quartet, the Gerhard Gram! Trio and 
The Four Bags, a New York-based combo fea-
turing Sanford native Mike McGinnis. The Bags 
wlll also appear in a special benefit for the 
Conservatory. For information, see PCM's 
website: www.portlandconservatory.net. 
John Johnstone plays classical and jazz 
guitar. He teaches at the Conservatory and 
Bowdoin College and works as a freelance 
musician. He has appeared with the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra and in numerous solo 
recitals. Johnstone has been heard on NPR 
and is a member of PCM's swing trio. 
Gerhard Gram! holds a Ph.D. from the Uni-
v~rsity of Vienna. He has toured Europe, the 
M1ddle East and South East Asia, and is active 
as a teacher, freelance musician, arranger and 
composer. Gram! has received commissions 
for percussion ensemble and orchestral com-
positions, film scores and educational videos. 
Tim O'Dell has appeared with artists such 
as Gunther Schuller, Willie Pickens, George 
Russell and The Temptations. He has also 
been heard on Jazz Set with Branford Marsalis. 
JAZZIZ magazine called his Windy Christmas 
CD the best Christmas Album of 1997. O'Dell 
has a master's in Jazz Studies from the New 
England Conservatory and Ph.D. in Saxophone 
from the University of Iowa. 
Dave Wells did his undergrad studies at 
Cal State, Hayward. He has performed in 
America and Europe with artists like Rose-
mary Clooney, Lionel Hampton, The Count 
Basie Orchestra, Dee Dee Bridgewater and 
Louie Bellson. Wells also teaches in the West-
brook High School jazz program and is active 
as a freelance musician. 
Dale Churchill has 30 years experience 
teaching classical and improvisational piano. 
He has taught at Massasoit Community Col-
lege and coordinated the class piano program 
for the Marshfield, Massachusetts public 
schools. A student of the renowned peda-
gogue Menuetta Kessler, Churchill also 
serves as Music Director at the Allen Avenue 
Unitarian Universalist Church. 
Jazz Performances and Classes 
at the Portland Conservatory 
Noonday Concert Series 
Tl!ursdays at I 2:15 
F"rrst Parisi! Church, 
Congress and Temple Streets 
Free /o the general public 
January 22, 2004- David Wells Jazz 
Quartet 
February 12, 2004- Gerhard Gram! Trio 
(www.uprlghtacousttc.com) 
April I, 2004- "The Four Bags" 
Evening Cabaret 
April I, 2004 , 7:30pm 
Conservatory Recital Hall, 116 Free 
Street 
"The Four Bags" 
Private LeSSOII$: 
&Iss (electric/acoutic), Guitar, Piano, Sax 
Time by arrangement 




Thomas White (left] and Jason Anastasoff. seen with teacher Gerhard Gram! of the Port-
land Conservatory, won awards at the Berkelee College of Music's 35th Annual H" h 
S<:hool Jazz Festival. Jason received a judge's Choice Award and liom ga ed '9 
jd '(h" • mer two 
u ge s 01ce Awards and an outstanding musicianship award. PHOTO couN MALAKIE 
State Street Traditional jazz Band 
New Orleans jazz with Downeast Spirit 
by Mark Finks 
M aine's most distinguished New Or-leans Jazz Band owes its unique southern character and faithful in-
terpretation of the early jazz idiom to two of 
Maine's native sons who both served long 
discipleships with the pioneers who created 
the music in the beginning. Both returned to 
Maine to practice their art in the state they 
deeply love. 
The State Street Traditional Jazz Band was 
organized in 1988 to present programs of New 
Orleans Jazz to audiences in Maine, drawing 
upon the personal experience of trumpeter 
John Page and banjoist/clarinetist Mark Finks 
with the veteran musicians in New Orleans. 
Mark Finks, who played and recorded with 
the pioneer musicians from New Orleans, is a 
recording artist on the GHB/Jazzology and 
Artesan record labels. He was featured in a 
special reunion concert of Eli's Chosen Six, a 
legendary Yale traditional jazz band featured 
in the famous Bert Stern documentary of the 
1958 Newport Jazz Festival entitled Jazz On a 
Summer's Day. 
"It was a real thrill to play with the musi-
cians who had done such an outstanding job 
40 years ago as a student band," said Finks. 
"They are playing better than ever and are 
currently among the world's leading per-
formers of traditional jazz." 
For more than 15 years, the State Street 
Traditional Jazz Band has delighted audi-
ences at The Maine Festival of the Arts, New 
Year's Portland, Bethel First Night, the Maine 
Agricultural Fairs, Community Arts Concerts, 
Sacred Concerts 'n Local Churches and 
statewide church conventions, weddings, 
and special events of a very wide variety. A 
few Maine people have chosen to have the 
band play for their funeral services and pro-
cessions. 
The connections between Maine and the 
roots music of Louisiana are remarkable, 
hearkening back to the beginning of jazz 
recordings and the much earlier forced mi-
gration of the Cajuns (Acadians) from the 
Canadian Maritimes to the bayous south of 
New Orleans. 
"Within a few years of the first jazz record-
ing, The Livery Stable Blues by the Original 
Dixieland Jazz Band in 1917, derivative tradi-
tional jazz was being played in the country 
dance halls of Maine by musicians including 
my father, Henry Finks on banjo, my uncle 
Charles Finks on trumpet, and my great-uncle 
Red Blumenthal on jazz violin," said Mark 
Finks. "New Orleans jazz is in many ways a 
blue collar music. The patrons in the dance 
halls, North and South, were very similar in 
that sense. Maine people seemed to have a 
very basic affinity with the old-time music, 
and I had noticed as a young man how re-
The Eastland Park Hotel 
A glorious past ... A magnificent future 
by Karen Pendoley 
T hese words certainly seem to be an ap-propriate tag line boasting much of what you currently see and hear from 
the Eastland Park Hotel. For those who have 
had the hotel in their backyard at 15 7 High 
Street in Portland, fond memories may in-
clude a high school prom in the Grand Ball-
room or a holiday meal in the old Rib Room 
restaurant. Good memories may be clouded, 
however, as the historic property struggled 
through multiple management companies, 
name changes, service levels and most 
sadly-age, wear and lack of care. Thankfully 
those days are now gone. 
Magna Hospitality Group purchased the 
landmark facility in April of 2000 and has 
done $4.5 million in renovations, part of an 
ongoing capital improvement plan. "We have 
a committed ownership company that is in 
for the long term and supports all our efforts 
in making the Eastland Park a vital contribu-
tor to the Portland community and econ-
omy," states general manager Bill Bola. "We 
have focused on the wonderful history of the 
hotel, which first opened in 1927, and have 
made some changes and added some serv-
ices that we feel complement that era." 
Live jazz at the Top of the East is one of 
those new initiatives. The Top of the East ex-
emplifies an emotional ambience that is per-
fect for jazz. At 13 floors high, Portland's only 
rooftop lounge offers fantastic views of Casco 
Bay and the city. The granite and mahogany 
bar with the intimate settings of overstuffed 
leather couches, coffee tables and wing-back 
chairs create the feeling that you are not in an 
ordinary bar. 
The Top of the East features duos and trios 
of many fine Maine jazz mus1ctans every 
Wednesday night from 7pm to IOpm. There is 
no cover charge, and there is a happy hour 
from 4 to 6pm. 
David Briggs, who studies jazz composi-
tion at the University of Maine in Augusta and 
is a member of their Cafe Ensemble, plays 
weekly and organizes the variety of artists 
that accompany him. David has played with 
numerous bands throughout the state and 
currently plays in a six-piece jazz fusion band 
titled Justification of the Incongruent. 
Sets range from standards of the 1930s 
such as Duke Ellington and Johnny Mercer to 
music of the bebop era, including Charlie 
Parker and Dizzy Gillespie. And yet, it is not 
uncommon to have the mood change to the 
more progressive sounds of Herbie Hancock. 
The pool of musicians who have per-
formed at the Top of the East in the last 18 
months have impressed not only the hotel 
guests but the regulars who come knowing 
that the level of entertainment is top notch. 
Says lounge manager Dale Ruttenberg, "l be-
lieve that this lounge is one of the best, now 
accented with some of the area's most tal-
ented artists. We wanted a wide variety and 
have been thrilled with the line-up." 
The series began with guitarist Sean Mc-
Gowan, whose first solo acoustic CD, River 
Coffee, was one of the top three Homegrown 
CD Award winners picked in the July 2002 
Acoustic Guitar Magazine. Other guitarists 
have included Gary Wittner, who just released 
his second CD, Now We 're Here. Gary is an ac-
complished educator of music, author of the 
book 77ielonious Monk for Guitar and spends 
several months of the year playing in New 
York. Another well known Maine guitarist, 
Richard Nelson, heads up the UMA Music De-
markably similar Uncle Charlie's dance band 
sounded to the bands of the veteran New Or-
leanians." 
That interest continues to the present day, 
as the mixed ages and families with young 
children at such venues as the Portland Mu-
seum of Art's Sunday Brunch Jazz Series at-
test. "Because New Orleans jazz is a combi-
nation of so many cultures, it is close to be-
ing the world's most universal music," said 
Finks. "Every culture recognizes something 
of itself in it, and it can truly be called 'the 
sound America would make if America could 
make a sound.' The basic reason the music is 
not heard and played more widely is that the 
bands themselves are very few in number 
and are not more skillfully presented to the 
general public. Everywhere the music is 
heard, it is an immediate hit." 
The band's current personnel includes 
Johnny Battis on clarinet and saxophones. 
Johnny played with the New Yankee Rhythm 
Kings in Boston and has made his living in 
music for 40 years-a truly remarkable feat. 
Bob Modr and Eric Nelson alternate on the 
cornet, trumpet, and flugelhorn assignments. 
Bob has long experience with traditional jazz 
cornet and is among the very best at his art 
in New England. Eric is an outstanding lead 
player on trumpet, centering the front line 
with his melody line and soloing with flair 
and conviction. 
Roger Snow plays tromoone. He is a re-
tired music educator, the former director of 
South Portland High School's orchestra and 
marching band. His knowledge of music and 
old repertoire is enormous. Pat Whitaker 
plays the sousaphone. Pat also plays classical 
music in brass quintets and is one of the best 
improvising tuba players currently playing. 
Neal Shephard plays piano. The former 
music director on the Scotia Prince for eight 
years, Neal has tremendous versatility intra-
ditional jazz, but his rhythm and blues and 
boogie woogie skills are world class, both in 
his playing and his singing. Jay Smith is the 
band's drummer. A professional for over 50 
years. Jay has concentrated principally on 
traditional jazz for the past 20 years. 
"We are fortunate to have musicians of 
such passionate dedication and compatible 
experience," said Finks. "Their skill and 
decades of experience are what makes the 
band's music so vital. 
"We have been able to be a part of cultural 
life in Maine the way the southern bands in 
New Orleans have done," said Finks. "In New 
Orleans traditional jazz is woven into the fab-
ric of everyone's life. It is a cherished part of 
what life in New Orleans is. We are very grate-
ful that people in Maine have accepted us in 
much the same way that people revere the 
music down South." 
Brian Richmond. saxophonist, and Dave Briggs. bassist. PHOID MICHAEL ERIC BERUBE 
partment and has a CD called Figurations. 
Electric viola jazzman Jon Luoma lends his 
skills to add to the already eclectic group of 
musicians. Jon, a classically-trained member 
of the Colby College Orchestra, is believed to 
be the only electric viola jazz player in Maine. 
The sounds of the wind synth and tenor sax 
of Brian Richmond, also schooled in jazz, cre-
ate an almost mystical feel throughout the 
lounge. Jon Leveen, with years of experience 
and training in many forms of music, creates 
wonderful improvisational solos with a subtle 
keyboard approach. 
Another change at the Eastland coincid-
ing with the "glorious past" theme is the new 
restaurant in the lobby. What was once De-
coupage is now Adeline's Grille at the East-
land Park. Adeline was the wife of the original 
developer of the hotel, Henry Rines. Their fre-
quent travels throughout Europe and the 
Middle East inspired much of the original de-
cor of the facility which is depicted in his-
toric photos throughout the public space to-
day. Not only was Adeline the first woman to 
practice law in Cumberland County, she man-
aged the hotel after her husband's death. 
Adeline's Grille features upscale pub food 
in a fun, reasonably-priced atmosphere. Daily 
specials include a fresh seafood dish, chow-
der, flatbread and baked brie of the day. 
U you haven't been to the Eastland Park re-
cently, we propose the following: On any 
available Wednesday, plan to have one of the 
chef's latest creations at Adeline's' like lob-
ster bisque (their signature soup) with hand-
picked lobster, white wine, cream and chives. 
Proceed up the elevator to the Top of the East 
lounge and sample a martini or pietini, which 
is a drink that mimics your favorite dessert. 
Sit back in style to enjoy live jazz and make 
some new memories with us at the Eastland 
Park Hotel. 
See CBW's Music Listings for events at the East-
land Park Hotel. 
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New Law Entitles Maine Consumers to Free Credit Report 
by William Lund 
A ugusta, Maine: Maine consumers will be able to obtain a copy of the1r cred1t report once each year without charge, thanks to a new law effective September 13, 
2003. The law also requires that credit reporting agencies 
clearly disclose their procedures to enable consumers to cor-
rect inaccurate information contained in a credit report. 
"This new law is a valuable tool in the fight to reduce iden-
tity theft, mixed credit files and erroneous credit denials," 
said Will Lund, director of the state agency that administers 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act. The new law gives consumers 
the right to obtain annually from each credit-reporting agency 
a free copy of their credit report. In enacting the statute, 
Maine joins five other states with similar requirements. 
"Credit report data has become even more important in re-
cent years, because it serves as the basis for credit scores 
that can determine everything from credit card rates to in-
surance premiums," said Lund. "We recommend that con-
sumers check their reports annually to ensure that the infor-
mation is accurate, complete and up-to-date." 
The Office of Consumer Credit Regulation (OCCR) has de-
veloped a form for consumers to use when requesting copies 
of their reports from the three major national credit-reporting 
networks, Trans Union, Experian and Equifax. The form is 
available on the agency's Web site (www.MaineCreditReg.org), 
or by request at 1-800-DEBT-LAW. 
The new law also ensures that Maine residents will be able 
to easily correct inaccurate information contained in a credit 
report. When credit-reporting agencies send a report to a 
consumer, they must include instructions on the steps the 
You will be able to get one credit report a year to protect your identity. 
consumer can take if errors are discovered. Credit reporting 
agencies are responsible for ensuring the accuracy of their re-
ports, so disputes are sent directly back to those agencies , not 
to the creditors reporting the erroneous data. 
"If you discover an error in your credit report, you should 
write to the credit reporting agency and ask them to inves-
tigate each disputed item. Maine law requires that the in-
vestigation be completed by the credit-reporting agency 
within 21 calendar days. If at the end of that period you are 
proven correct, or if the original information cannot be ver-
ified, the agency must remove the information from its 
records ," said Lund. 
Under the law, enacted as Public Law, Chapter 118, credit 
reporting agencies may charge up to $5 for a second copy of 
a consumer's report ordered within a year. However, con-
sumers remain entitled to additional free reports under the 
circumstances listed in current state and federal law, such as 
if they are turned down for credit, if they are victims of fraud 
or identity theft, if they are receiving public assistance or if 
they are unemployed and actively seeking employment. 
The OCCR cautioned consumers to exercise this new legal 
entitlement correctly. "It is important to remember that it is 
a very serious crime to attempt to obtain someone else's re-
port," Lund said. "By enacting this legislation, Maine law-
makers have provided consumers with a valuable new tool, 
and it is important not to abuse it." 
Consumers requesting reports should write to one or more 
of the national networks, providing the following information: 
First, middle and last name (including Jr., Ill, etc.); current ad-
dress including zip code; Social Security number; date of 
birth; and former addresses for the previous five years. They 
Personal Report Forma 
Personal Information NOAH AMADOUE 
must sign each request with an original signature. 
Addresses of the three nationwide credit-reporting net-
works are as follows: 
Trans Union: Credit Bureau Services of Upstate New York 
P.O. Box 1370 
Buffalo, NY 14231-1370 
Experian: Experian Consumer Assistance Center 
P.O. Box 2002 
Allen, TX 75013-2002 
Equifax:Equifax Information Services, LLC 
P.O. Box 105873 
Atlanta, Ga 30348 
The Office of Consumer Credit Regulation has a consumer 
complaint section, which is staffed by two consumer outreach 
specialists who help consumers resolve complaints filed 
against credit bureaus, debt collectors and other regulated 
companies. Complaints are taken over the phone, by mail or 
in person. For more information, visit the office Web site at 
www.state,me.usjpfrjccpjccp_index.htm. 
The Office of Consumer Credit Regulation is part of the 
Department of Professional and Financial Regulation, which 
protects the citizens of Maine by encouraging sound ethi-
cal business practices through high quality, impartial and 
efficient regulation of insurers , financial institutions, cred-
itors, investment providers and numerous professions and 
occupations. 
I LLUSTRATION MICHAEL POLISKEY 
Report Confirmation Number: 
0912654878704 
The following information is a summary of the Account Information in this report to view your accounts in full detail. 
See the account information section. If you believe any of this information is not correct, please contact our account 
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Job · Relationship · Others 
Movies 
Anything Else 
This ftlm has been rated R for a scene of 
drug use and some sexual references. It 
has a running time of an hour and 48 
minutes. 
by Andy Keene (son) 
It is my belief that comedians are the new philosophers. Their humorous, sometimes profound insights have, in the last few decades, almost replaced simple wisdom. Woody 
Allen, a comedian lang before he was an actor and filmmaker, 
made the connection between comedy and philosophy as 
early as 1977, the year he made Annie Hall . In the famous 
opening monologue, he told old jokes ("I don't want to belong 
to any club that would have someone like me as a member," 
attributed to Groucho Marx) and explained how they related 
to his character's life and romantic relationships. Allen devel-
oped this connection in later movies such as Manhattan 
(1979), Hannah and Her Sisters (1986), and Crimes and Misde-
meanors (1989). His last great movies, Celebrity (1998) and 
Sweet and Lowdown (1999), found him still exploring the hu-
man mind and finding valid and insightful humor. 
The problem with Allen's most recent movies, from 2000's 
Small Time Crooks to his latest, Anything Else, is that they 
seem to be completely devoid of the comedic philosophy that 
make even Allen's worst comedies at least interesting. The re-
sults are such forgettable comedies as The Curse of the Jade 
Scorpion (2001) and last year's Hollywood Ending. They are 
amusing, but insubstantial. To Allen's credit, Anything Else is 
an improvement. It is his first movie in four years that feels like 
a movie of its own, rather than a pointless string of lesser 
Woody-isms. 
Anything Else features two hip young actors in the lead 
roles: Jason Biggs, from the American Pie series, plays strug-
gling comedy writer Jerry Falk, and Christina Ricci plays his 
promiscuous girlfriend Amanda. Of course, they're both neu-
rotic, as are the supporting characters, played by Stockard 
Channing, Jimmy Fallon, Danny DeVito, and Allen himself. 
In a way, this is new territory for Allen. He plays David Do-
bel, a paranoid survivalist schoolteacher. For once, his char-
acter is not directly involved in the central romantic strug-
gle-Dobel is strictly an advisor to Falk. He is the sidekick, not 
the lead, and something just feels right about it (certainly more 
right than his romancing of Helen Hunt in Jade Scorpionf). Do-
bel is the perfect role for Allen at his age. It's a pleasure to 
watch him spit out bad advice to impressionable young Falk. 
At one point, he even criticizes Falk for seeing a psychiatrist 
(sort of an in-joke for anyone who's seen Allen's other 
movies-his characters always see "analysts")! 
The other characters are recycled versions of the same 
people (with the same neuroses) that populate Allen's previ-
ous movies. Something's not right here. It's sort of painful to 
listen to familiar dialogue delivered by a cast that is simply in-
capable of doing it right. It's not because they're bad actors-
they're just too young to have seen and read it all. Though 
Biggs and Ricci have one hilarious scene together (where 
Amanda claims to have cheated on Falk for the good of their 
relationship), Anything Else is at its best when only Biggs and 
Allen are on screen. These scenes work well because their two 
characters have the most believable and interesting relation-
ship in the movie. I believed young Falk would be naive enough 
to take Dobel's questionable advice. It's not a good sign, 
though, when the most interesting relationship in a romantic 
comedy is not between the central couple. 
I rate Anything Else with three out of five stars. It's not great 
Woody Allen, but it's a beautifully photographed (by Darius 
Khondji) and sometimes very funny comedy. 
by Tom Keene (father) 
After a string of commercial Oops, Woody Allen returns to 
his old stomping grounds of neurotics trying to find love and 
Woody Allen directs jason Biggs in Anything Else. 
Be sure to check out Movie Times & Local Theater Info on 
our website ;r 
cascobayweekly.com/cbw2003/movies 
peace in Manhattan. It is such a relief to find that this strangely 
appealing writing, directing and acting genius can still per-
form at his previous level of near-perfection. In a way, watch-
ing Anything Else is like appreciating a fading, aging baseball 
player who had been written off as a factor in the game, only 
to resurface as something close to his former glory-only to 
have this marvelous old slugger get picked off third base when 
he represented the winning run in a crucial game. 
Maybe Allen believes he's now too old to play himself in his 
movies, but to choose Jason Biggs to play the befuddled, caus-
tic nebbish Allen created and has played so well in his string 
of classic comedies could have been fatal , had the material not 
been so brilliant. Even worse is the casting of the astoundingly 
untalented Christina Ricci, who delivers most of her lines as 
though reading from cue cards. And yet the script by Allen is 
so interesting and insightful into human nature that one can 
almost forgive the poor casting. Almost, but not quite. 
Several scenes are as close to perfect as anything in recent 
film: Falk and Amanda in their apartment as Amanda confesses 
that she has indeed slept with another man-but it was for 
them, not her; Dobel's reaction to thugs taking his parking 
spot; Falk and Do bel under a bridge in Central Park, where Do-
bel explains that he isn't going to California because of a vio-
lent confrontation with a pair of cops. 
Danny DeVito is fun to watch as Falk's greedy manager and 
Stockard Channing as Amanda's mother is a revelation to Falk 
regarding the nature and future of his girlfriend's instability. 
And Allen himself is nearly the Allen of old-the ridiculously 
uptight and paranoid little man who sees universal injustice 
and asks: "Why me?" 
Biggs delivers a line any Woody Allen fan must love: "I've 
been contemplating suicide-but I've got so many problems, 
that wouldn't solve them all." 
Recasting Anything Else with almost anyone else in the lead 
roles would have solved the problems of Allen's latest film. 
Think of Anything Else as an evening at a fine restaurant: 
The atmosphere is fantastic, the appetizer and dessert are 
spectacular, and there is a little band constantly playing your 
favorite tunes in the background. Unfortunately, the entree is 
burned, the waiter spills coffee on your clothing, and when 
you attempt to pay the bill, your credit card has been canceled 
and you have no cash. 
In this scenario, a lot has gone quite well, but too many ma-
jor components of the evening are too disastrous to overcome 
the genuine delights of the total package. 
I rate Anything Else with two out of five stars: it's got some 
of the best lines and most thought-provoking scenes of any 
comedy I've seen this year, but it's too hard to forget that 
Ricci and Biggs can't bring to the screen what Woody Allen and 
Diane Keaton did in Annie Hall and Play It Again, Sam. 
A Mighty Wind 
This film was released in theatres in April, 
2003 and on DVD and VHS September 
23. It is rated PG-13 for sex-related humor 
and has a running time of 92 minutes. 
• • • • • by Tom Keene 
W ith the release earlier this year of A Mighty Wind, the fourth improvisational "mockumentary" from Christopher Guest and friends, fans of this brand of 
inspired comedy were treated to perhaps the best of these-
ries . 
When Wind came out on DVD and VHS last week, this won-
derful satire of the folk music scene of the '60s and '70s be-
came available to a wider audience. Still , there are a few peo-
ple who dislike the style, considering it disrespectful of a par-
ticular activity. 
The first of these pieces was This is Spinal Tap, in 1984. 
Waiting For Guffman, a spoof of community theatre, was re-
leased in 1996, followed by the dog show lampoon Best In 
Show in 2000. But A Mighty Wind has elements that make it the 
best of the four. 
Almost the entire cast of Guffman and Show are featured in 
Wind, including Fred Willard, Bob Balaban, Parker Posey, Ed 
Begley, Jr. and Eugene Levy. It is Levy's absolutely brilliant 
characterization of Mitch-half of the folk duo Mitch and 
Mickey-a wasted, depressed but immeasurably sensitive 
musician who is actually the only character in the film who 
has a firm grip on life. 
The story is simple: a folk music promoter dies and his fam-
ily arranges a reunion of the most famous of his groups. That's 
all one needs to know about the story. One interesting fact 
here is that almost the entire score was written and per-
formed by the cast-none of whom has a reputation as nota-
bles in the music field. Yet the music is actually good. Of 
course, it's all a take-off, but still, it's grand fun. 
It is the portrayal of the gifted , tragic Mitch that sets Wind 
high above its predecessors-and makes the film something 
very special . My suggestion is to watch Wind once for the big 
picture, then watch it again, focusing carefully on Levy's Mitch 
and noticing that, except for his halting, spaced-out delivery, 
the man has both feet on the ground. This becomes vividly 
clear as the film ends. 
But this is truly an ensemble film, with especially delight-
ful bits from Willard as the manager of a folk group, Balaban 
as the son of a recently deceased music mogul, Begley, Jr. as 
a Yiddish-spouting Swede, and Catherine O'Hara as Mickey, 
the odder half of the Mitch and Mickey duo. 
I rate A Mighty Wind with five out of five stars. While more 
subtle than it's predecessors, there is an emotional power 
and depth Oowing from Levy's character that give the film a 
warmth unlike anything this cast of improvisational giants 
has ever produced. 
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Senacfiai 
rr'hai Cuisine 
?luthentic Taste of '11iai(ana 
•New location• 
Look for the Big Green Sign 
One minute North 
beyond Rite-Aid Pharmacy 
lunch Special $6.50 
Choice of Three Items Plus Appetizer 
Private Parties & Events In-House 
Extensive Menu • Beer & Wine 
Seating 1 0-50 Patrons 
Dine-In or Take-Out 
Catering and Delivery 
Recieve $1.00 OFF with this ad or with mention of it. 
Voted Maine's Best Chowder 
"Maine Sunday Telegram" 
Help Us Celebrate Our 10th Year Anniversary 
Monday October 13th 
Buy any Gilberts Award Winning Chowder and 
receive the same Chowder FREE 
Still Serving Fresh Maine Seafood 
Lobsler, shrimp, scallops, clams, haddock • Local Micro Brews and full Bar 
Enlire Menu available lor Take-Away • Daily Lunch and Dinner Specials 
Thanks Again and We Look Foward to Serving you in the Future! 
Open Daily • 11am-9pm • 92 Commercial St. Portland 
t!)~ 
~ ffJ [ill ffi ~ uaJuu 
wOaOJmaJa uOJffi Ornlli 
mrn ~maJC? aornQJrnC?~~ 
www.cascobayweekly .com 
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Restaurant row 
American 
THREE DOllAR DEWEY'S 241 Cammercial St, 
Portland. 772-3310. 
WOODY'S BAR & GRill 43 Middle St, Port-
land. 253-5251. www.woodysburgers.com. 
THE BREAKAWAY 32 India St., Portland, ME. 
541-4804. 
PUNKY'S 425 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME. 
774-2091. 
Asian I Chinese 
ORIENTAL TABLE 106 Exchange St, (top of the 
Old Port) Portland. 775-3388, 
Fax: 772-3388. 
WOK INN 1209 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9052 
or 797-9053. 
Barbeque 
BEALE STREET BARBEQUE & GRill 90 Wa-
terman Drive, South Portland. 767-()130. 
Cafe 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE 703 Congress St, Portland. 
871-5005. 
TilE WINE BAR & RESTAURANT 48 Wharf St, 
Lander Way, Manchester, NH. (603) 625-6426. 
Delicatessen 
FUll BEllY DEU Pine Tree Shopping Center. 
772-1227. 
Eclectic 
100 CONGRESS 775-7772. 
TilE ALEHOUSE 30 Market St, Portland's Old 
Port. 253-5100. 
AURORA PROVISIONS West End at 64 Pine St, 
871-9060. 
BIBO'S MADD APPLE CAFE 23 Forest Ave. 
CLAYTON'S GOURMET MARKET, CAFE & 
BAKERY 189 Main St, downtown Yarmouth 
846-1117. 
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE Monument · 
Square. 7 73-4340. 
GRAVITY 486 Congress Street. 
GREAT LOST BEAR 540 Forest Ave, Portland: 
772-()300. 
MAINE BEER & BEVERAGE 79 Commercial St. 
828-BEER. 
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE 484 Stevens Ave, Port-
land. 874-0706. · 
PEPPERCLUB 78 Middle St, Portland. 
SIUY'S 40 Wasington Avenue, Portland. 772-()360. 
Pizza 
PORTLAND HOUSE OF PIZZA 1359 Washing-
ton Ave, Portland. 797-9030. www.portland-
pizza.com. 
Japanese I Korean 
FUJI Sushi Bar and Steakhouse. Serving P<frt- • 
land since 1987. Freshest sushi bar with tradi-. 
tiona! Japanese food and seating. Tatami din-
ing tables. Friendly atmosphere. Only restau-
rant in Old Port serving hibachi (Japanese . 
Steak) and Korean Food. 1-207-773-2900 
ART WANTED 
Send your original photography, artwork and writ-
ings to CBW- Each week our staff will pick their fa-
vorites and publish them in our paper with your · 
name. you'll also receive a prize for your efforts: 
See Contest Page For Details_ 
f'llo n . PhOLo"'- Fac:ts. lt'$f'un to knrww h'-ory_ U@a:5 c~@W 




390 Main Street 





All Day with 
salad bar 
japanese/Korean 
BENKAY 2 India St, Portland (India at Commer-
cial). 773-5555. 
OISHII JAPANESE FOODS Portland Public 
Market. 25 Preble St, Portland. 228-2050. 
NARA SUSHI NEW 50 Maine Mall Road, South 
Portland. 772-()006 or Fax 772-4440. 
Mexican 
AMIGOS 9 Dana St., Portland. 772-()772. 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS 420 Fore St. 761-()751. 
Seafood 
J'S OYSTER 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-
4828. 92 Commercial St., Portland. 871-5636. 
SteakhouseiSeafood 
MOllY'S STEAKHOUSE & IRISH PUB Special-
izing in choice sirloin steak, prime rib, and 
Shepherd's Pie. Molly's is an Old Port favorite. 
Serving hearty pub fare including Molly's Mile 
High Reuben. Molly's accepts most major 
credit cards. 46 Market St., in the Old Port, 
Portland. 761-4904. 
Thai 
JASMINE Authentic Thai Cuisine. The best 
Thai dishes in Town. Open 7 days a week 11am 
-lOpm. Beer & Wine. Vegetarian. 
Available for parties. 40 Portland St. 773-9833 
or Fax 773-8399 Located in Downtown 
Portland. 
SENGCHAI THAI CUISINE Authentic Taste of 
Thailand. Extensive training in Bangkok culi-
nary school. Unique homemade recipes includ-
ing Hormak Salmon - Pia Choo Chee - Kang 
Khua Sapporaroat with mussells. See next 
page ad for more details. 
Thai 
THAI TASTE Distinctive Thai Cuisine. Rated 
****for Food, Atmosphere & Service by 
Portland Press Herald. Winter Hours: Lunch: 
Mon.Sun 11 :30-2:30pm; Dinner: Sun-Thurs 4:3(}. 
9pm; Fri & Sat Hours: 4:30pm-10pm. 435 Cottage 
Road, South Portland. Across from Portland 
Theater. www.thaitastemaine.com. 767-3599. 
Vegetarian 
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DEU & CAFE 
152 US Route 1, Scarborough. 885-()602. 
NEW GENERATION OF ORIENTAL CUISINE 
DINE & T~KE OUT 
Delicious ·Fresh· Original· Healthy 
*Amazing New Flavors * Must Try.!!!* 
All Appetizers S2.95 
Lunch Special S5.95 
Dinner Special S6.95 
Complimentary appetizer included with every entree 
I CUmberland Sl Westbrook· 856-6715 ·Fill 591-6493 ·Closed Monday· Tues-Salllam-9pm ·SUnday 12pm-9pm 
Previous owner or Best Restaurant in Cape Cod by Reader's Choice Magazine 
Jasmine 
.9l.utlientic Tliai Cuisine 
LUNCH COMBO SPECIALS 
EVERYDAY! 
Only $6.95 
Choice of Three Items 
Includes FREE Soda and Soup of the Day 
Beer &Wine 
Lunch and Dinner Daily 
Dine-in • Take-out • Delivery • Catering 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
11 AM- 10 PM 
40 PORTLAND ST_ • TEL 773-9833 • FAX 773-8399 
Mondays (3pm-Ciose) 
Two for One Chicken Wings 
· Live Trivia with Laura - 6:30pm 
QB 1 - National Trivia Network 
Test your Interactive Play-Calling SldUs 
Come down and have some fun! 
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Funny bone 
jokes & Riddles 
Monster jokes 
Flrst Boy: Why do you keep throwing 
bunches of garlic out of the window? 
Second Boy: To keep the vampires away. 
Flrst Boy: But there are no vampires 
around here. 
Second Boy: Jolly effective, isn't it? 
'Doctor, doctor, you must help me' 
'What's the problem?' 
'Every nJght, I dream there are terrible 
green and yellow slimy monsters under 
my bed. What on earth can I do?' 
'Saw the legs off your bed.' 
Flrst Girl: Yesterday I took my boyfriend 
to see The Monster From I11e Swamp at the cinema. 
Second Girl: What was he like? 
ILLUSTRAT ION S ARTTODAY 
Flrst Girl: Oh, about ten feet tall, with a horrible, slimy head, and a bolt through his neck. 
Second Girl: I don't mean your boyfriend, silly-what was the monster like? 
Want to share your j okes? 
Please send contributions to 
cbwdir@maine. rr.com or Fun11yBone CBW 
II Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 04101 
casco bay weekly 
GREATER PORTLAND'S COMMUNITY 
JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS & HAPPENINGS 
24 Casco Bay Weekly 
c. l. 'f ; ....... (_ ' ..... · .... ..- ...... . , #I·--~ · ...... :; .. 
A big part of the way life should be is sharing time with others. Kids discussing 
what's up at school with their parents, co-workers sharing a joke, chatting with 
a stranger in the checkout line-that's building community, one moment at a 
time. Towards that end, we devote a page every issue to humor & puzzlers 
for all ages. We hope you 'II share t11em with whoever's sitting across from you 





8 Blues Singer Bessie 
9 A complete musical idea 
10 Using only the 8 notes of a scales-no 
accidentials 
11 Feline or jazz musician 
IS To play extremely well 
16 Notes of this hue are lowered 3rd, 5th, 7th 
18 Repeated musical phrase 
19 "Take Five" 
20 To read music 
23 Cool jazz baritone saxophonist 
25 Claims to have invented Jazz; real name 
Ferdinand 
28 Passage that brings song to formal close 
29 Thailand monetary unit, Asian unit 
30 "Mood Indigo" 
Crossword 
DOWN 




5 Interjection to a horse 
6 To sing low and close to the microphone 
7 Close combining form 
11 Musicial arrangement 
12 "Moonlight Serenade" 
13 The steady beat of music or heart 
14 Galoot 
16 Leon Bismark B. was called this 
17 Division of music 
21 Seawood 
22 Money 
23 Mushroom combining from 
24 "Girl from Ipanema" 
26 South Pacific Island 
27 Instrumental inventor Adolf 
Bt!l~ 
© 2003 Maine Publishing 
POETRY: 
Send your original photography. artwork and wn'tings (articles, poetry, stories, etc.) 
along with your name, address, telephone number and a simple letter authoriz ing 
CBW to publish your submission. Each week, our staff will pick their favorite and we 
will publish il in our paper with your name! You'll also receive a prize for your ef-
forts. Send your submission to: Contest Department, Casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest 
Ave., Portland, ME 04101 (please include a SASE if you want your submissions re~ 
turned) or e-mail to: cbwdir@maine.rr.com. 
Before There Was You 
By Steve Davey of Portland 
For eons the practitioners of art toiled 
to create, in a medium, the women of ideal design. 
They articulated in varying ways her divine spoils. 
Some chose paints, some marble and others chose rhyme. 
But every artisan labored under a false inspiration, 
obeying the call, yet blind to the deception. 
You see, nothing created was worth its weight in ice. 
Their works but forgeries, their muse-a poltergeist. 
But now, with you, our works can be judged as 
objective creations done in passion and storm. 
It is because of you we now truthfully produce. 
For art was created the day you were born. 
PHOTO BY: JANE PETERSON OF PORTLAND 
Without You 
By Donald Alward of South Portland 
Every morning I wake to the sunshine 
Shining in my face through my window 
With quickly fading dreams 
Still hazy in my head 
Just to find myself alone 
There in bed, cold, lonely 
Without you. 
Every night I fall asleep to the moonlight 
Shining in my face through my window 
With fresh thoughts of you 
Still hazy I my head 
Yet still here I am alone 









0 I" N A I M t; 
October 4 -
October 9, 200~ 
FMI:Call 828-1234 ext. 221 
st.llaluiiG VISit. 1t1e MlqHm 
Oc:'tober4 
Uam 
Me€! Stella! una, the beloved fruit bat from the 
book of the same title by Janell Cannon. Listen to 
the story of this famous little bat. A special bat 
craft ac tivity will follow the reading. 
11lere are many myths and misconceptions 
about bats. Discover the friendly side of these 
small mammals while playing some batty games. 
CUiturol CHGtions 
Aalclll Shadow Puppets 
Oc:1ober 5 
2:30-3:JOpm 
Learn about traditional Asian shadow puppetry 
and make your own shadow puppet to take 
home. 
Mural ot 1t1e Sea Art Project 
OC'fober7 
J:JOpm 
Join artist OLivia Cabot in making a large multi-di-
mensional mural of creatures living in the ocean. 
Children learn about different sea creatures and 
!hell create their own drawing to add to the col-
lective mural. Alter completion, the mural will 
hang in the Museum ror everyone to enjoy. 
,_._, Play- AhyttmJ Cllld Sonf ot 
1tle African New World 
Oc:1ober a 
lO:Joam 
Join artist Ml<:hael Wingfield in exploring the 
rhythm and songs of the African New World. Chil-
dren will have an opportunity to try congo 
drums, bells and shakeres. 
Bla.....,Art-
lce a- SUnclc» ~ 
2-4pm 
In celebration of the opening of the Hood Diner, 
you can build your own sundae. Paint It with 
"chocolate syrup" and decorate with multk:ol-
ored "sprinkles" to make a delicious looking cre-
ation. 
"''ne & Under" PkiJiroup ....,. 
~9 
t-loam 
Join us for a new playgroup designed for parents 
and their babies 12 months and younger on 
Thursday mornings. 
General Admlaslon: 
$6.00 per person (under age I free) 
(Admission is free with museum membership.) 
Group Rate 
$3.00 per person • 
groups of ten or more with reservations. 
call 828-1234, x234 FMI 
Camera Obscura only: $3.00 
The CbDdren'o MUielllll of Maine 
Is located at 
142Free Street 
In Portland, Maine, 
next to the 
Portland M~~~eum of Art. 







Thursday. October 2 
Colorful New Punu.lta by Tom Paiement, Greenhut 
Galleries 146 Middle Street, Portland. 772-2693. Open-
ing reception 5-7 pm. 
Riden and Refugees: Paintings & Drawings, 615A 
Congress St. , Portland. 77S-2227. 
Opening reception, from 5-7 pm. 
"0" The Beauty of Water by David E. &hmutz. The 
&ott Potter Gallery, 142A High Street, Portland. 77:>-
3630. Opening reception, 5-8 pm. 
Friday. October 3 
Jack Montgomery: Fetish Garden, The Hay Gallery 
594 Congress St., Portland. 773-2513 haygallery@earth-
link.net. Opening reception, 5--8 pm. 
From the Gronnd Up: Platters Inspired by Rural and 
Coastal Maine by John Bourassa. The Thomas 
Spencer Gallery, 360 Maine Street Yarmouth. Opening 
reception, 5-8 pm. 
Arttober Group Show, Local Maine Artists, Graffius 
Coffin Gallery, Contemporary Fine Art, 79 Oak Street, 
Portland. Opening reception, S-9 pm. 
Fall into Art, The Maine Women in the Arts, 7 Storer 
Street, Kennebunk, through October 5. Opening re-
ception, 5-8 pm. 
Celebrating Autumn In Maine, by Margaret 
Mayer. The Gallery at Casco Bay Frames 295 Forest 
Ave., Hannaford Plaza, Portland.774-1260. Opening re-
ception, from 5-7 pm. 
Aucoctsco Radio, audio production by Rob Rosenthal 
and Stephanie Philbrick, photography by Kate 
Philbrick. Salt Gallery 110 Exchange St., Portland. 
Opening reception, 5-8 pm. 
GALLERIES 
A Gallery Harpswell Neck Road, West Harpswell. 83~ 
6544. 
* Exhibit by Joan Dicldns, ongoing 
Area Gallery USM Woodbury Campus Center, Port-
land. Hours: Mon-Thurs Sam-4:30pm. Frl8am-4:30pm. 
Sat 9am-3pm. 78().5009. 
*Selections from Visiting Artists-In-Residence Collection, 
featuring work in a variety of media from the VAJR pro-
gram established in 1986. 
Art Gallery USM, Gorham. Hours: Tues-F"ri llam4pm. 
Sat l-4pm. 78().5460. 
Art Gallery at the University of New England, West-
brook College Campus, 716 Stevens Ave. , Portland. 
Hours: Wed, Fri, Sat and Sun 1-4pm. Thurs l-7pm. 
797-7261 x4499 or www.une.edu/art. 
Atrium Gallery USM, Lewiston-Auburn Campus, 51 
Westminster Street, Lewiston Hours: Mon-Thur, Sam-
Spm; Frl Sam-4:30pm; and Sat, 9am-3pm. 75~500. 
*The Figured Revealed, juried exhibition of life-draw-
ings, through October 18. 
AuooclocoGallerles615ACongressSt.,Portland. 775-2227. 
Center for Maine Contemporary Art162 Russell Ave, 
Rockport. Tues-Sat 10am-5pm. 
• Tile Abstracted Landscape, various artists, through 
October 5. 
C. W. White Gallery 656 Congress St., Portland. 871-7282. 
*Recent paintings of plain air landscape on paper and 
large studio works depicting coastal Maine by Darryl 
Highto, through October 4. 
•Rural Arti.!iits with Urban Sensibilities, various artists, 
through November 1. 
Chris HeUman Art Glass Gallery 55 Federal St., Port-
land . . 772-7940 
*Featuring torch work decorated blown vessels and 
sculptures as well as Silver Veil abstract vessels by 
Chris Heilman, ongoing. 
Coolidge Center for the Arts, Wentworth-Coolidge 
Mansion , 375 Little Harbor Rd., Portsmouth, NH. 





The Bambollni Story-A Spaghetti Western, at I 0 
am, II am, and noon. Presented by the Hurdy Gurdy 
Puppet Show, St. Lawrence Arts Center, 76 Congress 
Street, Portland. 77S-2004. 
The EHecU of Gamma Rays on the Man·In-1he-
26 Casco Boy Weekly 
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HAPPENINGS 
Thursday, October 2 
The Laity and the Church: ReOectlons In a Time of 
Crisis, 7 pm, address delivered by Rev. Richard P. 
McBrien, St. Patrick's Church, 1325 Congress St. Port-
land. 
Friday. October 3 
Nunes Respond to Health Care Challenges, pre-
sented by ANA-Maine, Keynote speaker: Governor 
John Baldacci. Verillo's, Portland. 667-0260. 
Progress and Preservation: Historical Penopectlves 
on the American Environment, 8:30am- 3 pro, sem-
inar for teachers K-12, presented by Maine Humani~ 
ties Council and the American & New England Stud-
ies Program of the University of Southern Maine, Con· 
ference room at Glickman Library. 773-5051. 
Surf Movie Nights, Surf Crazy, 6pm. The Saco Mu-
seum, 371 Maine Street, Saco. 283-3861. 
Synchronicity In the 2181 Century, 7:30 pm. Lecture 
by Helene Schulman Lorenz, Ph.D., Smith Auditorium, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 729-0300. 
Swing Dance, 8 pm- 12arn, Presumpscot Grange, 
1844 Forest Ave, Portland. Beginners welcome & en-
couraged. 
1912 Silent fllm, 7 pm. Portland Fire Museum &Port-
land Veteran Firemen's Assoc. 157 SpringStreel, Port-
land. 767-3826. 
Rapid HIV Testing Event, 12-5 pm. St. David's Epis-
copal Church, Rt. I, Kennebunk. 774-6877. 
Saturday. October 4 
The Bamholful Story-A Spaghetti Western, at 10 am, 
11 am, and noon. Presented by the Hurdy Gurdy Pup-
pet Show, St. Lawrence Arts Center, 76 Congress 
Street, Portland. 77S-2004. 
Leaf Peepers Quilt and Rug Show, I 0 am- 3 pm, spon-
sored by Women's Guild of the Alfred Parish Church, 
Alfred Parish Church. 
Greater Portland Neighhorfloods Coalition, statewide 
conference in Portland for people to meet and share 
ideas on maintaining livability in Maine communi-
ties. 772-281 I. 
Family Nature Hike, IC)-11 am, Gllsland Farm 
Audubon Center, 20 Gilsland Farm Road, Falmouth. 
781-2330. 
The Parkinson's Program at the Pine Tree Society, 
10:30 am-noon. Help maintain your voice with speech 
exercises. Nonesuch River Plaza, 51 US Route One, 
Suite G, Scarborough. 44~3341. 
Rapid HIV Testing Even~ 12-5 pm. St. David's Epis-
copal Church, Rt. 1, Kennebunk. 774-6877. 
Are Safety Awareness Event, 9am-Noon, Home [)e.. 
pot Locations throughout Maine. 
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society 
meets lpm, Cape Elizabeth at Thomas Memorial Li-
brary. 797-7927. 
Open House, 11 am-3 pm, The Portland Conserva· 
tory of Music, 116 Free Street, Portland, 77S-3356. 
Sunday. October 5 
Contemporary Metal Artisans, 10 am- 6pm, Inn by 
the Sea, Cape Elizabeth. 799~943. 
Sportshoe Center Maine Marathon, 7:45am, hosted 
by Maine Track Club. Starts at Baxter Boulevard, Port-
land. 741-2084. 
Paws for a Cause, help stamp out pet overpopula-
tion, Coastal Humane Society, Crystal Spring Farm, 
Pleasant Hill Road, Brunswick. Registration begins at 
II am, walk begins at noon. 72S-5051. 
Poetry and Music-Near and Far Nationally known 
poets will read from their works. Round Top Center 
Moon Marigolds, by Paul Zindel. Friday October 
3-12 at 7:30, Main Stage, Russell Hall, USM Gorham 
Campus. 78().5151. 
Alice in Wonderland, Schoolhouse Arts Center at 
Sebago Lake, 
Runs weekends, October ~18. 642-5705. 
SUcea oiUie, 7:30pm. A festival of l~minute plays. 
Strider Theater, Colby College, Waterville. October 
~. 872-3358. 
West Side Story, the classic love story at the Lyric 
Music Theater. 176 Sawyer Street, South Portland. 
799-1421. Runs on weekends through October 12 . 
Baby, a musical by Sybille Pearson, David Shire and 
Because of space constraints due to our joint distribution with Face Magazine, Casco 
Bay Weekly will only be including NEW ongoing listings in the first issue of each 
month. Please visit us online at www.cascobayweekly.com for a complete list of on· 
going events. Our full listings will appear again in print in next weekS issue! 
for the Arts, Damariscotta. 677-2840. 
PSO Open House, meet Portland Symphony Orches-
tra musicians! 1-3:00 pm, Merrill Auditorium, Port-
land. 77~128. 
Annual Faith Vigil, 5:30 pm,NAMI CHOICES, Chest-
nut Street United Methodist Church, Portland. 775-
5242. 
Tuesday. October 7 
Gregorian Chants and Chant-based Polyphony, 
sung by Cathedral Schola Canto rum, Cathedral of the 
Immaculate Conception, at corner of Cumberland Ave 
and Franklin Arterial, Portland. 77~7746. 
On WUdernesa: Voices from Maine, 7~ pm, panel 
discussion, Gilsland Farm Audubon Center, 20 Gils-
land Farm Road, Falmouth. 781-2330. 
Portland Past, 2:30pm. Learn about and see Portland 
history on the big screen. Maine Historical Society, 
Portland. 774-1822. 
Starting Your Bnslness, 6-9 pm. Score, 100 Middle 
Street, 2nd Floor, East Tower, Portland. 772-1147. 
Wednesday, October 8 
Brown Bag Series, Earl Shettleworth, Noon- 1pm. 
Rines Auditorium, Portland Public Library, 5 Monu-
ment Square, Portland. 871-1710. 
Archetype of the Horse: Transformational Guide, 
7:00 pm. Lecture by Linda Kohanov, Unitarian Uni-
versalist Church, 15 Pleasant Street, Brunswick 729{)300. 
The Changing Bank &ene, 12:15 pm. Lecture by 
Gary Knight of Androscoggin Trust & Investment Ser-
vices. 60-Pius Group, North Deering Congregational 
Church, 1364 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Lecture Series, 6 pm. ANES Thesis Student Panel, 
Kathleen Shea, Diane Aston and Sandra Whitmore. 
Woodbury Campus Center, Rooms A,B,C. USM Port-
land Campus. 780-4920. 
Louis Gervais telling "The Mask!", Storytell/Spoken 
Word Open Mic every 2nd Wednesday of each month, 
7-9pm. 879-1886 or moosetel@maine.rr.com. 
ONGOING 
Amnesty International meets the second Tuesday of 
the Month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal's Conference 
Room, Commercial Street, Portland, at 7:30pm. 874-
6928. 
Androscoggin Valley Community Orchestra re-
hearses every Thursday evening from 7-9 pm at 
Schooner Estates in Auburn. Any musicans interested 
in performing classical music in Lewiston/Auburn are 
invited to join. 
Art of Maine Classes, each Friday, study 4 Maine 
artists and their art form, children ages 10 and up, 
12:30pm-2pm, Craft room, Warren Memorial Library, 
479 Main St., Westbrook. 854-5891 
Art Nfght Out - open bead night, Wednesday 
evenings, 6-9pm, 352 Cottage Road, South Portland. 
799-5154. 
Autumn Tree CoJiage Children will use colorful pa-
per and collage materials to make their own autumn 
tree collage, ages 3 and up, drop in any time between 
llam and Spm, Tues-Sat each week in September, 
creative Resource Center, 1103 Forest Ave., Portland. 
797-9543. 
Babies "'R" Us, will hold various safety related events, 
celebrating safety month, the biggest event is a free 
car seat safety check that we have partnered with 
Maine Kids Coalition, 200 Running Hlll Rd., South 
Portland. 77~861. 
The Brain Tumor Support Group of Maine, 7-9pm, 
second Tuesday of each month, Maine Medical Cen-
ter's Charles A. Dana Health Education Center, room 
#I, 22 Bramhall St., Portland. 871-4527 fortin@mmc.org. 
Books and Babies for babies 6-24 months old and 
their caregivers, Tuesdays, 9:30am. Tales for Tots for 
toddlers 2-3 years old and their caregivers, Tuesdays, 
Richard Maltby, Jr. is about three couples dealing 
with having a baby. September 2S- October 19. Good 
Theater, St. Lawrence Arts & Community Center, 
Portland. 88S-5883. 
Grease, By Jim Jacobs & Warren Casey. September 
19- October 5. The Portland Players, 420 Cottage 
Road, South Portland. 799-7337. 
Naked In Portland, By Jason Wilkins. September 
19- October 5. Studio Theater of the Portland Per-
forming Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
2583. 
Comedy of Er'TOJ"S, By William Shakespeare. Sep-
tember 2~ October 19. Portland Stage Company, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. 774-0465. 
!0:30am. Read-Aloud Time for children ~5 years old 
(preschoolers) and caregivers, Wednesdays, Warren 
Memorial Library, 479 Main Street, Westbrook. 854-5891. 
Buddhism in Portland- meditation and to study the 
Dharma, 7-9pm, every Wednesday. 774-1545. 
Casco Bay Newcomers is a group of women who are 
new to the area. Meets second Tuesday of the month 
at 5:30 pm (Sept.-June) for dinner at Crickets in 
Freeport. 846-4659. 
Child Salety workshops to help educate parents, and 
about proper/legal car seats for children, and about 
the new laws in effect. 6pm, every second Tuesday, 
Babies-R-Us in South Portland. 
The City of Portland's Downtown Portland Corpo-
ration meets 4pm, third Thursday of every month. 
874-8683. 
Co-Dependants Anonymous, a 12-step fellowship of 
people whose common purpose is to develop healthy 
relationships, meets 6-7:30pm, Tuesdays, Brighton 
Medical Center, 3rd floor, small conference room. 87~2. 
Computer Access open to the public, 6-8pm, Wednes-
days & Thursdays, Portland West, 181 Brackett St., 
Portland. 77S-0105 x27 
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program ror peo-
ple with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of Alco-
holics Anonymous, meets 7pm, Tuesdays, Wood fords 
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford's St., Portland. 
774-4357. 
Divorce Support Group The Greater Portland Spiri-
tual Separated and Divorced Support Group meets 
7pm, Tuesdays, Cathedral of the Immaculate Con-
ception Rectory, 307 Congress St., Portland. 856-6431. 
Dual Recovery Anonymous (ORA) self-help recov-
ery program for those recovering from addiction and 
emotional problems meets 3:15pm, Mondays, 
McGeachey Hall, 216 Vaughan St., 1st floor group 
room AND 1pm, Tuesdays, Breakfast Room at Com-
munity Resource Center. 774-HELP. 
The "Father's Heart" worship and praise ministry, 
hosted by Prophetic Destiny Ministries, ~5:30pm, 
every third Sunday of every month, Sky-Hy confer-
ence center, 32 Sky-Hy Drive, Topsham. 72S-7577. 
Feminist Spiritual Community- for rituals celebrat-
ing the divine feminine, ourselves, and for healing. All 
women are welcome to our non-hierarchical all vol-
unteer group which uses circle process and shared 
leadership, meets every Monday, 7-9pm. 774-2830. 
Food Addicts in Recovery is a 12-step program for in-
dividuals recovering from addictive eating. Meeting 
will be held at Larabee Village, 30 Liza Harmon Drive, 
Westbrook from 7:0().8:30 pm. 
food Not Bombs The group distributes free food to 
the masses, 2-4:20pm, Sundays, Monument Square, 
Portland, 774-2801 
Free School event where artists, craftspeople, 
dancers, and teachers of all kinds offer workshops to 
the public, 7pm, every first Monday of the month, 
Portland West, 181 Brackett St. 
Gays and Lesbians Adopting, a new support group 
and resource exchange for LGBT foster and adoptive 
families in Maine, meets the third Friday of each 
month. 773-3023 or mainegala@hotmail.com. 
Geographic Information Systems Clinic, open to any-
one with a GIS questions, research, problem, research 
idea, or general interest, 9:3().1 1:30am, Wednesdays; 
and Open GIS Seminar, noon-1pm, every Wednesday, 
Room 302, Salley Hall, USM Gorham. 78().5063. 
Getting Started workshop providing an important 
overview to historic home ownership and preserva-
tion, 9am-4prn, Saturdays, Walker Memorial Library, 
Main St., Westbrook. 
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society 
meets 1pm, the first Saturday of each month, Cape 
Elizabeth at Thomas Memorial Library. 797-7927. 
The Greater Portland Parkinson Support Group- all 
those with Parkinson's, as well as their families and 
friends are welcome, 2pm, the fourth Sunday of each 
month, Falmouth Congregational Hall, 267 Falmouth 
Road, Falmouth. 797~927 or 774-3312. 
AUDITIONS 
A Chrlstmtu Stor'y, Auditions on October 8 from 
3:3()..6:30 pm. Roles available for all types. 774-1043 
to schedule an audition. 
Dnams of Elpia, Two Lights Theatre Ensemble 
will hold auditions Monday, October 6 from 8-10 pm 
at 10 Mayo Street, off Cumberland Ave. Roles are for 
four women, four men, and one older man. The 

































Marketing Position Available 
.. 
Qualified individual must be well experienced in professional advertising sales. 
All applicants must have at least five years experience in large accounts and provide refer-
ences. The right candidate should have office management skills as well as proficiency in 
Macintosh and ExceL Experience in Quark and In Design software is a plus. 
Maine Publishing Corp. is an equal opportunity employer and will consider all applicants 
meeting this minimal criteria. 
Please send all resumes to my attention Roseann Mango-Morgenson, \'ia e-mail at 
cbw@maine.rr.com. Please do not send as an attachment but include it in the body of the 
e-maiL You may also fax it to: (207) 775-1615. To mail your resume, please send it to P.O 
Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104-1238. 
B4 :>,•,•4 
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I Thursday 2 
Acoustic Coffee 
I Open Mic Night (7:30pm) Alehouse 
Ochlocracy w/Jackhammer (9pm) 
I :,_· The Bramhall PUb The Jerks of Grass 
(bluegrass/9:30pm/21•) 
I[ ~t~:, sc:.'ssae/9pm/21+) 
David's Restaurant 
I Jenny Woodman Jazz Trio (6pm) Free Strefl Taverna 
Sou! Town (9:30/21•) 
I Headllnen DJ Baby J (9pm/2l+) 
McGUifcuddy'o (Brunswick) 
I Ken Grimsley and Dave Dodge (acoustic) Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Mike C 
I :,, (9:30pm/21 +) State Theatre 
I i_ .. · i{.~~~;~:m) DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30pm/21+) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
I Dan Stevens (6pm) Una 










Poetry Slam (7:30pm) 
Alehouse 
Welfare Mafia w/Ransom 
The Bear's Den (Dover-Foxcroft) 
Emptyhead (Rock/9:30pm/21+) 
The Breakaway 
Jenny Woodman (9:30pm/21 +) 
Brldgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6pm) 
Brian Boru 
Pneuma (9pm) 
Bubbas Sulky Lonnge 
DJ Santos/Chochise/DJ Shade/Verlos Cohagen(9pm) 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Jane Bunnett and the Spirits of Havana (8pm) 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham campus 
Fry Street Quartet w/J. Mark Scearce (8pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Love Whip (9:30/2 I+) 
Headliners 
DJ Seanne (9pm/21+) 
The Mercury 
12inch Zombies-Laree Love/Moshe/ 
Nicotine w/ Richard Sin (9pm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Road Scholars (9pm/21 +) 
Portland Amvets 
David Angel & The Memories 
RiRa 
Now-Is-Now (9pm/21 +) 
Saco River Grange Hall (Bar Mills) 
Gordon Bok & Carol Rohl (7:30pm) 
Una 
DJ Mike Said (9pm/21+) 
Zackery's Lounge 
Saco River Band 
Saturday 4 
Acoustic Coffee 
Extended Play Open Mic Night (7:30pm) 
Alehouse 
Erick Glockler, Patchen and Jen Montgomery (9pm) 
The Bear's Den (Dover-Foxcroft) 
Emptyhead (Rock/9:30pm/2l•) 
Brldgewa} Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6-IOpm) 
Free Sh-eet Taverna 
The Chadbourne Brothers (9:30/21+) 
Gates Auditorium at The College of the Alantlc (Bar 
Harhor') 
Gordon Bok w/Jennifer Armstrong (7:30pm) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21 +) 
Hotenanny's (Sanford) 
Living Large (9:30pm) 
Old Port Tavern 
Road Scholars (9pm/21 +) 
RiRa 
The Christian Hayes Element (9pm) 
Russells (Bangor) 
Skid Row (8pm) 
The Space 
Seekonk & Bullyclub(9pm) 
State Theatre 
Reid Genauer & The Assembly of Dust (8pm) 
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Portland Rossini Club Scholarship Benefit Concert 
(7:30pm) 
Westbrook American Legion 
David Angel & The Memories 
Yooakn 
The Marc Chillemi Quartet (Jazz/8:30pm) 
Zackery's Lnmlge 
Saco River Band 
Sunday 5 
Big Easy 
DJ Jay (IOpm/21+) 
Brian Bora 
frlsh session music (3-7pm) 
Cathedral Choir of St. Luke 
The Cathedral Chotr ( 4pm) 
David's Resbuu'ant 
Jenny Woodman Acoustic Duo (6pm) 
Free Strefl Taverna 
Open Mic w/ Tyler of Sly Chi 
(llpm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Mike C. 
(ll:30pm/21+) 
Rf..Ra 
Live Jazz Brunch (II am) 
The Station 
DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30pm) 
Monday 6 
Acoustic Coffee 
Soapbox Night (7:30pm) 
The Big Easy 
Ryan McCalmon (!Opm/21,) 
Free Street Taverna 
Hip Hop Open Mlc w/BoonDox (9:30pm) 
Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Dvoraks Cello Concerto (7:30pm) 
Old Port Tavern 





DJ Cougar/Karaoke (9:30pm) 
Tu .:oday 7 
The Alehouse 
Open Mlc Night (21 +) 
The Big Easy 
Sly Chi (funk/! Opm/21+) 
Bowdoin College (Brnnawick) 
lndlegrrl 
Brldgeway Restaurant 
AI Doane Jazz Jam (7-IOpm) 
Bull Feeney's 
Open Mic (8pm) 
Center for Cultural Exchange 
Don Roy Fiddle Tune (7pm) 
Free Strefl Taverna 
DJ Spun Reggae w/Geofterson (9:30pm/21+) 
The Mercury 
The Lesson wf Moshe/DJ Mota/ 
Kid Ray (lOpm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Sid 
(9:30/21·) 
RIRa 
Pub Quiz (8pm/21+) 
State Theatre 
Pete Yorn (7:30pm) 
Three Dollar Dewey'o 
TBA (6pm) 
Una 
DJ Marcus Cain 
Wednesday 8 
The Asylum 
Addison Groove Project (9pm/21 +) 
Barbara's J'«tchen 
Marc Chillemi and So Po Trio Qazz/8pm) 
The Big Easy 
Zion Train (reggae{IOpm/21+) 
Breakaway 
The Maine Songwriters Showcase 
(Spm/21 +) 
Down East Restaurant 
Port City Jazz (7pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Grand Theft Bus (9:30/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ DJ Mike C. 
(9:30/21+) 
RiRa 
Mike O'Brien (Jrish/6pm) 
The Press Room (Portsmoutb,NH) 
The Grumps (9pm) 
Top of East 
Dave Briggs Jazz Duo (7pm/21 +) 
Unity College (Unity) 
lndiegrrl 
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TO PLACE YOUR FREE 40 WORD AD, CALL: 
1-800-972..31 55 for a customer service representative or 1-888-232-9539 for our new 24 hour automated system 
TO REPLY TO AN AD, CALL: 1-900-226-2190 • $1.99/minute 
or purchase a prepaid Block-of-Time to use on the 900# service with credit card: J -877-8 J J -55 J 5 
Female Seeking Male 
31-YEAR.()LD, PETITESWF, blonde/ blue, like playing 
cards, dancing, music, very honest and caring, love to 
laugh. Looking for N/S, attractive SM to share interests 
and future LTR. "851 60 
AlTRACTIVE, PEllTE, WELL-EDUCATED, retired pro-
fessional, N/S, social drinker, early 60s. I am a jazz 
devotee. Reading and walking are my interests and 
hopefully yours, too. You are an interesting Gentle-
man capable of sharing special moments. ozr85129 
ATTRACllVE, PROFFSSIONAL, RJN.WVING, kind SWF, 
34, 5'5", blonde/ brown, enjoy running, golfing, skiing, 
outdoor activities, playing music, friends and festivities. 
Seek same in Male counterpart for fun and companion-
ship. The sky's the limit, so drop me a line. ,.85133 
BEEN A GREAT summer. Met some nice Men but I'm 
still looking for you. Someone ready to welcome new 
love and the glorious days of autumn. To share the 
gifts of laughter and joys of life. Sound like you? ,.85189 
DWF, 39, 5'5 .. , full-figured, brown/ brown. Mother of a 
12-year-old. Work full-time. Enjoy music, dancing, out-
doors , go to the gym daily. Honest, caring, loyal. Look-
ing for honest, caring, open Man. Looking for a monog-
amous relationship. ozr85027 
DWF, 5'2", EYES of blue, attractive, full-figured, shin-
ing attributes. Waiting to share life with Single, unat-
tached Male, 37-52, N(S, LfO, financially secure, who en-
joys dining out, movies, traveling, family, friends, ani-
mals and spending time with the one you love. ozr85Q20 
DWF, 62, ENJOY dancing, country music, dining out, 
cooking, movies, spending time with family, staying 
home relaxing.ISO SWM, good-natured, honest, caring. 
I'm N/S, social drinker, not into head games. "85190 
ENCHANTED SOULFUL LOVE. 37-year-Qld, 5'4", at-
tractive DWF. We are N/S, spiritually, emotionally and 
physically fit, centered and spontaneous. We love 
laughter, joyous living now, magic moments, pets. We 
orbit to each other, are ready for it all... slowly. Find me 
now. "85094 
GRACEFUL, AlTRAcnVE, SMART, trim, affectionate 
French Widow. Enjoys travel, dancing, swimming, cook-
ing, cuddling and laughter. ISO N/5, respectable, ro-
mantic, sincere, secure, retired Widower, 65-80, to share 
interests, love and life. Portland vicinity, please. 11'85127 
LIFE'S BEAtmFUL .. MORE so shared. Petite, attrac-
tive, energetic SWF, older, wiser, 62. Desirous of culti-
vating friendship, possible committed relationship. In-
terests: home, hearth , quiet country living, books, mu-
sic, theater, gardening, hiking, cross-country skiing, 
Jungian psyc hology, evolutionary spirituality, nature 
mysticism. ,.85098 
LOOKING FOR FRIEND this fall. Thoughtful, nice, at-
tractive, full-figured , intelligent, educated, independ-
ent, well-rounded, spirit-filled African-American OF, 43, 
5'7", childless, enjoys cooking healthy, shopping, 
moonlit walks, the lake. Seeking honest, secure, hu-
morous Gentleman. Race open. Companionship, pos-
sible LTR. (LA) ,.85099 
SUNDAY KJNDA LOVE! Know that tune? II you like to 
read the New York Times in the mornings, cuddle the 
afternoon away and have a lovely intimate dinner In 
the evening, call me! I'm a shapely, mid-50s profes-
sional Woman looking for a Man, 50-65, with wisdom, 
humor and intelligence, who is looking for a love that 
lasts. ,.85126 
SWF, 5'8", ATTRACTIVE, blonde/green, late 40s, pro-
fessional. Seeking tall, self-assured, honest, Intelligent, 
N/S Male to enjoy dining, dancing, good conversation 
and just relaxing. 11'85137 
SWF, 51, NONSMOKER, social drinker, physically fit , 
28 Casco Bay Week!r, • 
emotionally ready for exploring the future. Enjoy gar-
dens, family and new experiences. Green on most is-
sues. Men, 47-61, call to test our chemistry.1r85016 
Male Seeking Female 
24-YEAR.()LD, HANDSOME, RETIRED Army Guy who 
loves the outdoors, movies, "Bad Girls". I'm a night-
club APB DJ executive. I'm seeking a wonderful 
Woman, 25-32, lor a possible relationship. "85047 
37-YEAR.()LD, VERY NICE, handsome, intelligent, ath-
letic and financially secure. Enjoys skiing, gol£ing, 
sports, fitness and being with friends. Seeks slender, 
sexy, intelligent, fun, 25- to 37-year-old SWF with sim-
ilar interests, for dating, possible LTR. ozr85013 
A1TRACTIVE MAN, 54, artistic, energetic, ad-
venturesome, financially secure, n/s, n/d, seeks Fe-
male partner to travel, coparent our children (9, 10 
and 15). Further develop our potential. ,.85030 
AlTRACTIVE, EASYGOING SM, Widower, 46, good 
sense of humor, open-minded, outgoing, zest and pas-
sion for life. Looking for Lady with same. Enjoy long 
rides, music, walks on beach, mountains. Looking for 
Lady who's also sensual, passionate and romantic (as 
I am). ,.85175 
AUTUMN ADVENTIJRFS. 49-YEAR.()LD Widower 
would like to meet similar age Female who enjoys New 
England in the fall, hiking, cycling, casual walks in the 
woods. Companionship and friendship first. 11'85134 
BRUNSWICK AREA WM, 40s, steady boyfriend mate-
rial, seeks happy, sincere, preop TS girlfriend for 
monogamous relationship. A thoughtful Woman who 
enjoys the outdoors, creative pursuits, good commu-
nications, has spirit, spunk, a nice laugh, great sense 
of humor. Any race appreciated. ozr85010 
CARING, HANDSOME, ADVENTUROUS SBPM, 47, 
well-traveled, funny, well-educated. Seeking WF for 
friendship and relationship. (CT) ,.85057 
DWM, 35, UGHT brown/blue, likes sports, camping, 
outdoor activities, having a good time. Looking for SF 
for dating, maybe LTR. Must have good sense of hu-
mor and love to have fun. Age and race unimportant. 
Kids ok. ,.85042 
EASYGOING DWM, 44, 5'10", 180 lbs, N/S, L/D, finan-
ciaJ iy secure, enjoy doing almost anything outdoors 
(biking, motorcycling, hiking, kayaking, camping, soft-
haJJ, basketball), beaches, movies, music and variety of 
other things. If this interests you, give me a call! ozr85Q38 
EASYGOING SWM, 40S, young-looking, healthy, aver-
age build, brown/ blue, seeking friendship , dating with 
easygoing, average- or good-looking Female in the 
Portland area, who can cope with someone who works 
a fternoons and weekends. N/S. Social drinker ok. 
,.85021 
ENERGETIC OUTDOORS lYPE. SWM, 61, 195lbs, tall, 
s lender, average, self-employed, n/s, passionate, un-
derstanding. Seeking a warm, friendly, romantic Lady, 
40-65. You are active, into sports and outdoors, cre-
ative, homemaker, country type who's natural, with a 
love of life. Ready to build an involved relationship. 
Getting to know each other can be fun and interesting 
hard work, along with a sincere effort. Friendship first, 
then building memories and a last ing relationship. 
There's a place for you (and your child ren) at my 
country home. tt85108 
GREAT QUAUTY TIME and great benefits. Are you 
absolutely positively looking for someone? Are you 
40-60, N/S, N/ Drugs, light drinker? Are you fit , decent, 
honest, loyal, dependable, open. flexible, outgoing, 
communicative and romantic? I'm all of that... plus.lt's 
your move. ozr850Q3 
HONFST, ROMANTIC SWM, 47, never-married, no 
children, looking to meet easygoing, romantic, rea-
sonably in-shape SWF, 35-45, with a romantic side.! en-
joy sports, movies, dancing, dining, going to the 
beach, concerts and life. If interested, call! Hope to 
hear from you. tt85000 
NEED A FRIEND. 39-year-Qld, nice, respectful, kind, 
gentle, easygoing, shy BM, N/S, N/D, looking lor a 
Woman with similar qualities, who would like to attend 
movies, nice dinners and long drives with me. Race 
and age unimportant. 11'85086 
ROSFS, CARROT CAKE. SWM, 6'1 ",grayish hair and 
beard, light blue eyes, physically, emotionally and 
spiritually fit , SOH, romanticist. Seeking attractive 
SWF, 49-55, who is also seeking a partner and knows 
she deserves love and nothing less. v85154 
SEEKING IRISH LADY gardener, preferably blond.e, 
who enjoys birds and films like .. Winged Migration ... A 
Woman centered in celtic spirituality, who can forgive 
and understand the blessing of an imperfect life. Let's 
meet for dinner and more conversation. ozr85131 
SM, 48, 5'10", 1751bs, vegetarian, N/S, looking for yo-
gin soulmate. Other interests: international music, fid-
dle, cinema, hiking, camping, woods, mountains, plain 
living, high thinking, reading, beaching, leftist politics 
and love. ,.85162 
SM, 5'11 ", 175lbs, brown/blue, excellent shape, easy-
going. I enjoy being outdoors, hiking, picnics, the 
beach and being acuve. '!1'85035 
VERY HANDSOME MAN, 45 (look 30s), 6'4", 195 lbs, 
nice build, funny, intelligent, caring, very successful, 
outdoors person. Looking for pretty Lady with beautiful 
eyes, slender, outdoorsy, intelligent and sweet. 1r85040 
VERY POSITIVE PERSON. SWM, 40, full of life, SOH, 
big heart, self-employed, nice smile, lotsa fun, sports, 
travel, romantic evenings. Seek$ soulmate for the finer 
things in lile. ,.85009 
Alternatives 
M Seeking M 
50-YEAR.()l.D MARRIED B1WM, 5'9", 200 lbs, clean 
and discreet, L/D, N/Drugs. Seeking Men, 40 or over, 
who are well-endowed, who would like to be relieved. 
Must be clean, neat, discreet and willing to meet me in 
Norway. "85039 
BRUNSWICK AREA. HUMOROUS, young-looking 
GWM, 52, 5'6", 165lbs, brown/brown, ISO honest, sin-
cere, loving SM, 45-55, N/S, N/D. Call me and let's get 
together. All calls will be returned. '!!'85152 
CREATIVE AND ADVENTIJROUS Male, 50, healthy. 
Searching for daytime bottom excitement in York 
county. I'm a very giving person. Drug-free and 
healthy ... you be, too. ,.85138 
GENEROUS AND GIVING, very perceptive GM, 43, 
5'8", dark brown/blue, in good shape, searching lor ad-
venture, fun and a long-lasting friend and relationship. 
Desires another Male, 20-38, 5'11 "+, for companion-
ship and togetherness. 11'85078 
GM SEEKING SINCERE GM with similar interests: din-
ners, walks, movies, camping, boating, perhaps sharing 
a house. Possible long-term. Let's talk over coffee. I'm a 
N/S, social drinker; not into bar scene, early 50s, NjDrugs. 
Interested? Call with number and best time. ,.85001 
HANDSOME GWPM, 43, 5'8", 175 lbs , blonde/blue, 
NjS, easygoing, laid-back, good sense of humor ... en-
joying life! Interests: theatre, movies, music, outdoors, 
quiet home nights. ISO handsome GWPM, mid-30s to 
early 50s, N/S, H/W/P, good values, similar interests, 
emotionally available. Dating, relationship. 11'85130 
UFE. NOT A rehearsal. What if I did or didn't do this or 
that? So I'm doing this. If we meet and it's worth the 
meeting, bravo! I'm middle-aged Man looking for real-
istic romantic to help solve the riddle called life. ozr85132 
MALE SEEKING MALE. 38 years young, HIV+, healthy, 
5' 10," 160 lbs, smooth, brownfhazel-brown, romantic, hon-
est, sincere, caring. Seeking a good Guy, 2545, who is also 
real, HfW jP and who is not into the bar scene. ozr85041 
MAN TO MAN. Mature Male, 5'11", hazel eyes, fun, 
quality, creative, personable, seeks spontaneous, de-
cisive Male, 48-61, humorous, genuine, for various cui-
sine, dining out, enjoying romantic evenings, long 
drives and terrific communication. (FL) ,.85141 
NO GAMFS. TIRED of all the head games? So am I. I'm 
a slender, 5'6", 39-year-Qld WM with black hair and hazel 
eyes. Looking lor friendship and Mr. Right. ,.85115 
WM, 39, NO experience, seeking similar WM to ex-
plore mutual first-time experiences. Prefer similar age 
or younger, clean-cut, not excessively overweight, 
who is also honest, caring, sensitive and emotionally 
available. I am healthy, drug-free and discreet. You be, 
too. ,.85135 
F Seeking F 
AlTRACTIVE REAL LESBIAN, 39 years old, interested 
in dating, romance and spending time with the right 
Woman, possible LTR. Passions consist of the ocean, 
Acadia National Park, dining in and out, movies, walks, 
talks and long drives exploring. ozr85103 
Wild Side 
38-YEAR.()LD MALE LOOKING lor a 25- to 50-year-
old TV who likes to have lun. That would be my pleas-
ure. ,.85033 
50-YEAR.()LD, HEALTIIY MALE searching for lun and 
adventure with Couples or Singles, York County area. 
I'm very comfortable with my body and talents. Would 
like to share them. I'm a giving and caring person. 
Drug-free. You be, too. tt85139 
ADVENTUROUS, IMAGINATIVE, SEXY, fun SWF, 50s, 
5'4", slender, variety of interests (indoors and out). 
Seeks friendship with busty, 40- to 60-year-Qld Lady for 
sensual fantasy fulfillment. May join for threesome with 
mywell..,quipped Male friend. Southern Maine. ,.85014 
AlMOST VIRGIN I 45-YEAR.()l.D White Male ISO older, 
dominant Woman to teach me to please a Woman and 
discipline me. I'm 5'8", 230 lbs, gray/brown, healthy, 
drug-free and N/S. You be, also. Race and looks unim-
portant. ,.85097 
ATTENTION, NUDISTS. 38-YEAR.()l.D PM, 6'1", 190 
lbs, seeking other attractive Males or Females under 
45, who enjoy nudity indoors or out. Gay, Bi or 
straight. Let's have some fun under the sun this sum-
mer. No weirdos. 11'85028 
Bl WHITE MALE, 45, 6', 190 lbs, into cross-<lressing, 
seeking others who are also into cross-dressing. ozr85161 
BJ.QJRJOUS FEMALE, IIIJ0.30S, N/S, N/D, seeking an-
other bi-<:urious Female, 2142, N/S, race open. If this 
sounds good, drop me a line! Cumberland County. "85121 
BH:URIOUS MALE. MARRIED White Couple seeking 
BiWM, 30-50, to add spice to our relationship. We are 
healthy and ask for the same. Looking for discreet 
adult fun. We're into adult toys, movies and dressing 
up. ,.85163 
BIMWM, 50S, 5'6", 170 lbs, seeking other Males for dis-
creet no-strings relationship. Must be healthy. 1r85023 
BIWM, ATTRACTIVE, 44, totally submissive, seeking 
dominant Males, Females or Couple. Will totally sub-
mit to your pleasure. (NH) ,.85031 
CROSS.DRFSSER FANTASY. I am looking for a per-
sonable Woman who can put makeup on me and dress 
me up so I can experience cross-dressing. One-time 
only. Just want to try it. ozr85104 
HEALTHY, AlTRACTIVE AND successful Man, 36, 
seeks a Woman of any age, up to 175 lbs, who enjoys 
role-playing, receiving the black kiss, long-lasting mas-
sages and foot rubs. A Woman who wants to be wor-
shipped and adored on a regular basis. ozr85140 
HOT REDHEAD, 39, 6'2", 185 lbs, hazel eyes, long red 
hair, goatee, looking for mutual satisfaction from hot Bi, 
straight or Gay Males. Portland and southern Maine 
area. Massages available. 11'85183 
HOT-BLOODED MALE SEEKS the same lor daytime en-
counters. I am 34, 6'2", 190 lbs, healthy and clean-cut. 
Looking for a Guy comfortable with himself and open 
to pleasure. 11'85044 
LOOKING FOR lWO BiM to entertain my wife for an 
evening. Must be 21-50. ,.85017 
MALE, 41, LOOKING for a Female who would like to ex-
perience erotic times , nudism under the sun and dis-
creet fun in the afternoon. Call me. 11'85026 
MARRIED WHITE COUPLE. He's 48, 5'6", 180 lbs, 
straight. She's 39, 5', 100 lbs, possibly bisexual. Seeking 
BM. Disease-free, drug-free . You be, too. Wife wants to 
be your sex toy, also interested in Black Male bachelor 
party. No strings, just fun. ozr85008 
MWC ISO N/S, healthy, friendly Female lor wile's three-
some fantasy. We are not models, you don't need to be 
either. Race, age unimportant. Large breasts a plus but 
not necessary. Select Couples also welcome. 11'85064 
OLD BlJf HEALTIIY, good-looking, clean BM ISO Male 
experienced in giving oral service. You must be clean, 
no drugs or diseases, clean-shaven and know what you 
are doing. Days at my place. No reciprocation. Bi, Gay 
or Married ok. ozr85004 
PORTI.AND AREA BIMWM looking for BiMWM. Me: 35, 
6'2n, 145 lbs , very discreet, inexperienced, easygoing, 
looking to talk with average Guy, 35-55, who is also very 
discreet. 11'85124 
PREOP TRANSSEXUAL, TAll and pretty, 38 years old, 
looking for a boyfriend, someone who's decent-looking, 
who has a job and is looking for a relationship. ozrBS006 
SBIWM, 41, ISO Bi Couple, Female or a SBiM for dis~ 
creet encounters. I'm very oral. Please be well-endowed 
and able to host. Discretion a must. Please, no over-
weights. Blacks very welcome. If this is what you're 
looking for, please call. ,.85048 
SBM, 36, PROFESSIONAL, swinger !rom Florida to 
Maine, special, open to communications, creative, ac-
tive, well-endowed. Seeking WF's, heavyset and White 
Couples who want to experience with a BM. Interests: 
stay overs, getaways, nights out. Please be decent, 
healthy. Prefer heavyset Women. ,.85092 
SEXUALLY DIVERSE WM, 49, 160 lbs, 5'11", no hair 
anywhere, physically fit , erotic, sensual, passionate, 
N/S, N/D, N/Drugs, clean and disease-free. Seeking sex-
ually diverse White Male or Female, 35-65, with similar 
qualities, for get-togethers and mutual growth. 1r850 12 
SM INTO NUDISM, looking for people to get together 
and be friends with. Interests are nudism, movies and 
dining out. ozr85005 
STANDISH, SEBAGO AREA. Me: slim, discreet GWM, 
50. ISO slim, sexy, discreet GM for hot times together. 
Winter is coming ... just the two of us! Call. '!!'85051 
TALL, ATIILETIC, PERSONABLE, 50s Male would like 
to meet a Couple or Single for fun, games or perhaps a 
sensuous massage. I'm healthy, with a variety of inter-
ests. Open to suggestions. 11'85036 
YOU ARE A good-looking Guy, a bit on the macho side 
and your friends don't know you like to get off by the 
pizza delivery Guy. Let me deliver for you. ozr85136 
I Saw You 
ADDLING ON BRIDGE. Sunday, August 10, 10 a.m. You 
fiddled while the bridge was up. I was utterly charmed 
in the car behind you. You were in a silver Dodge Car-
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ARIFS (March 21-Aprll 19): Today and every day, five 
million lightning bolts will flash between earth and sky 
somewhere on our planet. At any given moment, two 
thousand thunderstorms are raging. While you may 
not be in the literal presence of one of these elemental 
outbreaks in the coming week, Aries, I believe you will 
channel a similar kind of energy: You'll be fiercely and 
tenderly alive with the blended force of primal fire and 
water. This doesn't necessarily mean you 'll careen out 
of control; you may be able to express the booming 
power in its most constructive form, cleansing and clar-
ifying everything you touch. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): My investigation of recent 
Taurean behavior reveals that you have committed two 
spankable offenses. I will not, however, authorize any 
enforcers to turn you over their knees and apply their 
palms forcefully to your buttocks-not yet, anyway. 
First I want to give you a chance to atone, by filling in 
the gaps in your understanding and ripening the atti-
tudes that led to your deviation from the righteous 
path. Or would you prefer to avoid the hard work of 
making amends and instead just accept a spanking? 
GEMINI (May 21.June 20): I should caution you that 
this horoscope may be banned in certain parts of 
Louisiana, South Dakota, and Arkansas, as well as a 
number of other areas around the world in which silky 
uproarious techniques of sacred yumyum are consid-
ered dangerous to the status quo. The fact is, Gemini, 
you have the potential to be a genius of love in the 
coming weeks. You are poised to discover higher forms 
of pleasure that would make plain old ordinary hedo-
nism irrelevant. A previously unimaginable level of 
erotic mastery is within your reach. Now memorize 
this coded message: "'"freesurgingfearlesswideawaker-
apturewre$tler."'" 
CANCER (June 21.July 22): HELP WANTED: Practical 
dreamers with high emotional intelligence needed to 
become experts in the following subjects: the art of pos-
sessing abundant resources without feeling greed or a 
sense of superiority; the science of cultivating luxurious 
comfort in a way that does not lead to spiritual sloth; 
and a knack for enjoying peace and serenity without di-
luting one's ambition. Applicants should be members of 
the Cancerian tribe. Send evidence of your skills to 
Poised Plenitude, c/o freewillastrology@hotmail.com. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your natural scent is strong and 
good these days. Your body is more flexible than usual 
and your willpower is extraordinarily supple. Even 
when you're tired, your voice is a healing melody; when 
you're well-rested, the words you express can disperse 
tensions that have lingered for a long time. Your abil~ 
ity to protect and inspire others reminds me of a 
mother dispensing snappy wisdom to her children. 
And your courage is teeming with innocent savvy. I 
swear you could hypnotize an agitated rattlesnake or 
gently crack open a closed mind. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do you have afHuenza? The 
PBS TV show "Affluenza" (http://www.pbs.org/kcts/al-
fluenza/) defined it as follows: the sluggish, unfulfilled 
feeling that results from struggling to keep up with the 
Joneses; the stress, overwork, waste, and indebted-
ness caused by an addiction to consumer goods. Signs 
that you suffer from this malady include the following: 
l. You'll pay more for a t~shirt if it has a cool corporate 
logo on it. 2. You're willing to work40 years at a job you 
hate so you can accumulate lots of stuff. 3. You believe 
that if you buy the cocktail dress, the cocktail party will 
come. If you have even a mild version of affluenza, 
Virgo, I recommend that you seek a cure in the coming 
days. The astrological time is ripe to learn about hav-
ing fun and living successfully without spending lots of 
money. 
UBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): On my twentieth birthday, I 
found a big bag on the ground while walking across a 
vacant lot in Durham, NC. Odd symbols adorned the 
outside. Inside were taxidermically preserved speci-
mens of a hummingbird, snake, bat, lizard, frog, and 
praying mantis. I brought the find home and sought 
the counsel of my roommate, who was knowledgeable 
about strange phenomena. He speculated that the ani-
mals were raw materials for a magic spell , and said the 
symbols were ancient alchemical formulas . Maybe it 
was coincidence, but the next month was a miracle. I 
met two new lifelong friends, discovered the person 
who became my greatest teacher, and got a glimpse of 
my life's purpose for the lirst time. f predict that if 
you're alert as you wander through the world, Libra, 
you will come upon a comparable good luck treasure 
this week. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): By a margin ol 4-1, my Scor-
pio readers have voted to Impose on me a six-week 
ban on all references to maddening ambiguity. You 
have informed me that you're weary of grappling with 
enigmas wrapped inside conundrums. You want earthy 
instructions and simple truths. Maybe I'll start obeying 
your orders next week. but I'd be remiss if I didn't let 
you know that you're about to be offered odd gifts from 
people in transition, benevolent interventions that re-
quire major course corrections, and mysterious help 
from the Great Beyond. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): To the naked eye ol 
the casual observer, there won' t seem to be enough 
love or money or other good stuff to go around this 
week. But if I'm reading the astrological omens cor-
rectly, you will be able to magically stretch and expand 
the resources to fulfill not only your own needs but 
those of a small multitude. Just assume, then, that 
you'll have the same mojo that Jesus allegedly had 
when he fed 5,000 people with five loaves of bread and 
two fishes. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-/an. 19): "New studies ol the 
brain suggest that play may be as important to life as 
sleeping and dreaming," writes Stuart Brown in .. Na-
tional Geographic." In other words, science is on the 
verge of confirming what we play activists have always 
preached: To be a healthy master of reality, you have 
to play every day. This is always true, of course, but it's 
twice as true for you right now. To make sure you know 
exactly what we're taJking about here, Capricorn, study 
Brown's definition: "Play is spontaneous, pleasurable 
behavior that has no clear-cut goal and does not con-
form to a stereotypical pattern." 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Are you afraid ol what 
you want? Are you suspicious of success? Are you suf-
fering from a hope deficit? Do you tend to go numb 
when in the presence of possibilities that should excite 
you? Then this week will be a boon. You will have the 
chance to pull off a rare form of exorcism - an exor-
cism not of grotesque demons and dumb-ass ghosts, 
but rather of the jaded cynicism that subtly corrodes 
your intelligence. Take this opportunity, my dear 
Aquarius, to cleanse yourself of the reflexive doubts 
that the world around you has brainwashed you into 
regarding as normal. 
PISCFS (Feb. 19-Marcb 20): The daily grind is on the 
verge of crushing your spirit; you're way too close to 
giving in to the petty pressures of everyday insanity. in 
my astrological opinion, therefore, you're ready to in-
dulge in what French poet Charles Baudelaire called "a 
taste for the infinite." More than that: You desperately 
*need• to cultivate a voracious hunger for the infinite. 
Call it going back to your spiritual roots if you like. 
Think of it as talking to God or expanding your con-
sciousness or meditating till your heart melts into a 
state of union with your eternal source. You've got to 
get yourself some deep and intimate communion with 
the Divine Wow. 
HOMEWORK: 
Try to peek into your subcon-
scious mind and figure out the 
most important truth that you 
have been utterly oblivious to. 
www. freewillastrology.com 
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READFRS ARE CAunONED that we occasionally run ads that require an initial investment or money in advance. We urge our readers 
to .. do their homework" before responding to any ad, check out the advertisers thoroughly and verify their claims to your total satis-
faction. Only then should you proceed at your own risk. We try to screen ads that require you to send money before receiving a product 
or service. But these efforts are no substitute for your own investigation, and we don't endorse or guarantee any claims made in any oi 
the ads we publish. If you want more information about claims made in ads on subjects such as work at home opportunities, travel or 
vacation specials, purchasing land or vehicles [rom government surplus or below wholesale, loans or other credit opportunities (including 
credit repair), or weight loss and other health products or services, we urge you to contact the Better Business Bureau, Inc., 20 Park Plaza, 
Suite 820, Boston, MA 021164344. Call (617) 426-9000. Or the Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulations. To report an ad that 
is suspected to be a scam please call (888) 49~501. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
GAS TANKS 
New Gas Tanks at Wholesale Prices. 
$99.00 for most GM, FORD, & 
CHRYSLER. $119.00 for most imports. 
Buy Direct from the Distributor. Call 
us Toll Free Mon- Fri. 9- 5 at I.S00-
561..<!265. 
RADIATORS 
GAS TANKS, OIL PANS & SENDING 
UNITS. 99% chance you will have 
your part tomorrow. Wholesale 
prices, major brands. No sales tax. 1-
800-827-4323 or 1-603-358-3036. Radia-
tor Express, Inc. 
$500!! POLICE IMPOUNDS!! 
Cars(frucks/SlNs from $500!! Hon-
das, Chevys, Jeeps, Fords, Toyotas, 
etc. Tax Repos and US Marshall Sales 
for Listings I.S00-719-3001, ext. C255. 
REAL ESTATE 
HOMES FOR SALE 
$0 DOWN HOMES- Government & 
bank foreclosures! HUD, VA, FHA. Low 
or no down! No credit OK! For listings 
800-501-1777 X 2798. 
NEWFOUND LAKE HEBRON. 
NH 
Stone Gate Acres Cape, 2 car garage, 
3 bedroom, 2 bath, shared 335' sandy 
beach. $299,900. Call Sandy at Cen-
tury 21 Country Lakes Realty. 800-
342-9767. 
LOG HOME KITS 
Wholesale log home building pack-
ages sold to everyone! Great low 
prices! Nationwide delivery! www.log-
cabinhomes.com. 1-800-56CABIN. 
BUILD A NEW HOME 
Earn thousands in equity the day you 
move in! 100% financing and no pay-
ments while you build. Visit us at 
www.iheonline.com or call 1..<!00-779-
7790, ext 983. 
LAKE ALTMAR & RIVER ACCESS 
20 acres, $19,900. 100 acres- 1600' 
Pleasant Lake, $! 79,900. 6 acres - 300' 
Salmon River, $39,900. 40 NY proper-
ties. Financing. www.land-first.com 1-
~83-2626 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
STOP RENTING!!! $0 Down Homes! No 
Credit OK! 1..<!00-501-1777. ext/ 2794. 
AMAZING MORTGAGE SERVICE 
Injured credit, bill consolidation, in-
vestment, purchase, VA/VHA, con-
struction, double wide, cash, income 
stated by you. 24/7. Rapid Realtor 
Service. 413-262-5725 
LAND FOR SALE 
ARIZONA LAND LiQUIDATION. Near 
Tucson. Football field sized lots. $0 
Down/ $0 Interest/ $99/month ($9995 
total). Free information. Money back 
guarantee! 1..<!00-682-6103 Op #16. No 
salesperson will call. 
HEBRON COUNTRY ESTATE: 
5 acre plus, beautiful picturesque 
"White Mountains". View lots. Min-
utes from Hebron Village and new 




Meticulously restored country farm-
house on 31 acres of fields and 
woods. 4 bedrooms, 2 lull baths, in-
ground pool, large barn, mountain 
views from 2 large screen porches. 
$339,000. Century 21 CLR. 800-342-
9767 Jon or Charlie. 
BUSINESS/FINANCIAL 
FREE GRANTS 
Never repay, Acceptance guaranteed. 
$500.- $500,000. Education, Home Re-
pairs, Homes, Business. Live opera-
tors. 9 am- 9 pm Mon. - Sat. l.S00-
893-2517 X 1014. 
UNSECURED LOANS/LINES 
$!OK- $tOOK+ biz or personal. No up 
front fees. No financial or tax returns. 
Fast & easy. Contact lfrpj@aol.com 
781-235-4!33. 
FEELING OVERWHELMED WITH 
DEBT? 
Our non-profit credit counseling or-




SENIOR HOMEOWNERS! No pay-
ments until you permanently leave 
your residence. Government insured, 
no qualifying. Call Frank Costa 1-800-




$1.000 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
Mailing Brochures From Home! Easy! 
Free Supplies! Genuine Opportunity. 
1-800-749-5782 (24 hrs). 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE: 
Work from home, up to $1500 to 
$7500 a month PT /FT. 888-202-4544 or 
978-343-0199, www.goodfor-
tunestoali.com 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE TO LOSE 
WEIGHT: 
"We Pay You" 1..<!88-248-6359. An-
thony lost 40tbs. in 4 months. Art lost 
581bs in I 0 weeks. 
GOVERNMENT POSTAL JOBS 
Now Hiring! Up to $47,578 per year. 
Full and part time. Paid training, full 
benefits, vacations. Information and 
applications. Call 800-573-8555, Dept. 
P-334. 
$2500+ WEEKLY INCOME! 
Now hiring envelope stutters. 10-year 
nationwide company needs you! Easy 
work from home. Free postage/sup-
plies provided. Written guarantee! 
Free information. Call now. l.S00-242-
0363, ext. 1404. 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 
NOW HIRING: 
Postal Positions. $14.80/$38+/Hr. No 
experience necessary. Entry level 
with full benefits. Paid training. Call 7 
days for info toll free. 1-888-826-2513, 
ext. 909. 
EARN UP TO $550 WEEKLY: 
Working through the government 
part-time. No experience. A lot of op-
portunities. 1..<!00-493-3688. Code X-54 
$875.00 WEEKLY INCOME: 
Mailing our postcards from home. No 
experience necessary. FT /PT. Gen-
uine opportunity. FREE supplies. 
CALL 1-708-686-{)300 (24 hours). 
ACT NOW! 
Expanding Wellness Co. needs dis-
To place a Classified Ad: 
Call 775-6601 
or toll free (800) 286·6601 
Fax 775-1615 
tributors. Earn up to $500/$5000 
PT /FT. Paid vacation, Flex Hrs., Train-




Custom Printed. $4.50 heavyweight. 
"Fruit of the Loom", Hats, $2.75, Mugs 
& more. Free Catalog. 1..<!00-242-2374. 
Berg Enterprises. 40. 
VIOLIN. FLUTE, CLARINET, 
TRUMPET 
Trombone, Fender Guitar Amplifier, 
$69.each. Upright bass, cello, saxo-
phone, French horn, drums $185. 
each. Tuba, baritone horn, Ham-
mond Organ, others 4 sale. 1-516-377-
7907. 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & 
SAVE! 
Cartridges from $45.00, Including 
pickup and delivery. Guaranteed. Dis-
counted toner for copiers available. 
We buy empties. 800-676-{)749, 
www.nationaltoner. com 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
Brand New Materials/Special Price 
Reductions on Existing Inventory. 25 
X 30, 30 X 40, 45 X 100, 50 X !60, 51 X 
200, 80 X 250. J-800-462-7930 X 48. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
NEED A COMPUTER? 
Bad Credit, Bankruptcy OK. NO 
CREDIT CHECK. Guaranteed ap-
proval. Checking account - Home 
phone required. 1..<!00-578-1802, 
www.PC4SURE.COM 
FREE 3-ROOM DIRECTV SYSTEM 
INCLUDING INSTALLATION! 
4 months FREE programming when 
you subscribe to NFL Sunday Ticket. 
Access 225+ 1V channels. Digital-
quality picture/sound. Limited time 
offer. Caii1.S00-963-3289. 
GOVERNMENT & PRIVATE 
FOUNDATION GRANTS: 
Never Repay! $500 - $500,000 home 
repairs, home purchase, business, ed-
ucation. Phone live operators 9 AM-
to 9 PM, Monday thru Saturday. l.S00-
339c28!7,Ext. 388 
REACH 1.8 MILLION HOUSE-
HOLDS in 6 New England states with 
your product, service or business. 
Reach potential customers quickly 
and inexpensively with great results. 
Use the Buy New England Classified 
Ad Network by calling this paper or 
877-423-6399. Do they work? You are 
reading one of our ads now!! 
Visa • MasterCard Accepted 
DELIGHT & ENTERTAIN 
Family and friends. Make your toilet 
paper sing! Party songs, stocking 
stuffers and everyday fun. McManus 




Do you love being pregnant? Want to 
help a couple become parents? You 
may be able to carry a couple's bio-
logical child! For information 781-
861..<!051. 
HORSE HAY 
Canadian Hay and Straw delivered, 
700 bail loads. Call 819-876-5872. 
PETS 
MAINE COON KITTENS 
From MAINE. Specializing in poly-
dactyls! Double pawed, Pet only. $400 




Lowest price refills. Guaranteed $3.60 
per lOOmg. Why pay more? We have 
the answer! Vioxx, Celebrex, Upitor, 
more! Prescription Buyers Group. 1-
800-201..<!756 
SAVE UP TO 85% 
on your prescription medications by 
ordering from Canada. Call today for 
a free price quote. 1..<!66-865-6337. 
www.NorthAmericanMeds.com. 
Member Better Business Bureau. 
GET PRESCRIPTIONS ONLINE 
Phentermlne, Soma, Ambien, Adipex, 
Didrex, Methocarbamol, Phendime-
trazine, U!tram, Sonata, Bontrll, Tenu-





tion package to Florida, Bahamas, 
Mexico, Vegas or Hawaii including 4-
FREE Roundtrip airfares (Valued to 
$2000) for planning a day trip to pre-
view any one of our resorts: Newport, 
Rl, Cape Cod, NH or VT. 1st 50 callers 
receive a Dining Certificate on day of 
visit. 
NHs MOST REQUESTED 
award winning resorts. 1 - 4 bedroom 
condos, kitchen, jacuzzi, pools, fit-
ness center, playground. Entertain-
ment pavilion, rowboats, tennis, 
nightly bonfires, near Storyland. 1-
877-LMG-STAY or www.tmgnh.com 
u want it on 
you want it when? 
you want it right? 
_____.~ CALL LT'S! ......___. 
800.800.7785 or 774.1104 
• Golf Shirts • Jackets • Polar Fleece • Magnets • Banners • Pens • Coffee Mugs • 
• Calendars • Sweat Shirts • Calculators • Bumper Stickers • T-Sbirts • Caps • 
• Briefcases • Golf Balls • Tote Bags • Umbrellas • Labels • Mouse Pads • Signs • 
~LT'sinc. 




has never been better. 
.. . and over 600,000 other items! 
www.ltsmaine.com 
This is the perfect time 
to join this rewarding field. 
Massage and Polarity programs created by 
Nancy Risley, RPP and taught by instructors trained 
by the PRI Educational Development Company. 
Cosmetology programs designed by 
Pivot Point International and led by Teresa Favazza. 
Headhunter 
Spa Tech 









INCREDIBLE Low Rates! 
- Refinance or Purchase -
FIXED RATE 
180 payments of $7.8411,()()() loan 
(APR calc: 20% rfowr>--f'NMA guidelines apply) 
Call for a FREE Credit Report! 
OTHER PROGRAMS (Slightly Higher Rates) 
• Programs for Borrowers with Problem Credit 
• No Points and No Closing COsts Programs 
• No Income Verification (5% Down) 
• Purchase with Zero Down and Finance Closing Costs 
Rates for qualified owner occupied borrowers-loan amount $80K-250K 
Higher rates tor other klans I not FNMA eligible. 
Sell Your House 




















- Without a Real Estate Broker! -




















































New Gloucester - $210,000 
Contemp 
3bedroom 
1 bath 
(Ad #30521) 
